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compainats, David W. 8 and Gary Co Huckaby, hereby file
tec. comlaint as 'torzoos th Ented StatesCo*2Us

437 (19566), vint AthU X J.oksnl, the american Council
for a Conservative , NathAw Xenbeiq Nathan Rosenberg
for Con'gress, and twvi& Vaoean (hereinafter collectivelyfthe Respondents"). The agaht: is for nmerous violations of
the United States'Cod. e Code of Vederal Regulations
committed during the Republican primary campaign for the 40th
Congressional District in California, .,as set out below.

INTRODUCTION

Complainant David W. Syme is a registered Republican voter
in the 40th Congressional District of California. Complainant
Gary C. Huckaby is a registered Republican voter in California.C OO

On June 1, 1988 a brochure vas mailed to several thousand Cc
households in Orange County, California that attacked C. David -
Baker, a candidate for Congress in the 40th Congressional co
District of California. (see exhibits 1 and 2). -

rn
On June 2, 1988 two versions of a brochure were mailed to= '

several thousand households in Orange County, California that
attacked C. Christopher Cox, another candidate for Congress inZZ 4
the 40th Congressional District of California. (see exhibits 3,4 -
and 5).

The two candidates attacked are, along with Nathan 0.
Rosenberg, the three front runners in a hotly contested
Republican primary to determine the nominee for Congress in the
40th Congressional District of California.

All three brochures were disclaimed as "Paid for by the
American Council for a Conservative Consensus". (see exhibits 1,
3 and 4). The bulk rate permit number for all three brochures was
#285, Santa Ana, California. (see exhibits 1, 3 and 4). This
permit was taken out on May 23, 1988 by Arthur M. Jackson for the
American Council for a Conservative Consensus (hereinafter
"ACCC"). The address for ACCC was given as 3857 Birch St. #157,
Newport Beach, California 92660 (see exhibit 6). This address is
a private post office box rental business. The phone number for
Arthur M. Jackson is (602) 870-3825.

On May 24, 1988 the American Council for a Conservative
Consensus filed a Statement of Organization with the Federal
Election Commission. The treasurer for ACCC was listed as
Sharlee Dodd. It is not yet clear if Sharlee Dodd is a
contributor to, or otherwise involved with, Nathan Rosenberg's
campaign, as Arthur Jackson is, but the address used for the



Statement of Organization is the same post office rental box
listed above.

The postage for the mailing of at least one of the attack
brochures was paid by cashier's check, according to a postal
employee. It is unclear who paid for the cashier's check, or how
al 0o the postage was paid for the attack brochures. The
postage used totaled at least $3163.92. (see exhibits 2, & 5)

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress (hereinafter "the Rosenberg
campaign") is the authorized campaign committee for Nathan 0.
Rosenberg. David Wayne Vaporean is an employee or an agent of
the Rosenberg campaign. (see exhibit if).

As will be set out in detail below, it is believed that the
attack brochures sent out purportedly by ACCC were, in fact, done
in cooperation with, or with the consent of, or in consultation
with, or at the request or suggestion of the Rosenberg campaign,
Rosenberg, or an agent of the campaign (most probably Vaporean),
and were not, therefore, an independent expenditure as defined in
2 USC Sec. 431(17) and 11 CFR Sec. 100.16. Additionally, whetherNO or not the expenditures were independent, it is believed that the
filing, reporting and disclosure requirements of the Federal

'0 Elections Code (11 CFR) all were violated by Respondents.

7) I. THE EXPENDITURES MADE BY ACCC WERE NOT, IN FACT, INDEPENDENT,
0 AND, ACCORDINGLY, THE MAKING OF SUCH EXPENDITURES CONSTITUTE

A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION IN EXCESS OF THE AMOUNT ALLOWABLE
__ UNDER FEDERAL LAW

0 An independent expenditure is one made "by a person
expressly advocating the election or defeat of a clearly
identified candidate which is made without cooperat ion or
consultation with any candidate, or any authorized committee or
agent of such candidate, and which is not made in concert with,
or at the request or suggestion of, any candidate, or any

m authorized committee or agent of such candidate." 2 USC Sec.
431(17) (1986); 11 CFR Sec. 100.16 (1987). The expenditures made
for the attack brochures advocated the defeat of two clearly
identified candidates. However, we believe, due to compelling
circumstances, that there was cooperation and/or consultation
(hereinafter "collusive behavior") between Jackson and the
Rosenberg campaign that taken together show a pattern that is
hard to ignore. Under ideal circumstances we would be able to
state all that follows with facts to back up our contentions, but
since the relevant brochures and facts became public only within
the past four or five days, we have set out the facts we know,
and those facts we believe can be proven easily by the Federal
Election Commission by depositions and subpoenas.

The first circumstance suggesting some collusive behavior is
the fact that Jackson used the same direct mail house,
Diversified Mailing, Inc. of Fullerton, California, as is used by
the Rosenberg campaign. The manager of Diversified Mailing, Inc.



is Bob Bernard. Jackson is apparently an Arizona resident, and
it is believed that the Councll is an Arizona group. It would be
most logical that Jackson would use an Arizona mail house with
whom it would be more convenient to work. Even if Jackson wanted
to use a mail house in the area of the congressional race, there
are many other mail houses that he could have chosen besides the
mail house used not only by the current Rosenberg campaign, but
also by David Vaporean d/b/a David Wayne Communications for the
past ten years according to an article in the Orange County
Register on June 4, 1988.

The second circumstance suggesting some collusive behavior
is that Jackson also used the same printer, Penn Lithographics of
Cerritos, California, as is used by the Rosenberg campaign. Even
if by some coincidence Jackson chose the same California mail
house for the attack brochures, it is highly unlikely that
Jackson would use, by coincidence, the same California printer
for the attack brochures, unless Jackson asked someone connected
with the Rosenberg campaign for recommendations of mail houses
and printers.

\The third circumstance suggesting some collusive behavior is
that on June 3, 1988 the Rosenberg campaign sent out a brochure
attacking Christopher Cox on the same subject as the ACCC attack
brochure - both criticized Cox for publishing an English
translation of Pravda, the official newspaper of the Soviet
government. Moreover, the language used in the Rosenberg
brochure of June 3rd is very similar to the language of the ACCC
brochure of June 2nd. The ACCC brochure states that "[a]merican
school children, thanks to Christopher Cox, are exposed to the

O: lies distortions, and mind bending view of the world that
Communist propaganda so cleverly manufactures." The Rosenberg
brochure states that "Chris Cox has, for profit, distributed
Soviet Communist propaganda to thousands of American school kids.

-American kids who have had their minds impacted by the cleverly
crafted lies and distortions of the Soviet propaganda machine."(-e -##

Though Cox has been attacked for several different reasons
over the course of the campaign, up until the June 2nd ACCC
attack there had been no attack on Cox for any reason by anyone
in any medium or arena related to his involvement in the
translation of Pravda. Cox is a founder and significant
stockholder of Context Corporation, an independent translator of
Soviet propaganda for study and use by the CIA, the FBI, and
universities and researchers of communism in 26 countries. A
second charge that Cox is a Soviet propagandist, a ludicrous
charge in the first place, in the mail the day following the
first charge makes it virtually impossible that the second charge
was based on the information in the first unless both were
colluding in advance, since the second piece had to be at the
Post Office within hours of the time the first piece was
delivered. Furthermore, other text in the Rosenberg campaign
attack brochure, including the number of candidates in the race,
shows that the Rosenberg campaign attack brochure was written
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well in advance of the circulation of the ACCC piece. Rosenberg
tried to suggest to reporters that "both may have contained
similar language because they were quoting from a Cox campaign
brochure." But as the newspaper article went on to say "It]he
Cox brochure said only that Cox was founder of an independent
translator of Soviet propaganda for study and use by U.S.
government researchers, among others." Los Angeles Times, June
4, 1988.

A fourth circumstance that indicates collusive behavior is
that we understand that Vaporean supervised production of the
three ACCC pieces which attacked both Baker and Cox, in addition
to the Rosenberg campaign attack on Cox, both at the mail house
and at the printer. This can be easily checked by taking
depositions of the owners and employees of both establishments.

A fifth circumstance suggesting collusive behavior is that
we understand that Vaporean, eiLher personally or through his
company David Wayne Communications, paid for by checks at least

C) some of the costs associated with the ACCC brochures. This
should be easy to check by subpoenaing the records of eitherVaporean or the mail house and printer. Additionally, it should
be noted that David Wayne Communications received over $140,000

\in consulting fees between April 9, 1988 and May 14, 1988 alone,
though none of the money received was denoted expense
reimbursement as was the case with another consultant to the
Rosenberg campaign. This is an extraordinary amount of
consulting fees to one person/company, particularly since none
of it was for expense reimbursement, for a campaign whose total
contributions during the reporting period were only just over

0 $210,000.

A sixth circumstance suggesting collusive behavior is the
actions and reactions of Jackson and Rosenberg as covered in
stories in local newspapers on the ACCC mailings. In one article
on Friday Jackson said he had no favorites in the race, and in
another article he denied supporting any candidate in the 40th
Congressional district. Orange County Register, June 3, 1988 and

0June 4, 1988. We understand that Federal Elections Commission
(FEC) reports show that Arthur M. Jackson contributed $250 to
Rosenberg for his 1986 primary campaign against incumbent
Congressman Robert Badham. Further, an FEC report filed in
January shows that Arthur M. Jackson contributed the maximum
allowable amount of $1,000 on November 11, 1987, to Nathan
Rosenberg's 1988 congressional campaign. In subsequent news
articles it came out that Rosenberg knew Jackson "very well",
Daily Pilot, June 3, 1988, and that Jackson had taken a two week
"est" (Erhardt Seminar Training) course. Los Angeles Times, June
4, 1988 (Rosenberg's brother Werner Erhardt is the founder of
est, and Rosenberg has been very involved with the organization
as a seminar training leader.)

We strongly believe that the information presented above,
when taken together, leads to only one conclusion: that the ACCC



attack mailers were sent o in 'a'OQrtith, the Rosenberg
campaign, and desontrats Mob" oa.hOol lsion. ost o
the information wee qete A w- o.0t hce wha
few subpoenas and At we ave no0 M nformation
basis for this belieft it, is W02tk abeo.4n@ wn rn nomto
becomes public whether any ofl the five of ACCC or the
twenty donors to ACCC are also donors to the Ros rg campaign
If the expenditures by A=C are not independent then they should
be subject to the 11 CFR Sec. 109.1(c) and subject to a $1000
limitation, in which case &CCC and Jacson clearly have violated
the limitation on contributions to a candidate under 11 CFR Sec.
110.1(b).

II. ACCC HAS VIOLATED FEDERAL ELECTION 1AW BY FAILURE TO MEET
FILING REQUIREMENTS

ACCC appears to be a political committee within the meaning
of either 11 C.F.R. Sec.100.5(f) (2) or 11 C.F.R. Sec. 100.5(g)
(2). Notwithstanding this status, it is unclear whether
Respondent Jackson filed a Statement of Organization on behalf of
ACCC within 10 days after he formed ACCC, a violation of 11
C.F.R. Sec.102.1d). As a political committee, respondent ACCC
is required to disclose a significant degree of information
concerning its activities, including reporting any expenditures
exceeding $1000 spent within 20 days of a primary election.
Respondent ACCC apparently has failed to report its activities in
the manner and within the time frame contemplated in, among other
sections, 11 C.F.R. Secs. 104.3, 104.4(b), 104.5(c)(1)(ii), and
109.2(b), and to file such reports with the Federal Election
Commission as required under 11 C.F.R. Sec.105.4. In fact,
Complainant is informed and believes that Respondent ACCC has
ignored its reporting obligations and has, as of this date, not
filed many of the required reports with the Federal Election
Commission.

III. ACCC HAS VIOLATED FEDERAL ELECTION LAWS BY FAILURE TO
PROVIDE THE PUBLIC NOTICE REQUIRED

The mailings that Respondent ACCC sent out note that they
were "Paid for by the American Council for a Conservative
Consensus."

As noted in other portions of this complaint, these mailings
appear to have been prepared in concert with Respondent Rosenberg
Committee and its agent, Respondent David Vaporean. Accordingly,
such mailings should have included a disclaimer meeting the
requirements of 11 CFR Sec.110.11(a)(1)(i). Assuming that the
payment for such mailings was by ACCC, but the Rosenberg
campaign authorize it, such mailings should have included a
disclaimer meeting the requirements of 11 CFR Sec.110.11(a)
(1) (ii).
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Even if ACCC did not prepare its mailings in co Wt with-
the Rosenberg caqmign or its agent, VaporeMa the disoao r
used on the mailings violated federal election law by faL:are to
state whether the mailings were authorized by any cafi
runniny for federal office, in violation of 11 CFR Sec. 11(a)

IV. SUMMARY

This complaint sets forth our contentions as to Violations
of federal election law by Respondents. It is respectfulIy
requested that the Federal Election Commission move expediti usly
to verify the truth to the facts stated herein.

Executed under penalty of perjury on June 6, 1988 in Newport
Beach, California.

SIGNED:

Executed under penalty of perjury on June 6, 1988 in Newport

Beach, California.

SIGNED:



Feeral Election d

State of California

County of Orange

ss oni Complaint (Syme)

On this 7th day of June, in the year 1988, before me Margaret Lee
Siskar/Notary Public, personally appeared David W. Syme personally
known to me to be'the perepa whose name is subscribed to this
instrument, and acknowledged that he executed it.

WITNESS my hand and off ic1

Notamms Signature
My Commission Expires:

6 -7-91

seal.

L.S.

Federal Election Commission Complaint (Huckaby)

State of California

County of Orange

On this 7th day of June, in the year 1988, before me Margaret Lee
Siskar/Notary Public, personally appeared Gary Carroll Huckaby
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the

person whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and
acknowledged that he executed it.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

L.S.
Nota 's Signature
My Commission Expires:

6-7-91
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1924 HOLIDAY RD
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
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chatn on yuwietyorfmlrens,

an th voer Sh yo S are askn to trs you?

As Da9 Baer Cadiat fo 9 5 5. *
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It Was€t t Daveae, a e- -- for W eis agod ihma ada guy whhi. a*y vals
Dave Baker, did you chat e your wife? Ye or no? W yea th pee of this
disric? Why won't you just t 1h 2 "

O April 15, 1988, Dave Baker cklms tht f yaues ae the. rCafapi f or cogress- 0. Aprt 30,1 hnLi ThMa ar" Il headi e gatons ofAdultery Confront Raker," Dave Baker f to anwer qumsdou thes. HiS only answer was "no response.

Did Ie or ddnt he? Only Dave Baker kmews tht answer, and he iot tab.
Everyone has their opinion about this kind of moral Issue or questionable judgement onthe part of a public figure.

But tis n't theonytm htDv ae has been confronted with allegations ofquestionable judgement. On April 19, "198, a speech to a neighborhood voter group,Dave Baker pledges to protect their quality of life if elected to congress. In 1987, DaveBaker voted to build the Yale Street overpa., thus endangering Irvine families in near-by neighborhoods with high speed auto trafc.

And of course, Dave Baker says he's never supported a tax increase. But officialrecords show that in 1984, Dave Baker led the campaign to Increase Orange County's
sales tax.

With Dave Baker, the issue isn't one of lifestyle or morality. What is at issue Is thetrust and confidence we must have in our elected officials to faithfully carry out their
duties.
The real question is: If a wife can't trust her husband to be faithful, can we trust him to
be faithful to the sacred duties of being a congressman?

Trust and judgement are important. Are you willing to take a chance on Dave Baker?
Think about it. Please consider who deserves our trust when you vote.

Please vote June 7.

Midi
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CAN-WT SUkT
TH. CAWN FAMILY
2450 PARA L*.PORT
NE*PORT bEACHr CA

i tyor Congress, please look inside for information about the above
done f t d candidates seeking this office.

PAID FOR BY THE AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR A CONSERVATIVE CONSENSUS

I

U.S. Postage
PAID

Bulk Rate
Permit #285

Santa Ana. CA
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christopher Cox, on April 13, admitted to a crowd of over 100 OrangeCounty voter that he Is responsible for translating, publishing, anddistributing Communist propaganda In the United States and 16 free
countries.

Christopher Cox has wrapped
himself in so-called conservative
cloth. He points to the great
service he is providing the
freedom-loving people of
the United States.

N O~oxe 
C~

Comnuu A leaders
that pepewho
helped to spread
Communist propaganda
were more valuable than
any bullet, bomb, or army.

t' / (,, C 7 0 C K
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educrti, a t Rrirvard University,can do thfsrp things. The First Amendment to the Constitution giveseveryonn th right to say or do what they want.
Christopher COxS company, Context, translates and distri'oPravd the main Soviet propaganda daily publication. AmericanSchool children, thanks to Christopher Cox, are exposed to the liesdistortions, and mind bending view of the world that Communist
Propaganda so cleverly manufactures,
Does America need a Soviet upropagandist- like Christopher Cox In theCongress of the United States?

You know the answer. Nol
June 7 you can vote for the words of Stalin by voting for Cox forCongress.

Or you can vote for truth, for America, and for the millions offreedom-eeelng people who have died at the hands of Communistdictators like Stalin.

America's future?

Its all up to you. June 7.

6/9CC(O~r
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'Marital fideliY d eicoth*c
euses Cow of being a Communist.
Both have been distributed to
thousands o( homes in the 40th
District

Fights Fire With F
Cox, a Newport Beach lawyer,

- denied the charges in the mailer by
making an absurd allegataon ot his
own.
" m absolutely certain that the

people who are saying this are
extraterrestrials, 'and I thi my
charge has all the validity of
theirs," Cox said in an interview at
Orange Coast College in Costa
Mesa, where retired L. CoL Oliver
North gave a speech Iry
endorsing his candidacy. ." Baker, an Irvin city uichmm,
was unav~Ilabt*, for -t¢o e
Thursday.Out * olel
tant, Frank f t Inlc,'.~
.I ve been inVolv._ io bt.c.t
*campaigns In Oaj
-years and 1'vet
negative mall But 1se en anything.1110

'lam absOlutely ethat the people whol

sying bisare -\
extraterrestrials,think my.chmrge ,
the validity: bft
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"I D O LIEI A CHRIS

CHRISTOPHER COX HAS SPENT OVER $5W, 000 Of
VOTERS. READ THIS AND GET TO KNOW THE RE

UP UNTIL NOW CHRIS COX HAS TOLD YOU THAT HE 1 -or__
WAS A"CLOSE" ADVISOR TO THE PRESIDENT. D rF

Official transcripts from court records (shown here) prove that
Chris Cox's duties were limited to housekeeping chores and
clerk service, not at the White House, but at the office building V---
text to the White House. Y1TEN M

In an Orange County Meeting this year, President Reagan said, : :--
'i don't believe I know a Chris Cox...he claims to work for me?" ,

. . .V- -

cOX EVEN SAID HE HAS 'WORKED" TO BUILD THE -

WEPUBLICAN PARTY. HE HAS ALSO TOLD YOU HE IS A
'CONSERVATIVE' LEADER.o ME_

-Af

,official records dating back to 1984, which were provided by
the Orange County Registrar of Voters and the State of ._.
Virginia-both places where Cox has lived in the past 4 -SU--- ........
years-prove without a shadow of a doubt that Chris Cox did
'hot vote for President Reagan in 1984. Further, Cox did not vote
to oppose Rose Bird in 1986, he did not vote to stop the $.01 ..

sales tax increase in Orange County, and he has not voted on Cox Draws Critic
one local issue in this county since 1984. Since june, 1984

tE=coy as I'

'low



ox.. ,ORWEI ME?"
-- Pre det Ronald Reagan, Orange County, 1988

EAST COAST MONEY TO TRICK ORANGE COUNTY
AL CHRIS COX, A CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS?!

MAYBE CHRIS COX CAN'T TELL THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE TRUTH AND A LIE ANYMORE. BECAUSE...

On top of all of this Chris Cox has, for profit, distributed Soviet
Communist propaganda to thousands of American school kids.
American kids who have had their minds impacted by the
cleverly crafted lies and distortions of the Soviet propaganda
machine.

THIS IS THE REAL CHRISTOPHER COX. HE IS NOT THE
PERSON HE HAS SPENT OVER $500,000 TO CONVINCE
YOU HE IS. HIS WHOLE LIFE IS A LIE.

THERE ARE 11 GOOD, DECENT CANDIDATES ON YOUR
BALLOT. EACH COULD DO A GOOD JOB AS YOUR
CONGRESSMAN.

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS HOPING YOU WILL VOTE FOR
CHRIS COX.

-\t-:

voted Snc J, 4  S

i c,-. flit

go
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ON JUNE 7 CAREFULLY CONSIDER YOUR
REPUBLICAN VOTEI



After an exhaustive Investigation, careful review, and personal Interviews with
Scandidate, one Republican stood out among the field:

When the largest dally newspaper In California endorses a candidate for
Conlgress you know they have checked out all the facts. The Los Angeles
fut/ Is one of the most respected newspapers in the world.

ey have ed Nathan Rosenberg to be our next U.S. Representative In

tba si rgis endorsed for U.S. Representative by
59 Republicans. Not party bosses. Not special

interests. Just pe k nd m
We ask for your support and vote on June 7 for:

I:Nathan Rosenberg
U.S. Representative

Nsng rm/ Vote June 7
LUNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE

• -- "" "Y, ,, i ,c



Ros nberg
Says Friend,
butNot the
Mailer, Is His

By JIM CARLTON,
rim" Siet Wrier
Cong8resonal candidate Natha

Rosenberg acknowledged Frida,
that an Arizona man responsibi
for last-minute "hit" mailers aime
at his two leading opponents was
friend but denied that his campaigi
had anything to do with the mail
ers.

Rosenberg also announced at
hastily called press conference tha
he was returning a $1,000 campaigi
c6kribution from the man, Arthm
M. Jackson. 32, of Phoenix.

The mailers, distributed in re-
cent days under the name of tht
AiDerican Council for a Conserva.
tve Consensus, accuse C. Christo.
p1k Cox of espousing communism
and raise questions about C. David

OW#'s marital fidelity. Jackso
said in a telephone interview thi
he-ba arranged to have a total al
37.000 copies of the two mailers
dributed to homes in the 40th
Congressional District, where Ro-.
so~aberg, Cox and Baker are the
froht-runners in Tuesday's Repub-heya~ primary.Rosenberg vehemently denied

suggestions by his opponents that
he Was behind Jackson's mail cam-
pqgn. Jackson, too, said he acted
indendently of Rosenberg. Both
said they have been friends since
meeting about a decade ago in
Washington when Jackson was a
congressional aide and Rosenberg
was working for the secretary of
the defense.

"Arthur Jackson is a friend, but a
misguided friend," Rosenberg said.
"Because I disavow his tactics, I
told Ted [Long, a campaign aide] to
write a check of $1.000 and send it
back to him."

Jackson, a stock market investor
who said he will be moving to
Orange County within two months,
said he also contributed $250 to
Rosenberg's unsuccessful 1986
GOP primary campaign in the 40th
District. Jackson said his $1,000
contribution was for a Rosenberg
fund-raising dinner that he attend-
ed in January.

Rosenberg added that Jackson
was one of 1,800 contributors to his
current campaign and that he has
no way of controlling their actions.

ft~~It tileddlPonixon
Fhday but PC no response. Jack-
son returned a telephone call from
The Times on Friday from Colors -
do. where he said he was vacation-:mg.

When he reaches Jackson. Ro-
senberg said, he will tell him this:
'"Thaks but no thanks. And don't
send out any more mail."

Jackson said the mailen. which
he had printed and mailed at a cost
of $19,96, represented an inde-
pendent effort by his American
Council for a Conservative Consen-

* Similar LAspag
T The Jackson mailer aimed at Cox

contained some language similar to
a mailer sent out by the Rosenberg
campaign to voters Friday. Both
mailers attack Cox for starting a
business in 1984 to translate the
Soviet newspaper Pravda into
English. Cox. who studied Russianwhile at USC, has said he started

r the business so Americans could
know what is being said about them
in the Soviet Union.

The Jackson mailer said: "Amer-
ican schoolchildren, thanks to
Christopher Cox, are exposed to the

I lies, distortions and mind-bending
I view of the world that CommunistF propaganda so cleverly manufac-

tures."
The Rosenberg mailer said:

"Chris Cox has, for profit, distribut-
ed Soviet Communist propaganda
to thousands of American school
kids. American kids who have had
their minds impacted by the clev-
erly crafted lies of the Soviet
propaganda machine."

"It's written. I think, by the same
person," said Carlos Rodriguez.
campaign consultant for Cox.

Rosenberg angrily asserted that
his mailer was in no way connected
with the one sent out by Jackson
and that both may have contained
similar language because they
were quoting from a Cox campaign
brochure. The Cox brochure said

only that Cox was founder of an
independent translator of Soviet
propaganda for study and use by
U.S. government researchers,
among others.

Jackson said his group was sup-
ported by 20 donors, whom he
refused to name. The organization
filed as a political action committee
uat month both with the secretary

of state's office and the Federal
Election Commission.

Although Jackson said the group,
was not supporting any candidates
in the 40th District race, he ac-
knowledaed that he personally fa-

drawn "an ua

that Jackson w worklw 40 .
lof te Rmnberg campeip.
"All roadseem to be to M *

place, and I think that Mr. Psi-1
berg is going to have do mioe
serious explaining to
in this district." Rodrigues sa

"Everything seems to lead te a
relationship with the
campaign." added John Nakska.
Baker's campaign manager.

Nakaoka added that he viewed It
as more than coincidence tat b*

Jackson and Rosenberg wed 01-
versifled Mailing Inc. 1 Pullem
to handle distribution of thel mail-
ers, as an employee of the
confirmed Friday.

Neither Cox nor Baker ues that
mailing house, officials for tei
campaign orge'zations sad Na-
kaoka said there are many other
mailing houses Jackson could have
used, incliling some in his bome
state.

Rosenberg countered that Di-
versified in a large mailing hoe
used by many area politicianm He
termed it pure coincidence that
Jackson happened to be using the
same company.

Cox predicted Friday that Ro-
senberg's candidacy would be de-
railed by the disclosures about his
association with Jackson.

"I think Nathan Rosenberg's
candidacy is now over," Cox said.
"It's history, because of what has
come to lighL"

Baker could not be reached for
comment.

Rosenberg shot back that Cox is
doing some wishful thinking and
added that both Cox and Bake' are
trying to deflect the heat from
themselves following damaging
disclosures about their own re-
cords.

Rosenberg, 36, maintained that
he has conducted an honest, forth-
right campaign that has been free
from political attacks on his oppo.
nents until they attacked him first.
He said he sent out mailers disclos-
ing Cox's failure to vote since 1984
after Cox sent out a mailer that
attacked Rosenberg's brother,
Werner Erhard, and Erhard's
now-defunct est self-improvement
program.

Two Weeks of est
In the telephone interview,

Jackson said he had once been
involved in est. Jackson sad he
took a two-week est training
course about 10 years ago.

Erhard filed a multimillon-dol-
lar lawsut against Cox in Orange
County Superior Court, alleging
libel and slander. The suit is pend.
nh.John Douh"r in Phoordx mnd



Rosenberg asks c
to stay out of con
By Larry PeteronTe -rw

Congressional candidate Nathan
Rosenberg on Friday asked the Baker condemned the ma l..
man who sent mailings branding against him as "the worst Wiora
)ne of Rosenberg' opponents in the dirty campaigning.I"
1Oth Congressional District race a Cox called Jackson's chs
;oviet propagandist and another-"false and outrageous" and do'
in adulterer "to take no further ploredthe link with seenberg.
iction in the campaign." Ties

Rosenberg, a Newport Beach ROSENBalso returned a ERG: Denies role in
$100 contribution he received 

a
from Phoenix investment broker FROM 1
Arthur M. Jackson, who this week Jackson emerged Friday. Rose-
seat; 37,000 brochures to voters in berg acknowledged that he has
the Orange County district. The known Jackson since about IMS,
maiings leveled the propaganda when Jackson was a legislative as.
charge against Christopher Cox sistant in Washington, DC, and Ro.

aodrepeated an adultery accusa- sePberg was a naval assistant to

!ion against David Baker. Secfetary of Defense Harold
Brovn.

Jakson on Thursday denie sup
porting any candidate in the rawand said he had met some of the

candidates at forums during visit
Shere. He made no mention of his+ €' :" acquaintance with Rosenberg.

But Jackson conceded Friday

that he contributed $I,000 to Rosen-
berg's campaign late last year.

WIEDEft Her Jackson also acknowledged that he

aunch now atackse took the est training, a now-defunct:aun no a~aks8self-awareness seminar led by Ro.

* ASSEMBLY RACE: Haf's up- senberg'sbrother, WernerErhard.
111 battle ges steeper) Jackson's mailings were pro-

cessed by Diversified Mailing Inc.,
The mailers have become part of of Fullerton, the same company

an increasingly bitter battle for the that handles Rosenberg's cam-
Republican nomination, which wiU paign mail and that David Vapor-
be decided Tuesday. Cox. a former ean, Rosenberg's campaign con-
White House counsel, Baker. an Ir- sultant, has used for 10 years.
vine councilman, and Rosenberg Moreover, the Rosenberg cam-
are the front-runners, according to paign sent voters an anti-Cox mail-
the Register Poll. er Fniday with wording similar to a

The winner of the GOP primary Jackson brochure delivered on
is almost certain to be elected in Thursday. Both critize Cox for hay-
November to replace retiring Rep. mg once published an English lan-
Robert Badham of Newport guage version of Pravda, the offi-
3each; registered Republicans in cial Soviet government newspa-
'he 40th outnumber Democrats al- per. which Cox defends as helpful
most 2-to-i. to Americans' understanding of

Rosenberg said late that he had the Soviet threat.
asked Jackson to stay out of the Jackson's mailer speaks of
race. "We had nothing to do" with school children being exposed, due
Jackson's mailers, Rosenberg to Cox's publication, to "lies, di&-
said. tortions and mind-bending view of

the wotd tha coamnit Fpp-
ganda so rcleverly mamofaturos

RoeeuWl 'ttallr fsaid it be-
catse of th Englis editi of
Pravdi, "Amema k" ... ha
had thecir minds I-pmpae by tdm
cleverly crafte lies =a t
tions athet Soviet p1oaad Ma-

Rosenberg denied knowing about
Jackson's mailer. "1 assume it was
a coincidence," be said.

Jackson, too, denied cooperating
with the Rosenberg campaign. He
said he gave Rosenberg $1,000
when he was gearing up to run
against Badham, who later an-
nounced that he would not seek re-
election. Jackson said he does not
endorse any candidate in the race.

He said he took the est training
before he met Rosenberg and
didn't volunteer that he knew Ro-
senberg or contributed to his cam-
paign because he thought it would
be "twisted around."

Meanwhile, the Federal Election
Commission, which on Thursday
said Jackson had failed to file a
required form for his committee,
said it was mistaken and that Jack-
son did submit the form.

But FEC spokeswoman Sharon
Snyder said Jackson was required
to either state on the mailing
whether it was authorized by acan-
didate for federal office. Neither of
his mailings did so.

"It's just another example of the
est 'iffe-has-no-rules' philosophy,"
Cox said. "But elections do have
rules and Jackson will have to face
them after the election.

criftica maWing
•... Ithlnk*tt it itfrwtunate fo

the voters of Orange County the
these false and outragwo charge
have come to light. I think Natha
Rosenberg's campaign is over.
feel sorry for him. It is just pathel
c.t

Postal records indicated tha
Jackson paid about S390 on pos
age for the mailings. But Bob Ba
nard, general manager and cc
owner of Diversified Mailing, sai,
Jackson spent at least an addition
al $10,000 on the two pieces.

Cox, who has a letter from Pres:
dent Reagan thanking him for hi
service as White House counsel
dismissed the part of the Rosen
berg mailer in which Reagan i
quoted as saying "I don't believe
know a Chris Cox ... He claims t,
work for me?"

Rosenberg said he was told Rea
gan said that by one of the guests a
a fund-raiser held at the home o
Rosenberg supporter Wilan
Lyon earlier this year. He refuseo
to name the guest.

"I'll take the president's signe
letter over an anonymous source,
Cox said.

Rosenberg laid the blame for
bitterness of the the campaign o
Cox. "He started it with all tho
lies about est," he said. "We tri
to take the high road."

Staff wite Jean 0. Psco contrit
uted lo tdis epo.
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Rosenberg
No tie to Male rs'
Longtime supporter linke to mailersmearin -4th oppo; 't CoBae

Nathan Rosenberg

By JONATHAN VOLZKE
and LANCE IGNON

1athan Rosenberg's bid for the
40th Congrc,,'nonal District seat "is
histor'" folowing the discover, that
recent mailer" attacking fellow can-
didtts r ,,cnt b.> a longtime
Ro'-tnbrg .t wnd and supporter. can-
didae C (hrstopher Cox said Fri-

But Rosentxrg said the revelation
will l4ave no impact on his campaign
because he had nothing to do with the
mailers.

"1 agree that the Rosenberg cam-
pa gn is histon 'Ac're going to %in
and I'm going to'e L" in the historN
bjks.'" Rocnbxrg ,aid

Literature branding( ox asa So% et
.. propagandist" and repeating
adiltcr. allegations against candidate
C Da',id Baker ,,as sent to 3.000
,otcrs in Ne, port Beach, Costa Mesa
and other Orangc Coast cities in-
luded in the 4,:.h Congressional
Ds' rec

Baker. ( ,-' ard Rosenbtkrg are
,orsidered th-e hurl,--runners in the
Repub!!can prima." race for the seat
, 'i ng %acated b' Ro ert Badham. R-
N\c. port Bca .h

She "-inch b\ : -inch. tw.o-color
,., ers wcre _,,:n:'.' the -\merican
' n,:un, I for Coc, n i'o, e Consensus,

tl, -\rthu, .tackson. 32. of
'-h,, >,,n i .-\ r i

Ja.ksun is listc., as ha. ing con-
r;bated S .(.)XZt to Rontx-rg's cam-

paign in November 1987. According
to the Postal Service. Jackson's group
spent another $3.931 to mail the
literature.

Although he admits Jackson is a
longtime friend and supporter, Rose-
nberg denied any connection to the
brochures.

"Did we have anything to do with
that piece? Did Arthur (Jackson)clear
it with us! Did we authorize it? Did
we even know about it.?" Rosenberg
said. "No."

Rosenberg said his campaign sent a
$ i.000 check to Jackson on Friday to
reimburse him for his campaign
contribution.

"In a misguided way. I think he
he was helping out a friend," RI
nberg said. "The guy's obviousl
ri ht to express himself and the
allows him to form an id
committee. We just rejectthat kind"
help."

Jackson could not be reached 1b
comment.

But despite the denias, Cox wid
the connection spells the end O'
Rosenberg's campaign.

"Nathan Rosenberg's candidacy is
now over." Cox said. "It's history. I
feel sort) for him."

In the mailers. connected to Jac,-
son by Federal Elections Com-
mission statutes requiring any group
that spends more than $1.0Y) to
register with the FEC, Cox is attacked
as a propagandist and Baker as an
adulterer.

Jackson attacks Cox because of a
business Cox began that translates the
Soict newspaper Pravda into Eng-
lish for distribution in the United
States.

"On April 13, Chris Cox admits
before 100 voters that he in fact is
responsible for distributing Com-
munist propaganda to American
s%. sool kids." the mailer claims.

Cox. who trophied Iran-Contra
figure retired Marine Corps Lt. Col.
Oh% er North in an Orange Coast rally
on Thursday. denied the mailer's
allegations

--it was outrageously false. really
pathetic." Cox said.

The similar mailer targeting Baker
revives allegations that Baker had an
extra-marital affair. That allegation
was shouted at Baker by an uniden-
tifted man duringa candidate's forum

at the Balboa Bay Club last month.
Rosenberg said Jackson was not the

man who stood up at the forum.
Baker has admitted his marriage

suffered a period of discord, but has
neither confirmed nor denied the
allegation.

John Nakaoka. Baker's campaign
manager, said his staff had also
discovered Jackson's link to Rose-
nberg. and "it doesn't surprise me."

•"There are a lot of coincidences,"
Nakaoka said. "They have done
e ..e,)thing to skirt the law. and the

extent they are willing to go reafy
amazed me. it's absolutely us.
ethical."

Rosenberg said he met Jackson in
Washington D.C. about eight years
ago while Jackson was working as a
congressional aide. The candidate
said he last talked to the Arizonan
%,hen he visited Phoenix on business
in January.

Rosenberg said Jackson is a "politi-
cal animal" and has been involved
with several recent campaigns.

David Vaporean. Rosenberg's
campaign consultant, said Jackson
nia, belong to a "far right" element in
Arizona with. "'this vision about how
the) are going to direct America. And
the) bclace' they do it at the ballot
box."
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campaign with bmochure..

An Arizona man unknown it
ang County political circles
sent 3700 mailers to 40th Cog
sional District voters brma
COngrssional candidate Chris
a Soviet "propgandist" and
peting adultery accusat
against another candidate, Di
Baker.

Arthur Jackson ot Phoenix i
the brochures to voters Wednes
and Thuiday under the ausp!
of the American Council for C
servative Consensus, which he i
has five member

The maflings are the latest 4
perhaps most bizarre in the ha
fough ramce or the Republf
nmination in the staunchly I
publican district. Because of i
heavy GOP orientation, the wim

"'m trying to bring to voters' at-
tention already published informa-
tion that can help them make a
better decision," he said.

The piece on Cox uses sketch
drawings picturing the candidate
with former Soviet leaders Lenin
and Stalin .and includes a large
hammer and sickle, symbol of the
Communist Party.

Jackson's claim that Cox is a So-
viet propagandist is based on Cox's
founding of a business that pub-
lished an English-language version
of Pravda, the official Soviet daily
newspaper, in the United States.
Cox has characterized the publica-
tion as a contribution to better
American understanding of the
communist threat.

Cox refused to take the mailing
seriously.

"I am certain that the people

CAMPAIGN

of the party's primary likd I
Pent replace retiring Rep. Robert Bi
day ham, R-Newport Beach.
ices Jackson, who describes him$
odn- as "very conservative," said t
aid 40th is only one of about 10 close

contested congressional mc
mnd around the country that he has ta
Led- geted for mailings.
an He denied as "absolutely fals
Re- suggestions by supporters of 0
the and Baker that he is working f
her one of the other candidates. A4

who did this are extraterrestrials,
and my charge has all the validity
of theirs," he said.

The mailer on Baker recounts al-
legations, shouted anonymously at
a candidate forum and circulated
by a whispering campaign, that
Baker had engaged in an extra-
marital affair. Baker has refused
to confirm or deny the accusation.

"What came to mind, when I saw
this and the other piece on Cox,"
said John Nakaoka, Baker's cam-
paign manager, "was there's some
scumbag out there sitting in some
comer of a sewer somewhere with
a typewriter, chuckling."

Postal records show that, as of
Thursday, the group spent at least
S3,931 for postage alone. Federal
law requires that such an organiza-
tion register with the Federal Elec-
tion Commission if it spends $1,000

though e claims be has soofd
smm Fandda Arm S - -
ad at damd anmm . ow

r lo t a m mtsImja.m
a a id te ho s ate

rae l aNd he mato mmt obecum he " -he MWt

latdferene" Inm toenma theW

winner.m

Jackson, 32, sai he is an Inde-
pendent investor, modty in the
sock maket, and plan to no"e
later this year to Oranie COunty,where he Mid he has been aca-
tioning for 10 years.

His brochues eed little evi-
dence to apport the dab= dy
made against Co, a foru White
House counsel, and Bake, an Ir.
vine cuncilman. Both an amn
the front-runners in the ib-way
race for the GOP nminatiom.

"That's the point," he amued.

more to support or oppose a c-
ressional candidate.
Jackson said he has registered
d riled the required forms, but

EC spokeswoman Karen Flmucan
dd Thursday there in no re O f
e group having registered.
Until Jackson was contacted late
usday, the source of the mail-
gs was shrouded in mystery. The
imber listed for its postal bulk-
ail permit is a postal-box rental
mpany in Newport Beach.
Claiming the mailings are illegal
cause the group has not regis-
ed, Carlos Rodriguez, Cox's
mpaign consultant, said Cox
Ry seek a court order barring
her distribution of Jackson'sWiers.

eitr sta write enO, .P o
contdbute to thi epot
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Smear mailers ti,ed to Rosenberg.
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Officers
:4 63," absolved

.in teens'
deaths
Jury rules police
actingproperly
in Mesa smashup

By JONATHAN VOZle

Cot Men police ofer ame not
res ble for a 1994 Collision that
churne he lives of two hish school
seniors whose Volkswagen was hit by
a van bring chased by hauhorities. a
Cavil court jury ruled Thurdy.The family of Roy W minson.
who was 17 when a stolen van driven
by Ruben Valle plowed through the
intertrstion of 19th Street and
Placenta Avenue. %wed the policedepartment on the contention the
chaw ihoid have I-en ahanrned

9 Or 6 
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t b whether or DO' li. , va , - ... aVet attention to his drivi.was i1nOnse-
ah b ewS quetia becas= had baen

involved in three near c -lisin in
" Wl-. m-M. th brief chase and officr should

aditted the --ave known it was too danerous tO
""d shou-d co.ti..e tThe .....

Doa Zela P ivnte attorney re..
i.l.. l ONuh-- rmating the city. said the Wit-

bti, the hau 5 m tried to play both sides of

da~m kag s although the familyply
ed dwthelgdngi e nt

w ,idhesaw Mil WilliamtOs sued Dming's

.iD~Y~lIU0PM insuance company ands colleted
UIn their car - S I MOoOon the -round that Daig

sml-adyld at was careless in tecrash.
0110 FEW- Dearings fmily o td u of

ihe o5 , e mm- the lawsuit aaint the city for
IM I"" ftthwp P er soal reaUoC the week it went to

if did.am hw111 - tr'ial before Habor Court Judq

in the Val i . David 0. Carter. said Deang s
--" io t l--n--r -.oS , mother., Vl rONe. Grap's family

*h ltby Yl8lsWMwU col eted M OD00-- in life insurance

5A budget cut expected
NOTTM

'a "ea NatiMal

I and 3o adinnis

- i spqefavore by

Som sentor have expressed an
ineiation to vote for no tr than

laion for NASA d,4 the
E y that es ct. an
amo tht c r kill the apace

The HouseauomtioS bill putsa
iaoS242billion on fth toW cost of

the s ..emuou. which is planned to
be in taousd Earth and o.c "ped
by aromautsat te end of ,996.

The suit was the second recentchallenge of police pursuit policies,
Zell said. Two months ago, a woman
was hit and killed by a pickup truck
chased by Santa An& police. The
woman aity sued the authorities,
but that case also was dcided in favor
of the city. Zell said.

"1 don't like these cases" Zell said,
adding his son played socM with
Dearing in Mission Viejo- "I can
understand how those parents feel,
their kids should have never died. But
Valle was responsible for their deaths.
and he was punished."

SMEAR~Se,A I
Baker has admitted his marriae

suffered a period of discord, but has
neither confirmed nor denied the
allegation. _ .

John Nakaoka, BSles campain
manager, said his staff had also
discovered Jackson's link to Rose-
nbera, and -it doesn't surprise me.""

•Ter are a lot of coincidences,"
Nakaoka said. "They have done
everything to skirt the law, and the
estent they are willing to to rewly
amazed me. It's aoutely un-
ethical."

But Rosenberg denied any un-
ethical moves in his campaign, de-
spite the appearnOCC

• It has nothing to do with ap per
anees, it has to do with Facts,"
Rosenberg said. We've run a
positive campaign."

T PLANTS REDUCE WATER USE...

Str winds coula Dm" oil01%01W-,Saturwyolor caSte prdicted. Temperatures. manwhii. are
expcWe to remain hot through the weekend.

A clash between a high-prere front or the Pacif

Oseni and a Cold front moving across the state could kick up
winds ofI miles per hour beginning Saturday and continulng

Sunday, W190418101 11 said today.
Along the Orange Coast there will be increasing low clouds

late tongh and Saturday morning along the coast. Sunny

Saturday. CColg ted b4g inyin,n d. Beach Iowa tonight
54oS with. 5. Valley lowatonlght 55 to 63

with highs Saturday 6 to 6.th ian

Point Conception e n
waters: Local southerly winds 12 knots or lees tonight becoming
wetery 20 knots with 4-toot sees Saturday afternoon. Westerly
s 3 feet . Ing: ltow clouds tonight and Saturday morning.
Mostly sunny Saturday afternoon.
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m y kille amilton

u mow are thinking

am - tie with area
WON"in r-,p esabih epr

= a"d p o provide plant
Imil d information and
mafteials

I A thr hurdle appears to be that
CostaMesaand other cities using
d watr ar escap the

bnt o h most s0riou tR0 to
hit clifib a Sin the dry Years of
1976 and 1977.

Tht' s becume the district
most of its water from the well.
stked Onma County un ter
bai a e Fad River, whlci
isf In le byrunoff from the Rocky
Mo in. Winter stmoms that
mim t im in No _Cali-
font;- ow ft Rocky
Mountaif, ftmilton said.

"if we consrve, in the 1".erunlit
will help other places." he said. "We

,, . ,- ;. I

Hamilton said he'd like to seeCatifornilans"gt back to their rooe'
by using native California plants and
other drouht-restnt lants native
to the Meditermnn, South Africa
and Austrialia

Southern California is a semi-arid
areone step away from the desert,
he said. But a problem is that
homeowners plant what they're fam-
iliar with and those plants are usually
from Oe sates that require lots of
watermna, he said.

But homownr could save by
mking betwr se of their water and

down on im t1ng their

m us h. puddle ,4 ,it- l ' l up use

PICKETS COMPETE ON ME.
1Wuu All

proj.ects.Opponents contend people were
duped into sining the initiative
under the belief it would be a solution
for traffic problems. Instead, they
maintain, it will choke off develop-
ment and lead to economic chaos.
"1 wish it was a traffic solution.

We'd all be for Measure A. We've got
to look for something better," said
Mark L.udes of Costa Mesa. one of
about -350 paid anti-A campaign
__ jgrk rr t

and won't solve traffic."Belinda Blacketer. an attorneyhelped draft the initiative, chuc
at the notion her opposition wo
;rass-roots movement. A majorit
its funding comes from real es
interests, she noted.

"That may be grass roots
Orange County." the Laguna E
attorney said,' but that's not the 5
roots that I know of."

Several initiative suppor
trumbled that floist of the an

Itr.m. I , r o

0 -
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RICKHAUD NAVUMMt AssOCIA"S'

1I5 THOMAS JRFSIiNrM SIT.. N.W,
WAMImNSToM, 0. C. 20007

4302) 35t7-41721

June 22, 196

By Messenger
Ceila Jacoby, Esquire
Federal Election Commission
Office of the General Counsel
999 8 Street, NW
Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2618

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

You will find enclosed a Statement of Designation of
Counsel for Messrs. Rosenberg and White, and the Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress, in the above-referenced matter.
Please direct all future communications to this office.

Very truly yours,

Richard Mayberry

RM: rjy:GC/C-9
Enclosure

cc: Nathan Rosenberg
David R. White
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The above-named individual is hereby designated as My

counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications 
and other

communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf 
before

the Commission.

RESPI'IDDU S HAME:

ADDRESS :

HON PUOME:

BUSIMS P O3U

Signaturi
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The above-name individual is heceby designated as MY

counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and 
other

communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf 
before

the Commission,

Datp

RZSI)ND * S HAMS:

ADDRS:

113M PI=:

BU818S PUOU:
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FEDERAL.ELECTION.COMMISSION

Mer. Arthur Mi. Jackson'
1057 East Butle1

Phoen ix,9 AZ 85020

RE: MUR 2619
Arthur M. Jackson

Dear Mr. Jackson:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which
alleges that you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the complaint is
enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2618. Please refer

~C) to this number in all future correspondence.

The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administra-
tive oversight. Under the Act, you have the opportunity to
demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you
in this matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials
which you believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of

0 this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted
under oath. Your response, which should be addressed to the
General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of
receipt of this letter. If no response is received within 15
days, the Commission may take further action based on the avail-
able information.

ON This matter will remain confidential in accordance with Sec-
tion 4379 (a) (4) (B) and Section 437g (a) (12) (A) of Title 2 unless
you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to
be made public. If you intend to be represented by counsel in
this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the
enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of
such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any
notifications and other communications from the Commission.



Arthur :1. J*cks-
page 2

If you havw'ary questions, please contact Celia Jacoby, the
attorney assined to this matter, at (202) 3-4-5690. For your
information, w, have attached a brief deocrlptloe of the
Commission "1 peo-drWS for handling complaintt.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

By: G.Lerner
Associa e General Counsel

Enc losures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement



FROERAL iELECTION COMMISSION
-J wo 16. 1986

David R. White, Tr-*su~rl
Nathan Rosenberg For 4ngress
4901 Birch Street
Newport Beach, CA 92660

RE: MUR 2618

Nathan Rosenberg For
Congress and David R.

White, as treasurer

Dear Mr. White:

0) The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which

alleges that Nathan Rosenberg For Congress and you, as treasurer,
may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

amended (the "Act"). A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We

have numbered this matter MUR 2618. Please refer to this number
C) in all future correspondence.

The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administra-

C tive oversight. Under the Act, you have the opportunity to

demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you

and Nathan Rosenberg For Congress in this matter. Please submit

any factual or legal materials which you believe are relevant to

the Commission's analysis of this matter. Where appropriate,

statements should be submitted under oath. Your response, which

should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be sub-

mitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. If no response

is received within 15 days, the Commission may take further ac-

tion based on the available information.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with Sec-

tion 437g(a)(4)(B) and Section 4379(a)(12)(A) of Title 2 unless

you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to

be made public. If you intend to be represented by counsel in

this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the

enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of

such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any

notifications and other communications from the Commission.



DAvid R.' White
pae2

fifyo Uhava any questions, please contact Celia Jacoby, the
attcrfey. 41"Isped'to this matter, at (202) 376-5890. For your

inoratm~ w have attached a brief description of the
Commission0 proc mm for handling complaints.

Sincerely,

Lawrence P1. Noble
General Counsel

By: Lois er
Associate General Counsel

Enclosures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement

TNI
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FERL fECTIO COMISSION
WASHM,Qo 4 .C. 3.6439

Sharlee Doddj Trasurer
American Counc il- Poo A
Conservat ive Convssa

3857 Birch Street
*157
Newport Beach, CA 92660'

RE: MUR 2618
American Council For A
Conservative Consensus
and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which

alleges that the American Council For A Conservative-Consensus

C)3 and you, as treasurer, may have violated the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the com-

plaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2618.

Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.
0

The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administra-

tive oversight. Under the Act, you have the opportunity to

demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you

and the American Council For A Conservative Congress in this

matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials which you

believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of this matter.
Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath.

Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's
Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this
letter. If no response is received within 15 days, the Commis-

sion may take further action based on the available information.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with Sec-
tion 4379(a) (4) (B) and Section 437g(a) (12) (A) of Title 2 unless

you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to
be made public., If you intend to be represented by counsel in

this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the

enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of

such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any
notifications and other communications from the Commission.



Sharlee Dodd
page 2

If you h~v* any questions, please contact Celia Jacoby, the
attorney -astthwdto this matter, at (202) 37-5690. For your
information, :j havw attached a brief description of the
Commission's O.r edues for handling complaints.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Couns1

ByL rner

Associate General Counsel

Enc losures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement



RRALLECN COMMSSION: J.18

Mr. David W. Vap .....
18141 Irvine Blvd,
Tustin, CA 92W

REs "UR 2618

David N. Vaporean

Dear Mr. Vaporean:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which

alleges that you may have violated the Federal Election 
Campaign

'f Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the complaint is

enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2618. 
Please refer

to this number in all future correspondence.

The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administra-

tive oversight. Under the Act, you have the opportunity to

demonstrate in writing that no action should 
be taken against you

in this matter. Please-submit any factual or legal materials

which you believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis o+

this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted

C) under oath. Your response, which should be addressed to the

General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of

receipt of this letter. If no response is received within 15

days, the Commission may take further action based on 
the avail-

able information.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with Sec-

tion 4379(a) (4) (B) and Section 4379(a) (12) (A) of 
Title 2 unless

you notify the Commission in writing that you wish 
the matter to

be made public. If you intend to be represented by counsel in

this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the

enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of

such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any

notifications and other communications from the Commission.



David N. Vporean
Paso 2 .

If yo wae afnfy questions, please contact Celil Jacoby, the
attot'tmy .i4# io this matter, at (202) 376-5, For your
info, 0, i Pve attached a brief descr*tianS of the

C*it5*s 0*: ~ureo for handlIi ng complants.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

By:
Assoc

Lerner
;e General Counsel

Enclosures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement

0
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* .FEDERAL ELECTION-COMAISSION
WAS 4TO4. D.C MW , ... 9..

Mr. Nathan 0. Roswnbterg
3907 Park Green Drive,
Corona Del Mar, CA 926=,5

REs IW 2610

Nathan 0. Rosenberg

Dear Mr. Rosenberg:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which
alleges that you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the complaint is

Q enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2618. Please refer
to this number in all future correspondence.

The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administra-
tive oversight. -Under the Act, you have the opportunity to

C) demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you
in this -matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials
which you believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of
this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted

C under oath. Your response, which should be addressed to the
General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of
receipt of this letter. If no response is received within 15

1-) days, the Commission may take further action based on the avail-
able information.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with Sec-

tion 4379(a) (4) (B) and Section 4379(a) (12) (A) of Title 2 unless
you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to
be made public. If you intend to be represented by counsel in
this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the
enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of
such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any
notifications and other communications from the Commission.



Nathan O0 ROM
0

0

page 2

If you h v any quetions, please contact Celia Jacoby, the

attorney 4sSt-neR toIthis tter, at (202) 376-5690. For your

inforentiot ,, ow have attached a brief description of the

Commiss IanS *,:Prac* #f* handling complaints.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

By: Lois 8 Lerner
Associte General Counsel

Enclosures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement

(At.
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LAW 0"#d6I
RICHARD MAYBRRY & AA OIA' 0IU

tosTHoM. JIUF..,ON4
1055 THM"iTfoS 02 N.

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20o0
(202) 337-4372

June 24, 1988

Celia Jacoby, Esquire
Federal Election Commission
Office of General Counsel
999 3 Street, NN
Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20463 C4 , .,o

Re: MUR 2618 -- Request for Extension of Time

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

I have been retained to represent Nathan Rosenberg,
David White and the Rosenberg for Congress committee. Their
reply is due on July 5, 1988. Mr. Rosenberg will be on

N- vacation for the entire next week. Additional time is
required to collect the necessary information from my
clients who all reside in California. My current case load
plus the upcoming July 4th holiday make a July 5th reply
date difficult. Accordingly, I respectfully request a
20-day extension of time to and including July 25, 1988 in
order to reply.

C)
Thank you for your consideration of this request.

If there is any problem in granting the extension, please
call me immediately at 337-4172.

Sincerely,

Richard Mayberry

RM: rjy:GC/C-10



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
S WAS1$SNCO4OC3

July 1, 1988

Richard Mayber ry aequire
Richard Ma rbsry a -aPoiLates
Suite 202
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

RE: HUR 2618
Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress and David R.
White, as treasurer,
Nathan 0. Rosenberg

Dear Mr. Wayberry:

This is in response to your letter dated June 24, 1988,
which we received on June 29, requesting an extension until
July 25, 1988 to respond to complaint in the above referenced
matter. After considering the circumstances presented in your
letter, I have granted the requested extension. Accordingly,
your response is due by close of business on Monday, July 25,
1988.

If you have any questions, please contact Celia L. Jacoby,
the attorney assigned to this matter at (202) 376-5690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

By: Lois G Lerner
Associate General Counsel



PHOENIX., AZ 85020
uv ,M1 WOO

(M02)804 825
,zo

June 29, 168

Attn: s ener) ous)' *l
vashington. .. 0,

OURTIF7ID Kara; iRSTMN
RRIPT RawIXTID

RE: Complaint NUR 2618

Dear Sir:

Attached is my response to the complaint filed against me and
American Council for a Conservative Consensus, for which I an
responsible.

t hg- -c
R

Presently, I an not represented by an attorney because of the
weakness of the complaint and the fact that this was politically
motivated for media attention. There Is no substance to this
frivolous complaint. Also, the expense of an attorney is greater
than the issue at hand. I am temporarily suspending fundraising
for the PAC's later activities until this matter is dismissed or
resolved.

The complaint makes Incorrect assertions and stretches weak
circumstancial evidence to extremes. The facts and evidence will
show that there are no violations and that the complaint is
unjustified. I request the complaint be dismissed without
further action.

Sincerely,

Executive Director
American Council for a
Conservative Consensus

enclosures



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION COMPLAINT RESPONSE

CONPLAINT # MUR 2618

JUNE 29. 1988

FROM: ARTRM N. JACKSON# FOR NINLV AND TEE AMRICAN COUNCIL
FOR A CONSERVATIVE CONSENSUS (ACCC) (FEC ID #00226114)

INTRODUCTION

The complaint is centered on the ACCC's attempt to raise publIc
awareness about two candidates in California's 40th Congressional
District Republican Primary hold on June 7, 1988. The activities
undertaken by ACCC were done on June 1 and 2, 1988, and the
complaint was hand delivered on June 8th. The complainants David
Synme and Gary Huckaby, failed to acknowledge in their complaint
that they are the treasurer and campaign consultant to the

_- winning candidate in the primary. This ommission is very
relevant in understanding the motivation of the complaint. I
trust the FEC is very familiar with politically motivated and
headline grabbing complaints and responds appropriately to then.

The American Council for a Conservative Consensus is a
nonconnected political action committee and followed all of the
requirements of the law. There was no "collusive behavior" as
suggested between me and any of the others named In the

Qcomplaint. All reports were filed as required by law. I am very
competent to operate effectively independently and have worked in
numerous political contests over the last 13 years.

CD The following response corresponds to the items numbered in the

-m complaint:

I. THE EXPENSES OF ACCC WERE INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES. Below
is my response to each of the assertions made on the outlandish
twist of circumstances.

Circumstance 1: Asserting that I used the same mailing house as
the Rosenberg campaign indicates "collusive behavior" is
ridiculous. I used Diversified Mailing, Inc., because they are
one of the largest, most popular and well known mailing houses in
Southern California. I was looking for a service that could get
the job done on time, and because of possible delays in the
postal service, I felt it was smarter (and more "logical") to
work with a California house. I was concerned about possible
postal delays if the pieces were mailed from Arizona. If I was



In "collusion" with the Rosenberg campaign, I obviously woul.
have used another house to.avoid the apparance Of imprepr W..I

Diversified Nailing, Inc. is so Popular and widely used that at
least three candidates in the sme race used their services

during the campaign, including the campaign of the complaloitS.,
I did not coordinate the mailing or the milhouse with the
Rosenberg campaign.

Circumstance 2: It is false to suggest impropriety regarding the
printer used for the mailing because I did not know the nameof
the specific printer used until I read the complaint.
Diversified Nailing, Inc. sub-contracted out the various elemnte
of the mail pieces, including the printing (Exhibit 1). They bid
the job to several printers, and In fact, they originally were
using another printer to do the job, but because of some
difficulties, printers were changed at the last minute, which
increased the cost of the job. I have now learned that the
printer used is one of the best, largest, and most frequented In
the area, and was also used by several of the other candidates in
the race.

Circumstance 3: The fact that both organizations used the same
__ topic In a mailing does not indicate anything. This is a

definite stretch of circumstances in an attempt to make a point.

Circumstance 4: To say that Vaporean, or the others named in the
complaint supervised the production is totally false. I traveled
to Orange County on several occasions (Exhibit 2) and
Independently supervised and directed all production of the

- mailing pieces. I was at the various meetings alone. I operated
Independently and handled all the details, from beginning to end.

Circumstance 5: All expenses for the issue in question were paid
for by ACCC. I used Diversified Mailing, Inc., as a general
contractor and they paid the various sub-contracted vendors
(Exhibit 1). Attached is the cancelled check for the payment
(Exhibit 3). This is a perfect example of groundless accusations
and maliciously manufacturing a case where none exist.

Circumstance 6: The newspaper articles refered to in the
complaint actually prove that we were open and honest with the
press, and that the press, during their thorough investigation,
found no collusive actions. The reporters interviewed all
parties in the complaint, investigated everyone's statements
thoroughly, and found that the actions were independent.



II. ACC HAS MET ALL FILING REQUIRIENT UNDER THE L"'.
The complainants are mistaken or are making false stateuo s ,O
probably because of incomplete information and research, ,W-
Statement of Organization was filed within 48 hours of reO1iv*0.
$1,000 and doing any activities (Exhibit 4 and 8). Sche ta X L:

(Exhlbit 6) was filed recording the expenses at issue in the'
complaint with the FEC and the California Secretary of Sate..

ACCO has filed all reports as required by law.

111. ACCC HAS ACKIONLeDGED AN IRROR IN USING THE PROPR
DISCLAIMR. ACCC has acknowledged in an apology letter dated.

June 9, 1988 to the FEC (Exhibit 7) that a portion of the

disclaimer was missing from the final print copy of the miling

pieces. Although the drafts were accurate, somewhere in the

final process before printing a portion of the disclaimer m

removed. In my apology letter I accepted full responabillty or

this error and have taken steps to insure that it does not happen
again.

IV. In summary, this Is a politically motivated complaint that

Nlacks any merit In fact. The complainants, who failed to mention

their position with another campaign, are manufacturing and
Cstretching obscure, vague circumstances to suggest collusion that

did not exist. The actions taken by ACCC and myself were

independent. As you have seen many times, politics can be a
rough business with shallow accusations used to make points and
headlines. I respectfully request that after the responses and

0 the evidence presented are reviewed, this complaint be dismissed.

C)

BY: Arthur Jackson
June 29, 1988

Signed: ( i

9 g
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f0 i~i.L~(mheL
- . I. DATE

A/4C. /. ?
(Ch I a*@ i ofs o 3. FC 19" 10NUAMER

_bm.,-=,-r ,.=bu --k_ . 0 :lw'."-"i q" el.,ip4
$11 ils ZIP Cob 4.5 TM STATEMENT ANIIO 4I. 4 r8424 cO 0~s YES___ _,

TYPE OF CGMM'TIEE (Check one)

0 (a) Thi0s mminee is a princialM' cpelgn owmnilme. (Complete Ow me lNhnsrdn below.)

E3b) This contt Is an autllized cormmills. and s NOT a Pifo w uIt g o ceni e. (Cwopist the candidae Ilomeion below.)

Name o Candidate I CwIdft17i JtpbIsfl1 1110 O souj

] (c) This commlile suXppot10pposs only one candide (ne o canddabs) and is NOT an authize conmillee.

[](d) This committee is a ____________ ommite of the Party.
(National. State or subordinmt) (Democratic, Repubkican. etc.)

(s) This commilee is a separate segregated fund.

, 0(f) This committee sUpport e S more than one Federal candidate and is NOT a separate segregated fund or a party committee.

Name of Any Connected ing Address and Rp
Organization or Affilated Committee ZIP Code

Type of Connected Orgairzation
[] Corporation [] Corporation w/o Capital Stock E] Labor Organization [J Membership Organization (] Trade Association El Cooperative

7. Custodian of Records: Identify by name, address (phone number -- optional) and position of the person in possession of committee books and
records.

Full Name Mailing Address Title or Position

14 r4 i v- c ckd- 3?5S-7 10C4 f r So 'iN~7 J!2A[ eaCJT-"

8. Treasurer: List the name and address (phone number -- optional) of the treasurer of the committee: and the name and address of any designated
agent (e.g., assistant treasurer).

Full Name Mailing Address Title or Position

9. Banks or Other Depositories: Ust all banks or other depositories in which the committee deposits funds, holds accounts, rents safety deposit

boxes or maintains funds.
Name of Bank, Depository, etc. Mailng Address and ZIP Code

I certfy that I have examined this Statement and to the best of my know;;; and belief it is true, correct and complete.

TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF TREASURER SIGNATURE OF TREASURER DATE

NOTE: Submission of false, erroneous, or incomplete Information 4y sublect pepo signing this Stt nt to the penalties of 2 U.S.C. 9437g.

ANY CHANGE IN INFORMATION B tLD RE ORTED WITHIN 10 DAYS.

For further information contact:
Federal Election Commission
Toll-f ree 800-424-9530

_ __ Local 202-376-3120
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AMERI CAW O... P QRi "K A Co E"Ait'" ioO3aw us

I D NUMBER TO BE ASSZ0VED

May 27, 1988

Diversified Mailing, Inc.
P.O. Box 4234
lullerton, CA 92634

Purpose: Printing and mailing

Amount: $19,996.00

Allocation: 2/3 opposition to Christopher Cox, House candidate,
California 40th District.
1/3 opposition to David Baker, House candidate, California 40th
District.

SUBTOTAL OF ITEMIZED INEPENDENT EXPENDITURES

SUBTOTAL OF UNITEMIZED INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES

TOTAL OF INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES

$19,996.00

$19,996.00

Under penalty of perjury I certify that the Independent
expenditure3 reported herein were not made in cooperation,
consultation, concert with, or at the request or suggestion of
any candidate or any authorized committee or agent of such
candidate or authorized committee. Furthermore, these
expenditures did not Involve the financing of dissemination,
distribution, or republication In whole or In part of any
campaign materials prepared by the candidate, his campaign
committee, or their agent.

Signed:$Q( C. k4K
Date: / Not aYy C1bl c
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AMORICAN COURIJ. OR 0O VATIV3 ONSUS3057X? fV,"TR , 0,$0% 6385?5210 5333. caZ 3 15
NUWNR AG!, CA 9**OO

FEC ID 1C00228114

June 9, 1988

Federal Election Commission
999 Z. Street, N.1.
Washington, D.C. 20463

To whom it may concern:

On June 1st and 2nd, 1988, I sent three mailings of about 20,000
each opposing two candidates in the California's 40th District

(N Republican primary. Somewhere In the final process before
printing, part of the disclaimer was dropped off or removed. The

'N disclaimer read "Paid for by the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus". The statement "and not authorized by
any candidate or candidate's committee" was inadvertantly omitted
from the print copy.

C I acknowledge my ultimate responsibility in this matter, and I
respectfully apologize to the FEC for the error. Steps have been
taken to guarantee that this error does not happen again.

C) Respect4llyjsubmltted,

Arthur J*.kson
Executive Director



EMALI LECTIQN COMMISSION
WA' U t ...... . Jaw 16, 19

Hr. bavid DSyse

Mr. Gary C, Huckaby
Swenson & Clark
44j! Birch Street
Newport Beach, CA 92660

RE: MUR 2618

3en t lemen:

This letter acknowledges receipt of your complaint, received
on June 8, 1988, alleging possible violations of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"), by Arthur
M. Jackson, David. W. Vaporean, Nathan 0. Rosenoerg, the Americar

rNI Council For A Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer, and Nathan Rosenberg For Congress and David R. White,

f as treasurer. The respondents will be notified of this complaint
within five days.

0You will be notified as soon as the Federal Election Commis-
sion takes zinal action on your complaint. Should you receive

C) any additional information in this matter, please forward it to
the Office of the General Counsel. Such information must be
sworn to in the same manner as the origiral complaint. We have
numbered this matter MUR 2618. Please refer to this number in
all future correspondence. For your information, we have at-
tached a brief description of the Commission's procedures for
handling complaints. If you have any questions, please contact

rRetha Dixon, Docket Chief, at (202) 376-3110.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
Gener~a un

By: Lois G. erner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Procedures



AICBAR MYDERY A AsSOCIA-TS

1055 THOMAS JWpp5oN ST.. N.W.
WASHWNTOI. D.C.-O0

(201) 354172

July 22, 1s$$

BY HAND

Celia Jacoby, Esquire
Federal Election Commission
Office of the General Counsel
999 E Street, NW
Room 657
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2618

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

Please find enclosed the following documents:

1. Response Brief.
2. Affidavits of Messrs. Rosenberg, Vaporean and

White.
3. Designation of Counsel and Confirmation of

Extention of Time To File Response for Mr.
Vaporean.

Should you have any questions on them, please
contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Richard Mayberry

cc: N. Rosenberg
D. Vaporean
D. White

RM:dvj :GC/C-22

Enclosure
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In the Matter of ))
Nathan Rosenberg )
for Congress et al. ))

)
)

Matter Under Review 2618

RESPONSE OF NATHAN ROSENBERG, THE NATHAN ROSENBERG FOR CONGRESS
COMMITTEE, DAVID WHITE (AS TREASURER) AND DAVID VAPOREAN

Nathan Rosenberg, the Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

Committee ('the Committee'), David White and David Vaporean

('Respondents') respond to the complaint of David Syme and Gary

Huckaby ('Complainants') as follows:

The Complaint

The complainants allege that the Respondents colluded with

Arthur Jackson and the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus (OACCCO) in connection with the distribution of three

brochures attacking Republican primary candidates David Baker and

Christopher Cox. Rosenberg, Baker and Cox were competing

candidates in the Republican primary for the 40th Congressional

District of California.

-1-

.
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The Complainants' allegations of collusion are based on five

alleged circumstances: 1/

1. Common use of a direct mail house by he Committee

and ACCC.

2. Common use of a printer by the Committee and ACCC.

3. The Committee sent out a brochure similar to the

ACCC brochure on June 3, 1988 attacking Cox.

4. David Vaporean, an independent consultant to the

Committee, supervised production of the ACCC

brochures at the mail house and the printer.

5. David Vaporean paid for part of the costs of the
ACCC brochures.

Based upon these alleged circumstances, complainants

conclude the costs of the brochures are not independent

expenditures. Therefore, the complainants allege Jackson and

ACCC violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

amended ("Campaign Act") by making excessive contributions,

failing to properly report the costs to the FEC and failing to

provide proper public disclaimers.

j/ Complainants set forth a sixth circumstance that the interplay of Nathan
Rosenberg and Arthur Jackson in commenting to the press about the brochures
shows collusion. This circumstance, which is triple hearsay, does not warrant
a response.

-2-
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I. The Coml.ainants failed to Allege AnY
Campaign ct Vioaatx10 Ey athnRsne

The Commission should dismiss Nathan Rosenberg, the

Committee, Rosenberg for Congress, David White and David Vaporean

as respondents or parties to this matter. The complaint charges

only Jackson and ACCC with Campaign Act violations. The

complaint does not actually allege that Nathan Rosenberg or the

Committee violated the Campaign Act. David White, Treasurer to

the Committee, is not even named in the complaint. David

NVaporean should also be dismissed because he was a consultant to

the Committee. In such a capacity he would not be personally

responsible for reporting/disclaimer provisions of the Campaign

Act, regardless if the brochures were independent expenditures or
C)

not.

C) These respondents may be witnesses in the case involving

Arthur Jackson and ACCC, but they clearly are not proper

parties. The Commission should not condone the practice of these

Complainants naming people at random, regardless of any proof of

involvement with the brochures and despite the failure to allege

facts that would constitute violations of the Campaign Act. This

practice forces each Respondent to assume the costs of defending

himself or itself in a governmental investigation initiated by

private parties involved in a hard fought, acrimonious campaign.

-3-



II. ResPondents DidNot Collude with Arthur Jackson
or ACCC In Connection with theThreeBrochures

The circumstances described in the complaint cannot support

a reason to believe finding that Nathan Rosenberg, the Committee,

David White or David Vaporean colluded with Arthur Jackson of the

ACCC in connection with the three brochures distributed on June 1

and 2, 1988.

Nathan Rosenberg, David White and David Vaporean never

discussed the brochures with Jackson or the ACCC prior to their

distribution. Diversified Mailing, Inc., which handles political

and commercial accounts, is one of the largest, best-known mail

houses in Orange County. If Jackson used it or Penn

Lithographics (a large, well-known printer in Orange County), it

was not as a result of any suggestion of Nathan Rosenberg, David

White or David Vaporean. The Committee's June 3, 1988 brochure

attacking Cox was based on a review of materials distributed by

Cox, not on any collusion with ACCC. David Vaporean, consultant

to the campaign, was not involved in the production of the three

ACCC brochures at either Diversified Mailing or Penn

Lithographics. Moreover, Vaporean did not pay anything towards

the costs of the three ACCC brochures.

When Nathan Rosenberg learned about the ACCC brochures after

their distribution, he disavowed them and returned a $1,000

contribution that Jackson had made to the campaign. Nathan

Rosenberg, David White and David Vaporean all believe the ACCC

-4-



bcoohures *vozoly affocted the Rosenberg .c..paign. See

geneoaly, *ath* n Rosenberg's Affidavit, David WhIte's Affidavit,
and avi aozreW 8: Affidavit. rbose clearly are nO teas

or tespo ngs of persons colluding in th* ProductiOn Or

d istr ibuti*on of the brochures.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, the General Counsel should recommend that

the Commission find no reason to believe that Nathan Rosenberg,

the Nathan Rosenberg for Congress Committee, David White or David

Vaporean violated any provision of the Campaign Act.

Respectfully submitted,

Ri1chard Maybeft
RICHARD MAYBERRY & SDZIATES--
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Suite 202
Washington, D.C. 20007
202/337-4172

Attorney for Respondents
Nathan Rosenberg, Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress, David White
and David Vaporean

0%

Cr)

Date: 7Z-~



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of)
Nathan Rosenberg)
for Congress et al.)

Matter Under Review 2618

AFFIDAVIT OF NATHAN ROSENBERG

Nathan Rosenberg deposes and says:

1. I am an adult citizen of the United States, not

under any disability, and make this affidavit of my own personal

knowledge, information and belief.

2. I was a candidate for Congress in the June 7, 1988

Republican primary in the 40th Congressional District of

California. The Nathan Rosenberg for Congress Committee was my

principal campaign committee, and was duly registered with the

Federal Election Commission.

3. I have read the Complaint in MUR 2618 and I have

become familiar with its allegations concerning the three

American Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCC"1) brochures

distributed in the 40th Congressional District on June 1 and 2,

1988 which are the subject matter of MUR 2618.



4. Prior to their distribution I did not discuss any

of the three ACCC brochures with Diversified Mailing, Penn

Lithographics, Arthur Jackson or anyone connected with the ACCC.

5. I did not discuss with or suggest to Arthur Jackson

or the ACCC the use of Diversified Mailing, Inc. or Penn

Lithographics, which are a large, well-known commercial mail

house and a printing company (respectively) in orange County,

California.

6. Our June 3, 1988 brochure attacking Christopher Cox

was based on information we gleaned from materials Cox's campaign

distributed.

7. I did not authorize Arthur Jackson or the ACCC to

make any expenditures for the ACCC brochures on behalf of my

candidacy.

8. I first learned of the ACCC brochures from a

campaign volunteer on June 2, 1988 and I immediately publicly

repudiated any relationship of my campaign to the distribution of

the brochures.

9. Furthermore, on June 3, 1988, I returned to Arthur

Jackson a $1,000.00 contribution he had made to my campaign with

a letter and asked him not to do anything else in connection with

the primary election.



10. 1 btlieve the, ACCC broh e had an adverse lupact

on a apn"

•h~woy deaa "mder the pemalty of perjury that the

foregoing is true 'a a ateto the best of my personal

kMoWledge, intoxlataln d belief.

Natan Rosebberg

CAT. NO. NNO0627
TO 1944 CA (9-84)

n(Individual)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF Orange

On U U.Ly . 7, J.

said State, personally appeared

(74

W TICOR TITLE INSURANCE

}SS.

before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for

Nathan RomnbAra

, personally known to me or
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person.. whose name . S.. subscribed to the
within instrument an acknwlcdge -that , he exe-
cuted the same.
WITNESS my han nd offici al. //

/(.

R. E. S
MOTARY jktLIC "ALrJiNiA

pRMtCIPAL OIFFIC ;

ORAIC-f. Cou TY

My Commission Expires October 20, 139

(This area for official notarial seal)

o f

Ur r

155,



t11* ) Matter S&e Iev ev 2618
f to vris et al. )

)

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID W. VAPOREAN

David W. Vaporean deposes and says:

1. I am an adult citizen of the United States, not under

any disability, and make this affidavit of my own personal
C)

knowledge, information and belief.

o 2. I was a campaign consultant to the Nathan Rosenberg

for Congress Committee.

3. I have read the Complaint in MUR 2618 and I have

become familiar with its allegations concerning the three

American Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCC") brochures

distributed in the 40th Congressional District on June 1 and 2,

1988 which are the subject matter of MUR 2618.

4. I did not supervise production of the three ACCC

brochures at Diversified Mailing or Penn Lithographics.



5. Moreover, I did not personally or through my.-many,

David Wayne Co unications, pay any of the co8te awiated vith

the ACCC brochures.

6. 1 learned of the distribution of the ACCC brochures from

various newspaper reporters.

7. I believe the ACCC brochures had an adverse impact on

Nathan Rosenberg's campaign.

I hereby declare under the penalty of rjury that the

foregoing is true and accurate to the b f my personal

knowledge, information and belief.

-14 rean

Sworn to me this e / i day

0 of July, 1988.

OFFICIAL SEALIRENEE B. LARSEN
) Notary Pubtic-California

-ui My CORANGE COUNTY 1

My Com Exp May- 17,1991

C, (Ntr .ili
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in the Hater of )
Nathan, Roenberg )
for Congr*ss et al. )

"" )

__ )

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID WHITE

David White deposes and says:

1. I am an adult citizen of the United States, not under

any disability, and make this affidavit of my own personal

knowledge, information and belief.

2. I was Treasurer of the Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

committee.

3. I have read the Complaint in MUR 2618 and I have

become familiar with its allegations concerning the three

American Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCC") brochures

distributed in the 40th Congressional District on June 1 and 2,

1988 which are the subject matter of MUR 2618.

NattO e: Un4 Review 2618
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.Prior; to; thor diatrtbtiof - bad so koWledge about

the ACCC brochures.,

5. I did not 44tho ise utJbur ja 4in or , the ACCC to

make any expenditures for the brobure -i bh lof Nathan

Rosenberg' s candidacy.

6. I believe the ACCC brochures had an adverse impact on

Nathan Rosenberg's campaign.

so

I hereby declare under the penalty of perjury that the

foregoing is true and accurate to the best of my personal

oD knowledge, information and belief.

°

Da idWte

Sworn to me this d___ day
of July, 1988. OFFIcIAL SEAL

MARGARET LEE SISKAR K

y P lNOTARY PUBLIC -CALONIA

Notary Publmmicxir
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LAW~WV OF

RICHARD lAY YUERY & ASSOCIATES

l0w TNOMAS Js"OW ST.. N.W.
WASHINSOTr. D.C. S0007

(20) S3-4172

July 22, 1988

Celia Jacoby, Esquire
Federal Election Commission
Office of the General Counsel
999 E Street, NW
Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2618

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

Please find enclosed Mr. Vaporean's Designation of
Counsel. Per our last telephone conversation, I understand
he is granted the same time extension until July 25, 1988 to
respond which was provided to Mr. Rosenberg.

Very truly yours,

Richard Mayberry

RM:rjy:GC/C-17

Enclosure



(F~ AVID W

Mr. Richard Mayberry
Attorney At Law
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW
Suite 202
Washington, DC 20007

In Re: FEC Complaint filed against Nathan Rosenberg, David
Vaporean et al

FEC File Number MUR 2618

Dear Mr. Mayberry:

With this letter of confirmation you are herewith retained to
represent me, relative to the matter noted above, before the
Federal Elections Commission, its general counsel or agents.
Further, you are retained and authorized to represent me with
respect to my status as either a respondent in the matter or as
a material witness to the matter.

The effectie ,ate o -this retainer is Jy, 198.

Please contact, me if you have any questions regarding this
Commul ica' t i on.

Day Vaporean
David Wayne Communications

Pacific Region Office:
Southern California* 714/779-1763
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55V91 OF"Za-l"
VIDR& 3BCfl1 oVAX io

j )
In the Matter of ))
Nathan Rosenberg )
for Congress et al. ))

)

TO:

Matter Under Review 2618

Cecelia Jacoby, Esquire
Federal Election Commission

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Please take notice that the address and telephone number
of Richard Mayberry, Counsel for Nathan Rosenberg, are now as
follows:

Richard Mayberry
RICHARD MAYBERRY & ASSOCIATES
888 16th Street, NW
Fifth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 785-6677

All communications should be directed to the new office.

Respectfully submitted,

DATERchrMab
Richard Maybe r



D~tCO~II~l~ .*.v.4by

Statt WSW 4 . . aioby

COMPAIUAM?8: David W. Sye and Gary C. Nta@bby

RESPONDENTS: Arthur M. Jackson
American Council for a Conservative Consensus

and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer
Nathan 0. Rosenberg
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David R.
White, as treasurer

David W. Vaporean

RELEVANT STATUTES: 2 U.S.C. SS 431(4) (A), (9)(A), (17)
2 U.S.C. S 433(a)
2 U.S.C. S5 434(a) (4), (b), (c)
2 U.S.C. S 441a(a)(1)(A)
2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (7) (B) (i)
2 U.S.C. S 441a(f)
2 U.S.C. S 441d(a)
11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b) (4) (i)
11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c)

INTERNAL REPORTS CHECKED: Disclosure Reports of cited committees

FEDERAL AGENCIES CHECKED: None

I. GENERATION OF MATTER

David W. Syme and Gary C. Huckaby filed a complaint with the

Commission on June 8, 1988. The complaint alleged that Arthur M.

Jackson and the American Council for a Conservative Consensus

("ACCCO) had mailed two derogatory brochures to residents of

Orange County, California. Copies of these brochures were

included with the complaint. The gentlemen allege that the
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Mr. Jackson and ACCc, failure to meet statutory reporting and

filing requirements by ACCC, and improper disclaimers on the

brochures.

The complaint was forwarded to the appropriate parties. On

June 24, counsel for the Rosenberg Committee sought and received

an extension of time to reply. On July 5, Mr. Jackson and ACCC

C) submitted a response to the allegations raised (Attachment 1).

The response on behalf of the Rosenberg Committee and Messrs.
Rosenberg and Vaporean was filed on July 22 (Attachment 2).

1I. FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. The complaint alleges that the expenditures for
brochures issued by &CCC were not independente and

0therefore, those expenditures constituted contributions
in excess of the statutory limitations.

Shortly before the 1988 California congressional primaries,

brochures were delivered to Orange County residents. These

brochures attacked candidates David Baker and Christopher Cox.

The brochures were apparently created by ACCC utilizing the

services of Diversified Mailing, Inc. and Penn Lithographics,

vendors also employed by the Rosenberg Committee. The Rosenberg

Committee also mailed a brochure concerning the candidate Cox.
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Indepe,,dtly ade.
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consulted with the enbergq CIttee in the preparation and

distribution of the brochures. Specifically, the complainants

argue that coordination is evidenced by several circumstances,

including ACCC's use of the same smailing house (Diversified

Mailing, Inc.) and the same printing firm (Penn Lithographics) as

the Rosenberg Connittee, the similarity in certain phrases

contained in the ACCC and Rosenberg Committee brochures,_/ and

the possibility that David Vaporean, a campaign consultant to the

Rosenberg Committee, supervised the production of each ACCC

brochure as well as the Rosenberg Committee brochure. Other

circumstances alleged to demonstrate coordination were

substantial payments from the Rosenberg Committee to David Wayne

Communications, Vaporean's consulting firm, during April and

ol\ May 1988. The complainants suggest that Mr. Vaporean either

personally or through his company may have paid some of the costs

1/ The ACCC brochure in part stated: mChristopher Cox's
company, Context, translates and distributes "Pravda," the main
Soviet propaganda daily publication. American school children,
thanks to Christopher Cox, are exposed to the lies, distortions,
and mind bending view of the world that Communist propaganda so
cleverly manufactures."

The Rosenberg brochure had this statement: "On top of all
this Chris Cox, has, for profit, distributed Soviet Communist
propaganda to thousands of American school kids. American kids
who have had their minds impacted by the cleverly crafted lies
and distortions of the Soviet propaganda machine."
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$1000 in 1988 primary). Because 0f, the circumstances allegedl,

the complainants assert that the expenses incurred by ACCC and

Jackson were not independent but in-kind contributions subject to

the $1,000 statutory limit under 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A).

Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 441a (a) (l) (A), no person may

contribute more than $1000 in the aggregate to a federal

candidate or his authorized political committee. In addition, no

C) political committee may knowingly accept any contribution which

violates Section 441a. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).
The costs to publish and distribute brochures which advocate

the defeat of clearly identified federal candidates are

expenditures made for the purpose of influencing an election to

federal office. 2 U.S.C. S 431(g)(A)(i). Such expenditures, if

not independent, are deemed in-kind contributions subject to the

limitation on contributions. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (7) (B) (i) and

11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c).

To be considered independent the expenditure must be made

without cooperation or consultation with a candidate, authorized

committee or agent of such candidate. These criteria are

enumerated in 2 U.S.C. S 431(17). Section 109.1 of the
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authorized committee, or who is, or has been,•
receiving any form of compensation or
reimbursement from the candidate, the
candidate's committee or agent;

N,11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(b) (4)(i)

Q) Further, the fact that a candidate or an authorized committee was

0D a client of a particular vendor when that vendor was engaged by

an unauthorized committee raises a presumption that subsequent

expenditures by the unauthorized committee to that vendor on

behalf of the candidate were not independent. ii C.F.R.

S 109.1(b) (4) (i) (B); AOs 1979-80 and 1982-20.

Thus, if ACCC's expenditures for communications which

expressly advocated the defeat of named candidates were made with

the "cooperation," "prior consent of, "in consultation with, or

"at the request or suggestion" of the Rosenberg Committee, those

expenditures would not be independent. 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(a).

Further, if ACCC's expenditures were made through an individual

who was receiving compensation from the Rosenberg Committee, the

expenditures would be presumed to be coordinated. Also, if the
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would bedemed In-kind contributions to the candidate, subject

to the statutory limit of $1000. Since the sums expended

apparently exceeded that limit,, the making and receipt of such

contribution would constitute violations of 2 U.S.C.

5 441ania) (1)o(A) by ACCC and of 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f) by the

Rosenberg Committee.

The complainants have presented information suggestive of

coordination between ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee. That

(D information appears adequate to raise the regulatory presumption

of coordination. Mr. Jackson and ACCC have addressed these

allegations, arguing that a strained interpretation of incidents

does not establish collusive behavior. The selection and use of

the mailing house was made, according to Mr. Jackson, on

commercial considerations: Diversified Mailing, Inc. was an

organization of experience and ability to timely process the

work. Further, the use of a common printer was not at ACCC's

instigation. Rather, the printer was a subcontractor selected by

the mailing house. Mr. Jackson also states that the campaign

associated with the complainants had also utilized the services

of Diversified Mailing, Inc.
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commonality in topics raised in the ACCC and Rosenberg brochures

was morely fortuitous. The commenton Mr. Cox's translation

business, according to Mr, Jackson? was a response to public

disclosures by Mr. Cox's committee. Mr. Jackson also said that

he did not discuss the phrasing of his comments with anyone

associated with the Rosenberg Committee.

In its response, the Rosenberg Committee states that no

discussions concerning the brochures were had with Jackson or

ACCC2 / Nor did the Rosenberg Committee or its staff suggest

vendors to Jackson or ACCC. The Rosenberg Committee further

disclaimed any involvement by Mr. Vaporean in the production of

the ACCC brochures. Additionally any relationship between the

Rosenberg Committee or the candidate and Jackson and ACCC was

publicly refuted as well as denied in the affidavits. On June 3,

1988, the Rosenberg Committee also refunded Mr. Jackson's

contribution.

Although the vendors only provided mechanical types of

services (printing, layout and mailing) to ACCC and the

?/ The affidavits submitted by the Rosenberg Committee were
sworn to under the penalty of perjury by each affiant.
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Rosenberg Comittee,, common use of the vendors implicates the

regulatory preeumption. Theses comon vendors, however, do not

appear to have exercised the kind of control over campaign

activity that has been pivotal in the Commission's application of

the presumption. See MURs 1252 and 1424.

In summary, ACCC has presented evidence that all payments

for its brochures derived from its own resources and that the use

of a common mailing house was commercially reasonable, and the

Rosenberg Committee has provided affidavits stating that the

candidate and persons associated with the campaign did not advise

or consult with Mr. Jackson or ACCC on the brochures. The

respondents have not, however, affirmed that no one associated

with ACCC attended meetings, had discussions or received

information concerning "the candidate's plans, projects or needs"

in connection with the brochure effort. Absent such affirmation,

this Office believes that the presumption is not rebutted in full

by the facts presented. Accordingly, the Office of the General

Counsel recommends that the Commission determine that there is

reason to believe (a) that American Council for a Conservative

Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

5 441a (a) (1) (A), and (b) that Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and

David R. White, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).3/

3/ Should the C'omiisson determine that the expenditure was
Tndependent, a finding of no reason to believe on the above
specified grounds should be made.
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On May 24, 1986, the American Counoil for a Conservati.ve

Consensus filed a Statement of Organization with the Commission.

00 Such statement pursuant to Section 433(a) must be tiled within

'IT ten days after an organization becomes a political committee. A

political committee must also file reports on its financial

activity, including any independent expenditures and in-kind

contributions. All contributions received and disbursements made

O in aggregate amounts in excess of $200 must be reported.

2 U.S.C. S 434. Further, any independent expenditure made after

the 20th day, but more than 24 hours, before an election must 
be

reported within 24 hours after such independent expenditure is

made. 2 U.S.C. S 434(c).

The evidence presented by the complainants shows that ACCC

paid postal fees of $3163, in the aggregate, on May 23 and

June 1, 1988. The California primary election was held on

June 7th. Therefore, such expenditures had to be reported within

24 hours. Unless the expenditures were timely reported with the

required certification and the statement of organization was

timely filed, ACCC may have violated the reporting and
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wa pstd by certified mil on:Kay 24 and received

on May 27, The first bank deposit ($100) was made on May 17# the

next ($13,100) on May 24. The first indicated expenditure was

($240) on May 15,, the next ($240) on May 22# and the third and

fourth ($240 and $19,996) on May 27. Therefore, the Statement of

Organization was tiled within the specified ten-day period# and

Co this office recoends that the Commission find no reason 
to

Ir believe that a violation of Section 433(a) occurred.

o ACCC reported its expenditures as being independent by

qq filing a Schedule R which vas received on June 7. This schedule

lists the sum of $19,996 paid to Diversified Mailing, Inc. on

May 27, and allocates that sum to opposition to the candidacy of

the two persons named in the ACCC brochures. That payment, as

well as expenditures for travel (May 22 and 27) and postal

services (May 23 and June 1), occurred within twenty days prior

to the election held on June 7. Accordingly, such expenditures,

if independent# had to be reported within 24 hours. Yet only the

expenditure of $19,996 was reported on June 7, ten days after the

expenditure was made. Should the expenditure be deemed

independent, the reporting obligation under Section 434(c) 
was

not fulfilled.



Bovever, if -thes expenditures Vere not independent, the.

reporting obligationu0er Section 434(c) would not be imposed.

As indicated in section A sugra, these expenditures may have

constituted an in-kind cntribution to the Rosenberg Committee-

Under Section 434(b) (6) (5) (i), political comittee must report

the name of each other. political €doittee to which it has made a

contribution. Similarly the recipient comirttee mustdiselooe

such contribution. A review of the filed reports of receipts and

disbursements did not reveal the disclosure of the making and

receipt of such in-kind contribution. Therefore, to the extent

0 that these expenditures were in-kind contributions, not

independent expenditures, ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee were

obligated to report the disbursement and receipt of those sums.

C-) Since the filed reports do not make the requisite disclosure, a

violation of Section 434 by ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee may

O have occurred. 4/

This Office, therefore, recommends that the Commission find

reason to believe that the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, and Nathan Rosenberg

for Congress and David R. White, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

S 434. If the Commission determines, in the alternative, that

the expenditures were independent, a finding of reason to believe

that the American Council for a Conservative Consensus and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(c) will be

necessary.

4/ Should the Commission determine that the expenditures were
independent, the Rosenberg Committee would have had no obligation
to report such expenditure, and accordingly no violation of
Section 434 by the Rosenberg Committee would be evident.
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of the funds expended and authorization (or lack) by a federal

candidate or comittee must be made, The brochures created by

ACCC identified two candidates by name and advocated their

defeat. Accordingly, a proper disclosure statement would be

required on each brochure distributed by ACCC.

However, the disclosure statement indicated only the source

of the funds utilized to publish the brochures. ACCC has

acknowledged that the disclaimer was incomplete. In a letter

filed on June 14, ACCC claims that part of the disclaimer, *and

not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committeer" was

inadvertently omitted from the printed brochures. According to

the evidence presented and sworn statements, these brochures were

not authorized by any political committee and represented an

independent expenditure. Accordingly under Section 441d(a) (3),

it must be disclosed that the communication was not authorized by

any candidate or candidate's committee.

To the extent, however, that these expenditures constitute

an in-kind contribution by being coordinated with a candidate or
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this Office recomends that the Comminst*fo p R~ fl to bliEe

that the American Council for a Cons#v$*v uo A0I nd and

Sharlee Dodd# as treasurer# violated 2V,* S4 A 4418 (ad .

D. Individuals Named as -40pon 6

The complaint named Arthur N. Jackson, Nathan 0. Rosenberg

and David W. Vaporean as respondents. However, except for one

instance, no allegations are raised against these gentlemen. The

complaint does allege that Mr. Jackson made an excessive

contribution, but all materials supplied evidence that the costs

incurred for the brochures were paid by ACCCs not by Mr. Jackson.

The Rosenberg Committee further argues that Mr. Rosenberg,

Mr. Vaporean and it should be dismissed as parties to this

matter. The Rosenberg Committee states that the complaint "does

not actually allege the Nathan Rosenberg or the Committee

violated the Campaign Act." Further, it is argued that

Mr. Vaporean should be dismissed as he had no personal

responsibility for reporting/disclaimer obligations in his

capacity as a consultant to the Rosenberg Committee.

Since there are neither substantive allegations nor evidence

against the individual respondents supporting a finding of any

violations of the Act, this Office recommends that the Commission
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A .A: d no reason to believe at this time that Arthur N. Ja"Pson

, :an 0. -Rosenberg or David W. Vaporean violated the Act.

1. Find reason to believe tbat American Counci Zfor, - '
Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as trefnout*.
violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(a)(1)(A), 434 and 441444).

2. Find no reason to believe that American Counit fo* a

Conservative Consensus violated 2 U.S.C. S 433(a).

3. Find reason to believe that Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress and David R. White, as treasurer, violated

2 U.S.C. SS 441a(f) and 434.

4. Find no reason to believe at this time that Arthur 1.

Jackson, Nathan 0. Rosenberg or David W. Vaporean
violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

amended, or the Commission's regulations.

5. Approve the attached letters, Factual and Legal
CAnalyses and questions.

Lawrence 4. Noble
General Counsel0

IdBY: __ _ __

Date Lois-G. Llrner
Associate General Counsel

Attachments
1. ACCC response
2. Rosenberg Committee response
3. Proposed letters (3)
4. Proposed Factual and Legal Analyses (2)
5. Questions
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC. 20463

TO: LAWRENCE M. NOBLE
GENERAL COUNSEL

FROM: MARJORIE W. EMKONS/CANDACE N. JONESe"

COMMISSION SECRETARY

DATE: OCTOBER 12, 1988

SUBJECT: Objection to MUR 2618 - First General Counsel's
Report. Signed Oct. 6,
1988.

The above-captioned document was circulated to the

Commission on Tuesday, October 11, 1988 at 4:00 P.M.

Objection(s) have been received from the Commissioner(s)

as indicated by the name(s) checked below:

1q,~

Commissioner Aikens

-) Commissioner Elliott X

Commissioner Josefiak

Commissioner McDonald

Commissioner McGarry

Commissioner Thomas

This matter will be placed on the meeting agenda

for Tuesday, October 18, 1988

Please notify us who will represent your Division before the

Commission on this matter.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D C. 2046S

MEMORANDUK

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

LAWRENCE M. NOBLE
GENERAL COUNSEL

MARJORIE W. EMMONW JOSHUA MCFADD' V
COMMISSION SECRETARY

OCTOBER 14, 1988

OBJECTIONS TO MUR 2618 - FIRST G.C. REPORT
SIGNED OCTOBER 6, 1988

The above-captioned document was circulated to the

Commission on Tuesday, October 11, 1988 at 4:00 p.m.

Objection(s) have been received from the Commissioner(s)

as indicated by the name(s) checked below:

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Aikens

Elliott

Josef iak

McDonald

McGarry

Thomas

This matter will be placed

x

on the meeting agenda

for October 18, 1988

Please notify us who will represent your Division before the

Commission on this matter.



BEFORE THE FEDERA ZLCMION CO3M8SZO

In the Matter of ))
Arthur M. Jackson )
American Council for a Conservative)

Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as )
treasurer ) HUR 2618

Nathan 0. Rosenberg )
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and )

David R. White, as treasurer )
David W. Vaporean )

, ) CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, recording secretary for the

Federal Election Commission executive session of October 18,

,Y 1988, do hereby certify that the Commission took the follow-

0 ing actions in MUR 2618:

1. Decided by a vote of 4-2 to find reason to

believe that American Council for a Conser-
vative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A).

Commissioners Josefiak, McDonald, McGarry,
and Thomas voted affirmatively for the
decision; Commissioners Aikens and Elliott
dissented.

Decided by a vote of 6-0 to find reason to2. believe that American Council for a Conser-

vative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. § 434.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McDonald, McGarry, and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the decision,

(continued)
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Certification for MUR 2618
October 18, 1988

3. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to find eaeofn to
believe that American Council for a Conser-
vative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441d(a).

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McDonald, McGarry, and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the decision.

4. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to find no reason
to believe that American Council for
Conservative Consensus violated 2 U.S.C.

1.0 S 433(a).

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McDonald, McGarry, and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the decision.

C)
5. Decided by a vote of 4-2 to find reason to

believe that Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
and David R. White, as treasurer, violated
2 U.S.C. § 441a(f).

Commissioners Josefiak, McDonald, McGarry,
and Thomas voted affirmatively for the
decision; Commissioners Aikens and Elliott
dissented.

6. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to find reason to
believe that Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
and David R. White, as treasurer, violated
2 U.S.C. § 434.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McDonald, McGarry, and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the decision.

(continued)
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**tification for MUR 2618

r18, 1988

7. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to

a) Find no reason to believe at this time
that Arthur M. Jackson, Nathan 0.
Rosenberg or David W. Vaporean violated
the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, as amended, or the Commission's
regulations.

co b) Approve the letters, Factual and Legal
Analyses and questions attached to the
General Counsel's report dated
October 6, 1988.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McDonald, McGarry, and Thomas voted affirma-
tively for the decision.

Attest:

Date Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commission



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC 3 25, 1981

Shar lee o Treo1&ure
American tCouncil fa a

Consqrvative Consaus
3857 Birch Street #157
Nevport Beach, CA 92660

RE: MUR 2618
American Council for a
Conservative Consensus and
Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:

On June 16, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified

American Council for a Conservative Consensus (the "Committee")

and you, as treasurer, of a complaint alleging violations of

rcertain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

amended ("the Act"). A copy of the complaint was forwarded to

you at that time.

CD Upon further review of the allegations contained in the

complaint and information supplied by you, the Commission, on

October 18 , 1988, found that there is reason to believe the
O Committee and you, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

SS 441a(a) (1) (A), 434 and 441d(a), provisions of the Act. The

Commission further found that there is no reason to believe thaix

the Committee and you, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C S 433(a).

The Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the

Commission's findings, is attached for your information.

Under the Act, you have an opportunity to demonstrate that

no action should be taken against the Committee and you, as

treasurer. You may submit any factual or legal materials that

you believe are relevant to the Commission's consideration of

this matter. Please submit such materials to the General

Counsel's Office, along with answers to the enclosed questions,

within 15 days of receipt of this letter. Where appropriate,

statements should be submitted under oath.

In the absence of any additional information demonstrating

that no further action should be taken against the Committee and

you, as treasurer, the Commission may find probable cause to

believe that a violation has occurred and proceed with
conciliation.

If you are interested in pursuing pre-probable cause

conciliation, you should so request in writing. See 11 C.F.R.

S 111.18(d). Upon receipt of the request, the Office of the



Shar lee Dodd
Page 2

General Counsel will make recommendations to the Commission
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter ot
recommending declining that pre-probable cause conciliationrbe
pursued. The Office of the General Counsel may recommend that
pre-probable cause concili-ation not be entered into at this time
so that it may complete its investigation of the matter.
Further, the Commission will not entertain requests for pre-
probable cause conciliation after briefs on probable cause have
been mailed to the respondent.

Requests for extensions of time will not be routinely
granted. Requests must be made in writing at least five days
prior to the due date of the response and specific good cause
must be demonstrated. In addition, the Office of the General
Counsel ordinarily will not give extensions beyond 20 days.

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter,
please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form
stating the name, address, and telephone number of such counsel,
and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and

N. other communications from the Commission.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with
2 U.S.C. 55 437g(a) (4) (B) and 437g(a) (12) (A) unless you notify
the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made
public.

o If you have any questions, please contact Celia L. Jacoby,
the attorney assigned to this matter, t (202) 376-5690.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Josefiak
Chairman

Enclosures
Questions
Designation of Counsel Form
Factual and Legal Analysis



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

A#UR 2618
questions to Americans for a Conservative Consensus

1. Please identify all officers, directors, employees, staff
members, volunteers,'consultants or other agents of American
Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCCO).

a. Please identify which of the above individuals, and any
other individuals who, participated in any way,
indirectly or indirectly, in any expenditure which
related to or in any way furthered the election, or
would aid in the defeat, of any candidate for the
Republican nomination for the 40th California
Congressional District seat in 1988.

b. Please identify all individuals who participated in any
way, directly or indirectly, in the conception,
drafting, writing, editing, approval, review,
production, preparation, printing, publication,
supervision, distribution, and dissemination of
documents and materials produced or authorized by ACCC
which relate in any way to the election, or would aid
the defeat, of a candidate for the Republican

C) nomination for the 40th California Congressional
District seat in 1988.

2. Please provide all documents and materials concerning or

reflecting any decision by ACCC to expend funds which would

in any way further a candidate's nomination to or which

would aid in the defeat of a candidate fo : :-,-ination to,

C)the 40th California Congressional District seat in 1988.

3. Please provide a copy of each brochure, pamphlet or other
document concerning the election or defeat of a candidate
for the Republican nomination to the 40th California
Congressional District in 1988 which ACCC had produced or
distributed.

a. Please identify each vendor or other entity whose
services were utilized to produce, print, distribute or
disseminate such brochures.

b. Please describe how each vendor was selected and
identify any person or entity which recommended or
referred ACCC to such vendor.

c. Please identify each individual associated with ACCC
who supervised or coordinated the publication,
printing, distribution or dissemination of such
brochure with each such vendor.
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Qiaestions to
Limarican Council for a Conservative Consensus

4. Please provide all documents and materials oncerning
meetings, discussionb or othre- comRiciatlOEr between ACCC
or any of its agents, officials.o or eloyes and any of the
following persons or organizations or their officials
employees, volunteers, staff membSrs, or I agents which relate
in any way to the furtherance of election of or defeat of a
candidate for the Republican nomination to the 40th
California Congressional District seat in 1988.

Penn Lithographics
Diversified Mailing, Inc.
David Wayne Communications
David Vaporean
Arthur Jackson
Nathan Rosenberg
David R. White
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

5. With respect to each individual identified in the responses
to these questions, please state whether that individual has

C had any association, present or past, by way of employment,
volunteer services, position, membership, or other
relationship, with any of the below listed organizations.
With respect to each such person, please note the date
during which such person was associated with a particular
organization and the position(s) such person held with each
such organization.

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
Diversified Mailing, Inc.
Penn Lithographics
David Wayne Communications



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISS ION

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

RESPONDENTS: American Council 14UR 2616
for a Conservative
Consensus and Shar lee
Dodd, as treasurer

A complaint filed with the Federal Election Commiission (the

"Commission") on June 8, 1988, alleged that Arthur K4. Jackson and

the American Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCCI) had

mailed two derogatory brochures to residents of orange County#

California. Copies of these brochures were included with the

complaint. The complainants allege that the preparation and

distribution of these brochures were coordinated with Nathan

Rosenberg for Congress (the "Rosenberg Committee") possibly

through its purported agent, David W. Vaporean. Nathan Rosenberg

was one of three candidates seeking the Republican nomination to

o the vacated California 40th district congressional seat. The

substantive violations asserted were excessive contributions by
D Mr. Jackson and ACCC, failure to meet statutory reporting and

filing requirements by ACC, and improper disclaimers on the

brochures. The complaint was forwarded to the appropriate

parties. on July 5, Mr. Jackson and ACCC submitted a response to

the allegations raised.

A. The complaint alleges that the expenditures for the
brochures issued by ACCC were not independent, and
therefore, those expenditures constituted contributions
in excess of the statutory limitations.

Shortly before the 1988 California congressional primaries,

brochures were delivered to Orange County residents. These
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brochures criticized candidates DavidtDaker-and Christopher Cox.

The brochures were apparently cr~aed by ACCC utililing the

services of Diversified Mailing, Inc. and Penn Lithographics,

vendors also employed by the Rosenberg Committee. The Rosenberg

Committee also mailed a brochure unfavorable to candidate Cox to

Orange County households. In press reports Arthur Jackson and

the Rosenberg Committee stated that the expenditures for these

brochures were made independently.

Complainants argue that Mr. Jackson and ACCC cooperated and

consulted with the Rosenberg Committee in the preparation and

distribution of the brochures. Specifically, the complainants

argue that coordination is evidenced by several circumstances,

including ACCC's use of the same mailing house (Diversified
C)

Mailing, Inc.) and the same printing firm (Penn Lithographics) as

0D the Rosenberg Committee, the similarity in certain phrases

contained in the ACCC and Rosenberg Committee brochures,*/ and

the possibility that David Vaporean, a campaign consultant to the

Rosenberg Committee, supervised the production of each ACCC

brochure as well as the Rosenberg Committee brochure. Other

_*/ The ACCC brochure in part stated: "Christopher Cox's company,
Context, translates and distributes "Pravda," the main Soviet
propaganda daily publication. American school children, thanks to
Christopher Cox, are exposed to the lies, distortions, and mind
bending view of the world that Communist propaganda so cleverly
manufactures."

The Rosenberg brochure had this statement: "On top of all this
Chris Cox, has, for profit, distributed Soviet Communist propaganda to
thousands of American school kids. American kids who have had their
minds impacted by the cleverly crafted lies and distortions of the
Soviet propaganda machine."
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circumstances alleged to demonstrate coordination were

substantial payments from the Rosenberg Committee to David Wayne

Communications, vaporean's consulting firm, during April and May

1988. The complainants suggest that Mr. Vaporean either

personally or through his company may have paid some of the costs

associated with the ACCC brochures. The total expenditure for

the brochures was not stated in the complaint but apparently

exceeded $3000 in mailing costs alone. Further Mr. Jackson is

reportedly a friend of the candidate Rosenberg and has

contributed personally to the Rosenberg campaigns ($250 in 1986

primary and $1000 in 1988 primary). Because of the circumstances

alleged, the complainants asserted that the expenses incurred by

ACCC and Mr. Jackson were not independent, but in-kind

contributions subject to the $1000 statutory limit under 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(a) (1) (A).

Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a) (1) (A), no person may

contribute more than $1000 in the aggregate to a federal

candidate or his authorized political committee. In addition, no

political committee may accept any contribution which violates

Section 441a. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

The costs to publish and distribute brochures which

advocated the defeat of clearly identified federal candidates are

expenditures made for the purpose of influencing an election to

federal office. 2 U.S.C. S 431(9)(A)(i). Such expenditures, if

not independent, are deemed in-kind contributions subject to the

limitation on contributions. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (7) (B) (i) and

11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c).



TO be considered indeperolt, the exponiture must be, 
made

without cooperation or consultat'ion witha candida:t, an

authorized committee or agent of suc oandidate, Veh*s cr. ter ia

are enumerated in 2 U.S.C. SA431(17). Section 0 .1 of the

Commission's regulations clarifies the meaning of independent

expenditures. Under that regulation an expenditure will be

presumed to have been made in consultation and cooperation with an

authorized committee when it is:

(A) Based on information about the
candidate's plans, projects or needs provided
to the expending person by the candidate, or
by the candidate's agents, with a view toward

'0 having the expenditures made;

(B) Made by or through any person who is, or
has been, authorized to raise or expend
funds, who is, or has been, an officer of an

C) authorized committee, or who is, or has been,

receiving any form of compensation or
reimbursement from the candidate, the

(D candidate's committee or agent;
11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b) (4) (i).

Further the fact that a candidate or an authorized committee was

a client of a particular vendor when that vendor was engaged by

0an unauthorized committee raises a presumption that subsequent

expenditures by the unauthorized committee to that vendor on

behalf of the candidate were not independent. 11 C.F.R.

S 109.1(b) (4) (i) (B); AOs 1979-80 and 1982-20.

Thus if ACCC's expenditures for communications which

expressly advocated the defeat of named candidates were made with

the "cooperation," "prior consent of," "in consultation with," or

"at the request or suggestion" of the Rosenberg Committee, these

expenditures would not be independent. 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(a).
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Also if the expenditures were based on information about a

candidate's plans, projects or needs provided to the expending-

person by the candidate or the candidate's agents, the

expenditures would be prehumed to be coordinated. Further, if

ACCC's expenditures were made through an individual who was

receiving compensation from the Rosenberg Committee, the

expenditures would be presumed to be coordinated. 11 C.F.R.

S 109.1(b)(4)(i). Additionally, the use of common vendors by

ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee suggests that the expenditures

were not independent. Section 109.1(c) of the Commission's

regulations holds that if such expenditures were not in fact

independent, those expenditures would be deemed in-kind

contributions to the candidate, subject to the statutory limit of

$1000.

The complainants have presented information suggestive of

coordination between ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee. That

information appears adequate to raise the presumption of

coordination. Mr. Jackson and ACCC have addressed these

allegations, arguing that a strained interpretation of incidents

does not establish collusive behavior. The selection and use of

the mailing house was made, according to Mr. Jackson, on

commercial considerations: Diversified Mailing, Inc. was an

organization of experience and ability to timely process the

work. Further, use of a common printer was not at ACCC's

instigation. Rather, the printer was a subcontractor selected by

the mailing house. Mr. Jackson also states that the campaign
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associated with the complainants had also utilized the services

of Diversified Mailing, Inc.

Mr. Jackson further maintains that no one associated, with

the Rosenberg Committee, including Mr. Vaporean, supervised the

production of the brochures in issue. He asserts that he

personally oversaw all production activities and provided travel

documentation to support his statements. Payment for production

and mailing services was made by ACCC as illustrated by the

cancelled check provided. Mr. Jackson further states that the

commonality in topics raised in the ACCC and Rosenberg brochures

was merely fortuitous. The comment on Mr. Cox's translation

service, according to Mr. Jackson, was a response to public

disclosures by the Cox committee. Mr. Jackson also said that he

did not discuss the phrasing of his comments with anyone

associated with the Rosenberg Committee.

In summary, ACCC has presented evidence that all payments

for its brochures derived from its own resources and that the use

of a common mailing house was commercially reasonable and

independently determined. Moreover, the common vendors provided

only mechanical types of services to ACCC and the Rosenberg

Committee; such commonality implicates the regulatory

presumption. These common vendors, however, do not appear to

have exercised the kind of control over campaign activity that

has been pivotal in the application of the presumption. Although

these responses address the allegations, not all legal issues

pertinent to those allegations are resolved.
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There is no affirmation that Mr. Jackson or anyone

associated with ACCC attended no meetings, had no discusons, or

received no information concerning the "candidate's pVlans,

projects or needs." Abseht such affirmation, the presumption is

not rebutted by the facts presented. Therefore, there is reason

to believe that American Council for a Conservative Consensus and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A).

B. Failures to Properly Deport and Timely Ugister

The complaint alleges that ACCC is a political committee.

An organization is a political committee subject to the reporting

\0 provisions under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

N" amended (the "Act"), when it receives contributions or makes

expenditures of $1000 in a calendar year. 2 U.S.C. S 431(4)(A).

On May 24, 1988, the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus filed a Statement of Organization with the Commission.

Pursuant to Section 433(a), such statement must be filed within

ten days after an organization becomes a political committee. A

political committee must also file reports on its financial

activity, including any independent expenditures and in-kind

contributions. All contributions received and disbursements made

in aggregate amounts in excess of $200 must be reported. 2 U.S.C.

S 434. Further any expenditure made after the 20th day, but more

than 24 hours, before an election must be reported within 24 hours

after such independent expenditure is made. 2 U.S.C. S 434(c).

The evidence presented by the complainants shows that ACCC

paid postal fees of $3163, in the aggregate, on May 23 and June 1,
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1988. The California primary election was held on June 7th.

Therefore, such expenditures had to be reported within 24 hours.

Unless the expenditures were timely reported with the required

certification and the statement of organization was timely filed,

ACCC may have violated the reporting and registration requirements

under Section 433 and 434 of the Act.

In response, Mr. Jackson states that the "Statement of

Organization was filed within 48 hours of receiving $1,000 and

doing any activities." Further a statement concerning the

independent expenditures was filed.

The public records disclose that ACCC's Statement of

Organization was posted by certified mail on May 24 and received

on May 27. The first bank deposit ($100) was made on May 17, the

next ($13,100) on May 24. The first indicated expenditure was

($240) on May 15, the next ($240) on May 22, and the third and

O fourth ($240 and $19,996) on May 27. Therefore, the Statement of

Organization was filed within the specified ten-day period, and

there is no reason to believe that a violation of Section 433(a)

occurred.

ACCC reported its expenditures as being independent by

filing a Schedule E which was received on June 7. This schedule

lists the sum of $19,996 paid to Diversified Mailing, Inc. on May

27, and allocates that sum to opposition to the candidacy of the

two persons named in ACCC brochures. That payment, as well as

expenditures for travel (May 22 and 27) and postal services (May

23 and June 1), occurred within twenty days prior to the election

of June 7. Such expenditures, if independent, had to be reported
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within 24 hours. Yet only the expenditure of $19,996 was

reported on June 7, ten days after the expenditure 
was made.

Should the expenditures be deemed independent, the reporting

obligation under Section 434(c) was not fulfilled.

However, if these expenditures were not independent, the

reporting obligation under Section 434(c) would not be 
imposed.

As indicated in section A. supra, these expenditures may have

constituted an in-kind contribution to the Rosenberg Committee.

Under 2 U.S.C. S 434(b) (6) (B)(i), a political committee must

report the name of each other political committee to which it has

made a contribution. A review of filed reports of receipts and

disbursements did not reveal the disclosure of the making of such

in-kind contribution. Therefore, to the extent that these
C)

expenditures were in-kind contributions, not independent

expenditures, ACCC was obligated to report the disbursement 
of

those sums. Since the filed reports do not make the requisite

C) disclosure, a violation of Section 434 by ACCC may have occurred.

Because a coordinated expenditure constitutes an in-kind

contribution, there is reason to believe that American Council

for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,

violated 2 U.S.C. S 434.

C. The Disclosure Notice on the Brochures was Improper

The brochures distributed by ACCC contained a disclosure

statement: "Paid for by the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus." The complainants allege that pursuant to each

subsection of 2 U.S.C. S 441d(a) that disclosure statement 
was

inadequate. Pursuant to Section 441d(a), whenever a person
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finances a communication to advocate the defeat of a clearly

identified candidate, a statement disclosing the source of the

funds expended and authorization (or lack) by a federal candidate

or committee must be made- The brochures created by ACCC

identified two candidates by name and advocated their defeat.

Accordingly, a proper disclosure statement would be required on

each brochure.

However, the disclosure statement indicated only the source

of the funds utilized to publish the brochures. ACCC has

acknowledged that the disclaimer was incomplete. In a letter

filed on June 14, ACCC claims that part of the disclaimer, "and

not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee," was

inadvertently omitted from the printed brochures. According to

the evidence presented, these brochures were not authorized by

any political committee and represented an independent

expenditure. Therefore, pursuant to Section 441d(a)(3), it must

be disclosed that the communication was not authorized by any

candidate or candidate's committee.

To the extent, however, that these expenditures constitute

an in-kind contribution by being coordinated with a candidate or

candidate's committee, the requisite disclaimer statement should

indicate that the communication was authorized by such candidate

or committee. 2 U.S.C. S 441d(a) (2).

Accordingly, whether the expenditure was independent or not,

there is reason to believe that American Council for a

Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, violated

2 U.S.C. S 441d(a).



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WAS4INGTONC 20463 October 25, 1988

Richard Maybetry 3Uire*
Suite SO0
ego 16th Streetf, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

RE: MUR 2618
Nathan O. Rosenberg, David W.

Vaporean, Nathan Rosenberg
for Congress and David R.
White, as treasurer

Dear Mr. Mayberry:

On June 16, 1988, the Federal Election Commission 
notified

N your clients, Nathan 0. Rosenberg, David W. Vaporean, and Nathan

Rosenberg for Congress and David R. White, as treasurer, of a

complaint alleging violations of certain sections 
of the Federal

Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). A copy of

the complaint was forwarded to your clients at that 
time.

Upon further review of the allegations contained in the

complaint and information supplied by you, the Commission, 
on

0) October 18 , 1988, found that there is reason to believe 
the

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David R. White, as 
treasurer

(the "Committee"), violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(f) and 
434,

provisions of the Act. On October 18 1988, the Commission

also found that there is no reason to believe that 
Nathan 0.

Rosenberg and David W. Vaporean violated any statute 
within the

Commission's jursidiction at this time. The Factual and Legal

Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission's findings, is

attached for your information.

Under the Act, you have an opportunity to demonstrate 
that

no action should be taken against the Committee. 
You may submit

any factual or legal materials that you believe 
are relevant to

the Commission's consideration of this matter. 
Please submit

such materials to the General Counsel's Office, 
along with

answers to the enclosed questions, within 15 days 
of receipt of

this letter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted

under oath.

In the absence of any additional information 
demonstrating

that no further action should be taken against 
the Committee, the

Commission may find probable cause to believe 
that a violation

has occurred and proceed with conciliation.



Richard Mayberry, Esquire
Page 2

if you are interested in pursuing pro-probablo cause

conciliation, you should so request In writing. 8 q1 C.R..

5 111.18(d). Upon receipt of the requeat, the Offl-?e of the

General Counsel will make recommendations to the Commission
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter 

or

recommending declining that pre-probable cause conciliation 
be

pursued. The Office of the General Counsel may recommend that

pre-probable cause conciliation not be entered into at this time

so that it may complete its investigation of the matter.

Further, the Commission will not entertain requests for pre-
probable cause conciliation after briefs on probable cause have

been mailed to the respondent.

Requests for extensions of time will not be routinely

granted. Requests must be made in writing at least five days

prior to the due date of the response and specific good cause

must be demonstrated. In addition, the Office of the General

Counsel ordinarily will not give extensions beyond 20 days.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with

N. 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a) (4) (B) and 437g(a) (12) (A) unless you notify
the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made
public.

If you have any questions, please contact Celia L. Jacoby,

the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-5690.

0 Sincerely,

Thomas J. Josefiak
Chairman

Enclosures
Questions
Factual and Legal Analysis



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

t4UR 2618
Questions to Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

1. Please identify all officers, directors, employ@@Su staff
members, volunteers, consultants or other agents of Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress (the "Committee").

2. Please identify all individuals who participated in any way,
directly or indirectly, in the conception, drafting,
writing, editing, approval, review, production# preparation,
printing, publication, supervision, distribution, and
dissemination of documents and materials produced or
authorized by the Committee which related to or in any way
would aid the defeat of a candidate for nomination in the
40th California Congress District in 1988, particularly
Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

3. Please provide a copy of each brochure, pamphlet or other
LOr document concerning the defeat of a candidate for nomination

to the 40th California Congressional District in 1988,
particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox, which the
Committee had produced or distributed.

a. Please identify each vendor or other entity whose
services were utilized to produce, print, distribute or

C) disseminate such brochures.

,-.nb. Please describe how each vendor was selected and
0 identify any person or entity which recommended or
0 referred the Committee to such vendor.

C. Please identify each individual associated with the
CD Committee who supervised or coordinated the

publication, printing, distribution or dissemination of
such brochure with each such vendor.

4. Please provide all documents and materials relating to
contractual or professional relationship or other
association between the Committee and the following
entities, their officers, employees and agents undertaken in
connection with any effort on the part of the Committee
which would in any way relate to the furtherance of the
election, or would aid in the defeat, of any candidate for
nomination to the 40th California Congressional District in
1988, particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

Arthur Jackson
Penn Lithographics
Diversified Mailing, Inc.
David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
American Council for a Conservative Consensus
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Questions To
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

5. Did the Committee hold any meetings or discussiOns during
which information relating to any communications concerning
Christopher Cox was bonsidered? If yes, please %

a. Identify all persons who attended such meetings or
participated in such discussions.

b. State when and where such meetings or discussions were
held.

c. Summarize what was said or discussed at such meetings
or discussions.

'0

C)

a



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC. 20463

October 25, 1988

Arthur N. Jackson
1057 Bast Butler #35
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

RE: KUR 2618
Arthur N. Jackson

Dear Kr. Jackson:

On June 16, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified
you of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

On October 18 , 1988, the Commission found, on the basis of
Nthe information in the complaint and information provided by you,

that there is no reason to believe at this time that you violated
Nany statute within the Commission's jurisdiction.

The Commission reminds you that the confidentiality
provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 4-37g(a)(4)(B) and 437g(a) (12) (A) remain
in effect until the entire matter is closed. The Coiission will
notify you when the entire file has been closed.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G./Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
General Counsel's Report
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November 8, 1988 49
CA,

Celia Jacoby, Esquire
Office of the General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2618 - Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
and David R. White. as Treasurer

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

On October 28, 1988, we received the letter of
October 25, 1988 from Chairman Josefiak informing us that
the Commission had found no reason to believe that Nathan
0. Rosenberg and David W. Vaporean had violated any
statute within the Commission's jurisdiction, but that
the Commission had found that there was reason to believe
that the Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David R.
White, as Treasurer (the "Committee"), had violated 2
U.S.C. §§441a(f) and 434.

The Committee intends to avail itself of the
)opportunity to demonstrate that no action should be taken

against it. We intend to submit on behalf of the
Committee factual and legal materials relevant to the
Commission's consideration of this matter.

As I indicated in our telephone conversation
today, we are requesting that the due date of the
Committee's response be extended until November 30, 1988.
Chairman Josefiak's letter stated that any materials
submitted to your office would be due within 15 days of
receipt of the letter. By our calculations, the fifteenth



Celia Jacoby, Esquire
November 3, 1988
Page 2

day after October 28 would fall on a weekend and
therefore the submission would ordinarily be due on
Monday, November 14, 1988. The sixteen-day extension is
warranted in this case because of two circumstances.
First, Dick Mayberry, the lead attorney representing the
Committee, Nathan Rosenberg, David Vaporean and David
White in this MUR, is ill and has been out of the office
since before the receipt of the Commission's letter. We
do not anticipate that he will return until Monday,,
November 14, the date the response would be due under the
present deadline. In addition,, the di f ficulties inherent
in the original short time frame are exacerbated by the
fact that the client in this case is located in
California and the attorneys are in Washington. As you
no doubt realize, it can sometimes take additional time
for communications to get back and forth.

Should the Commission grant this request for a
sixteen-day extension, we do not anticipate that any
further extension would be necessary. The Committee
would be prepared to provide answers to the questions

0 enclosed with Chairman Josef iak's letter and to provide
other relevant materials by the end of this month.
Therefore, the extension of time would be in the best
interest of both the Commission and the Committee.

If you have any questions, please feel free to
call me or Dick Mayberry.

Very truly yours,

Mark C. Del Bianco

md: rj y
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November 15, 1988

Richard Mayberry, tsquire
Richard Maybetry & Associates
888 16th Street, N.W.
Fifth Ploor
washington, D.C. 20006

RE: HUR 2618
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
and David R. White, as
treasurer

N. Dear Mr. Mayberry:

This is in response to your letter dated November 
8, 1988,

which we received on November 9, 1988, requesting 
an extension

until November 30th to respond-to the questions posed to your

client in the above-referenced matter. After considering the

circumstances presented in your letter, I have 
granted the

C requested extension. Accordingly, your response is due by close

of business on Wednesday, November 30, 1988.

If you have any questions, please contact Celia Jacoby, 
the

attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-5690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: ner
AssocAate General Counsel
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December 2, 1988

By Hand 

r

Celia L. Jacoby, Esquire 
C-)

Federal Election Commission
Office of the General Counsel
999 E Street, NW 

-71

Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20463 U -

Re: MUR 2618

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

Per our recent conversation, answers to the
Commission's interrogatories were not filed on November
30, 1988. For reasons beyond my control, we were unable
to file them on this date. It is not an attempt to delay
your investigation. It is our intent to have them filed
on or before December 9, 1988.

Very truly yours,

Richard Mayberry

RM: rj y
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Decenber 13, 1988

By Hand CO

Celia Jacoby, Esquire C=
Office of the General Counsel C)
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUli 18J

Dear Ms. Jacoby:

You will find enclosed the "Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress" answers to the Commission's Interrogatories.
They are signed by Mr. Rosenberg.

(For the reasons set forth in Part II of our June
22, 1988 Reply to the Complaint and supplemented by
factual answers to the enclosed Interrogatories, there
clearly is an absence of collusion with respect to the
independent expenditures. Accordingly, we urge the
Commission to dismiss the charges against the "Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress" and its Treasurer, David White.

Very truly yours,

Richard Mayberry

RM:rjy

Enclosures

cc: Nathan Rosenberg



MUR2618
Response to Quest

1. Please identity 1
members, voui
Rosenberg for

Major General Vi~i
Kathryn Thompom$ Id
David R. Whit, X,
U.S. Senator t Ih Ec
U. S. Represent atA

Colonel Buzz Al4ban
Zee Allred
George "Ted" Botts
Wade H. Cable
Leo W. Cook
William E. Cooper
Vern Curtis
Sam Goldstein
Rich Goodman
John Hales
Richard Jaffe
Mel Jaffee
Janice M. Johnson
Roger Johnson
John Killefer
Robert H. Lintz

C John D. Lusk
Joe Martin
James McNamara
Ronald L. Meer
Dennis Menke
Rich Muth
Pam O'Neill
James M. Peters
Bill Rauth
Earl Rippee
Thomas J. Solomon
Beverly Thompson
Elizabeth Tierney
Thomas T. Tierney
Bernard Turbow, M.D.
Marvin Weiss
Lloyd Wentworth
Staff
Theodore Long
Claire Herrera
Kevin Kolbe
Maggie Peters
Peter Schwartz
Joe Trgo
Curtis Harkness



Hark Knight
Donn Peters
Seldon Reese

Volunteer List attached

David Wayne Communications, Consultant
Martin Communications, Consultant
Rob Austin, Consultant
Tarrance and Associates, Consultant

2. Please identify all individuals who participated in any way,
directly or indirectly, in the conception, drafting,
writing, editing, approval, review, production, preparation,
printing, publication, supervision, distribution, and
dissemination of documents and materials produced or
authorized by the Committee which related to or in any way
would aid the defeat of a candidate for nomination in the
40th California Congress District in 1988, particularly
Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

David Vaporean, Theodore Long, Nathan Rosenberg and numerous
VI volunteers whose names cannot be recalled.

co 3. Please provide a copy of each brochure, pamphlet or other
document concerning the defeat of a candidate for nomination
to the 40th California Congressional District in 1988,

f) particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox, which the
Committee had produced or distributed.

0
Enclosed is a copy of the sole brochure, pamphlet or other
document.

0 a. Please identify each vendor or other entity whose
services were utilized to produce, print, distribute or
disseminate such brochures.

David Wayne Communications was the sole vendor utilized to
produce, print, distribute or diseminate said brochure. The
Committee had no relationship with any subcontractors.

b. Please describe how each vendor was selected and identify
any person or entity which recommended or referred the
Committee to such vendor.

David Wayne Communications was selected by Nathan Rosenberg
in August, 1987 and was recommended by Gus Owen.

c. Please identify each individual associated with the
Committee who supervised or coordinated the publication,
printing, distribution or dissemination of such brochure
with each such vendor.

Nathan Rosenberg and David Vaporean supervised or
coordinated the publication, printing, distribution or



dissemination of said brochure with each such vendor.

4. Please provide all documents and materials relating to
contractual or professional relationship or other
association between the Committee and the following
entities, their officers, employees and agents undertaken in
connection with any effort on the-part of the Committee
which would in any way relate to the furtherance of the
election, or would aid in the defeat, of any candidate for
nomination to the 40th California Congressional District in
1988, particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

Arthur Jackson
Penn Lithographics
Diversified Mailing, Inc.
David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
American Council for a Conservative Consensus

There are no documents and materials relating to contractual
or professional relationship or other association between
the Committee and the American Council for a Conservative

in Consensus, Penn Lithographics, Diversified Mailings, Inc.,,
and Arthur Jackson because there was no such relationship or
association. All documents and material in the Committee's
possession relating to such relationship between the
Committee and David Vaporean and David Wayne Communications
are enclosed.

C) 5. Did the Committee hold any meeting or discussions during
which information relating to any communications concerning
Christopher Cox was considered? If yes, please

0 a. Identify all persons who attended such meetings or
participated in such discussions.

b. State when and where such meeting or discussions were
held.

c. Summarize what was said or discussed at such meetings or
discussions.

To our knowledge, no one from the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus ever attended any Nathan Rosenberg
for Congress meetings or discussions. To our knowledge, no
one from Nathan Rosenberg for Congress ever attended any
meetings or discussions of the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus.

Yes, individuals within the Committee did hold meetings or
discussions during which information relating to any
communications concerning Christopher Cox was considered, as
listed below:

I. a. Nathan Rosenberg, Ted Long and David Vaporean



b. Early May, 1988 at Ma's Restaur .4 osta ,Mea,
California

c. Christopher Cox's campaign literatu". a Au I, rat
J article Kr. Cox had written, atrans Eript ;: the
court hearing in which Mr. Cox wats stoppe from istnq a
false title on the ballot, and leistwW of Voterq
affadavits with Mr. Coxs voting woo wero reviewed.
To insure accuracy and credibil i s oe to
possible inquiries from voters an|t. prees, it Was
decided to reproduce and quote directly fr** those
sources in a brochure declaring that Kr. Cox was
misleading the voters, failed to vote in eledtions, was
a dupe of Soviet propaganda by publishing and
distributing Pryda in English and was a carpetbagger
with no ties to the community.

II. a. Nathan Rosenberg and David Vaporean

b. Early May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

NO c. Mr. Vaporean presented sketches and copy relating to
the brochure discussed in meeting #1. Mr. Rosenberg
approved the concept.

III.a. Ted Long, David Vaporean, Nathan Rosenberg and Kevin
7Kolbe

C) b. Mid-May, 1988 at Ma's Restaurant, Costa Mesa,
California

o9 c. The possibility of creating a brochure exposing Mr.
Cox's rumored homosexuality was discussed. Several of
Mr. Cox's supporters had called the Rosenberg campaign
or those associated with the Committee to ask that such
an attack not be made. Individuals had contacted the
Rosenberg campaign to fuel the rumors of Mr. Cox's
alleged homosexuality. It was decided that Mr. Cox's
sexual preference was not an appropriate subject for
campaign literature and that Mr. Rosenberg call Cox
supporter, John Stahr, to assure him there would be no
such communication.

IV. a. David Vaporean and Nathan Rosenberg

b. Mid-May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street Costa Mesa

c. Mr. Vaporean presented "blue lines" for the brochure
discussed in meeting #1 which Mr. Rosenberg approved.
It was agreed that the brochure would be mailed at the
end of May or first of June to frequent Republican
voters.

V. a. Nathan Rosenberg, Ted Long, Kevin Kolbe, David



,y rkin and Daniel De

b. Late May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

c. Ms. Merkin and Mr. Dellacampagni stated that the
CYRPAC wanted to produce and mail a brochure which
notified Republican voters that Mr. Cox had not voted
for Ronald Reagan in 1984 and had missed other
elections, was distributing Soviet propaganda and owned
no real property in Orange County. Mr. Kolbe said that
he had helped with the idea. Messrs. Long, Rosenberg
and Vaporean informed them that such a mailing would
violate Federal campaign law, and the idea was dropped.

VI. a. David Vaporean and Nathan Rosenberg

b. Late May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

c. The possibility of a brochure discussing Mr. Cox's
failure to vote in several elections was discussed. It
was decided that sufficient funds were not available to
pay for such a brochure's distribution.

I hereby declare the foregoing is true and accurate to the best
of my personal knowledge, information and belief.

Nt n Owen Rosenber
For: Nathan Rosenberg for Cong sC0

12 December 1988

CAT. NO. NN00627
TO 1944 CA (9-84)

(individual) I
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ________ cc

I

0 TICOR TITLE INSURANCE

On D81er 12, 1988
said State, Personally appeared before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for

Personally known to me or
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person. whose name -ia. subscribed to the
within instrument and acknowledged that exe-
cuted the same. 

•RY,,. . -

W ITNESS m y h d ea 
P N IP I 0, Tp fR q C.,', 4

-- ORANGE L3 ....NT-

Signature (MY CMMiSSin Expires October 20. 1989

(This area for official noriaral seal)

ani .vaporean,



Name

Tracy Hawkins
Andy Abeles
Robert Ackerman
Dan Acuff
Christopher Adanm
John 0. Alder
Eugene D. Alvin
Michael Ames
Dan Anderson
Dick Anderson
Toni Armsted
James L. Arnone
Goldie Arthur
Ronald Ayres
Bart Baer
Joe Baker
Drew Barras
David 0. Barrette
ahn Barron
Avqela Bass

1 Bastani
Robert Bates
9' ke Baum
E~vid Bear
Ay Beck
;thn Belcher
arge Belcher

J-ill and Jonathan Bender
Brandon Berger
@briel Bergman
Barry Berman
4 enny Berman
Melanie Bernacchi
Glry Bernhardt
Bruce Berquist
Renee Besta
Jim Betts
?homas C. Billstein
Sharon & Bruce Birkeland
Bruce Birkett
Kenneth Blumenthal
Josephine Boecker
Joan Bordow
David Borthwick
George Botens
Jason Botens
Roberta Botens
Bettina Boxer
Paul Boyce
Beth Braeutigam
Anna M. Brand
Michael and Mara Brandman
David Braunstein
Kirstin Brewer
Gordon Bricken
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SELECTION: LASTAM-

Name

Yana Bridle
David Broch
Roal Broen
Allen Brokate
David Brooks
Philip Hugh Brooks
Ginny Brooner
Barbara Brown
Roger Glenn Brown, Ph.D.
Don Bruner
Sheila Bruner
James R. Buchanan
John Buchanan
Bryan Buck
Violet Bulujian
Andrea Burrell
Chad Burton
ather Burton
nnifer Burton

hott Burton
ndra Busby
eanne Butcher

'Ienn Byron
MX. and Mrs. Matthew Cain
Barbara Caldwell
ndice Carban
ynthia Carden

Charlene Carey
Joseph Carlson
eylvia Carlson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Carstensen
fradley Carter
Amy Carver
J1 Brennan Cassidy
Steve Cattolica
nyle Cavner
Joye Cawley
2lizabeth Chappell
Paul Christensen
Charles Christianson
Jim Chu
Janet Clark
James Clarke
Susan J. Cobb
Barb Cockrell
Naomi Colb
Michael Cole-Kleiser
John Collins
Steve Colton
William P. Conlin
Sunday Cook
Veronica Cook
Alex Courtney
Bobbi Cox
William Cox



WORKER--OP
SELECTION: LASTN

Name

Robert Crowder
Carlos Cueva
Dawn Cushman
Druanne Cushman
Carol Damerow
Robert David
Cathy Davidovich
Denise Davidson
Marilyn L Davidson
Len Davis
Sharri Davis
Lucia De Garcia
Sandra DeZahd
Julie Deidun
E. Daniel Dellicompagni
William Dellipaoli
Julie Dent
Russell F. Dent
%nda Depta
ndra Deutsch
chael Dew

Drren DiMarco
'n Dickinson
LEwell Dickson
Abby Didrickson
n-niel Dobbs
Steve Dodd
William H. Doheny
Mary Donahue-Kuhlman
dick Doremus
Margarita Dorland
Wisti Dorn
Scott Dorn
Dbnovan Dorr
Dee Downs
Tim Doyle
Jeffrey Drake
'Robin Dru
Ronald Dunham
Bob Dunn
Susan Durik
Patty Duvall
Greg Ekman
Elections Committee of O.C.
Bernard Ellis
Jan Elvin
Scott Emigh
Dottie Emmings
Harriette Eubank
Michael Fait
Bridget Farmer
Joe Ferman
Lynne Fickett
B. Charlene Fisher
Douglas Fisher



SELECTION:

Name

mary Fisher
Kris Fletcher
Karen Flitteth
Ellen Flynn
Dorothy L. loql4.
Paul Forgay
Bob Forte
Jim Fowler
Carole Fox
Jack Fox
Linda Frappia
Amy Jane Frater
David Freely
Michele Fryer
Kendra Fuller
Tom Fulton
Roy Fultun
Steven Gabriel
Steve Gabriel
haron Gale

A'thur V. Gallagher, II
Mark Garduno
ianca Gargiulo
Jqseph Gattuso
Bian Gavin
Andra Gavin
Donna George
Kathleen Geraty
Daniel V. Gibbons
"y Gibson
Fred Gil
fry Gilkerson
Patricia L. Gilles
Sneryl Gillett
Geoffrey Gioja
Jim Gladbach
Mark Glasser
Navid Glazer
Randall J. Goddard
Alan W. Gold
Diane S. Goldstein
Ann Gonzalez
Kenneth Gonzalez
Beth Goodman
Robert Grad
Nancy Gribskov
Frank Grombone
Barbara Grossman, M.F.C
Lucy Grubin
Mary Grubin
Stan Grubin
Barbara Gumbriner
Lawerence Guthrie
Mary Ann Gwinn
David Haas

C.c.



Name

Donald G. Hagan, ,-.D.
Cathleen HtiOt
David Haiqt.-
Dave Haitkcook,
Susan Han
Yvonne Hand
Michael Hardin
Bev Hardwiok
Kurtiss Harkness
Ethel Harmatz
Sam Harmatz
Evans C. Harrigan
Jack C. Harris
Bevan Harvey
Bud Harvey
Rosemarie Harvey
Scott Harvey
N nny Hatch

borah Hawkins
S£aron Hawkins
Tracy Hawkins
fgnnifer Hayes
Mike Healy
E"Amaris Heinig
Robert Helms
ftna Henry
Carl Herman
Christine Herrera
Claire Herrera
alley Hill
Stephanie Hill
Tbm Hills
Robert Hirschhorn
H'nry Hirschman, M.D.
Fred Hodgson
oan Hoffman
d Hohl
nthia Holman

John Holman
David Hoover
Ellen Hopp
Philip Hoskins
James Hsu
Kara Hudson
Brian Huh
Bivens Hunt
Jason Hunt
Scott Hunter
Kathleen Huntsman
David W. Hurst
Ellen V. Hurst
Steve Ince
Loraine Inglis
Andrew Jackson
Dion Jackson

-b-u--
~: 5

t~.
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Name

Richard N. Jaffe
Raya Jaf fe

k Janson
Bo Jonning
Allyson Johnson
Ami Johnson
Judy Johnson
Lisa Jordan
Joyce Jue
Heidi Juerck
Robert Jugan
Joel Kalman
Timothy Kane
Elaine Kaplan
James Karasek
Sharon Karasek
Joe Karg
Scott Kay
mes F. Keefe, M.D.
Rnet Keefe
ichael Kelley
endy Kelley
an Kelly

J-qhn M. Kendrick
Susan Kennedy
Srgaret Kerins

Jeanine Kerpan
Jeffrey Kerpan
Amy Kerr
&strid Keuylian
Farhad Keynan
rances Kieffer
John Kilgroe
JAck F. King
Dora B. Kingsley
Gkaydon Klee
KlosterIse

2arbara and Richard Klotz
Marc Knight
Heather Kniss
Claudia Kobilsek
Leslie Kohashi
Faye E. Konnell
Thomas Koslandich
Dan Kramer
Josh Kuntz
Vincent LaVoy
Linda Lamb
Karen Lasagna
Bobbi Lauer
Rosalie LeCount
Mr. and Mrs. Greg LeGassick
Gordon C. Lee
Helaine Lee
Cathy Leek

1:6
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Name

Richard Leek
Shirley Leitch
Audrey Levinei.
Rick Levin*
Kathlyne Lewan
Kevin 0. Lewand, Req.
Judy Lezama
Mark Lind
Carla Lindstrom
Rosemary Livingston
Cheryl loyd
Danny Long
Michael Long
Ted Long
Claudia Love
Eric Lowey
James Lucas
Susan Ludwig
a Lorten Lugo

1,urene Lugo
bert Lugo

_uan Luna
Fred Lund
sgith Lyon

iva Malek
alini Malhotra

-6mayne Malloy
Rochelle Marmorstein
Phyllis Ann Marshall
Rick Martin
Craig Martyn
xristin Mateer
Anne McArthur
Gbry McAtee
Kjersti McAtee
Dennis McClure
Kathleen McDaniel
Laura McDaniel
Mike McElroy
Brian McFadin
Michael McInnis
Leon McKinney
Matt McLaraud
Robert Meano
Donna Medelberg
Melissa Melchior
Nathan D. Menard
Dennis Menke
Audrey R. Merkin
Samuel T. Merrell
Martin Merrill
Morteza Meskin
Sheila Meskin
Hank Meyer
Lee Meyer

A.
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SELECTION: ITW

Name

Loren Miner
Bruce Monahan -
Charles Monttro"
Douglas N. M. Ee)4
Jennifer Morgan
Bruce Moskowitz
Bret Moss
Ken Muche
David Murdock
Diane Murphy
Kelly Ann Murrel
Carol Muse
Heidi Myers
Mona Naffa
Marilyn Nagel
Aws Nashef
Tye Nelepka
Ken Nelson
atherine Nevo
Vllie Newcombe
ances Newhouse

%9rgil Nickell
Cirl Nicolari
S4san Norton
Clark Norwood
(anette Norwood
Henry R. Nunez
Leonard Olds
Toni Ormsted
Crnny Owens
Gwen Ozmen
fted Palmer
Ramona Parkinson
Linda L. Parks
Perry Parks
Jby Pate
Russ Pate
A)y Patrick
Merilee Paulson
Andrew J. Peat
James Perkins
Jay Perlin
Donn Peters
Gary Peters
Maggie Peters
Cecilia Pfenning
Jeffrey Ian Pheffer
Ellen Phillips
Carla Pike
David M. Pittman
Karen D. Place
Jan Pope
Willa Porter
Jonathan Potts
Doris Prendergast



Name

Adele Prepas
Dana Preston,
Sarah Quast
Beth Raff
Doug Raft
Jack Rand
Carole Reed
Burmah Reese
Ida Reese
Seldon Reese
Robert L. Reeves
Wendy Rene Reichman
Eaton Reid
Krista Reid
Richard X. Reinsch
Frank Ricchiazzi
Jill Richards
f mes Righeimer

bert Roberson
Sames Roberts
eff Roberts

kr. William B. Roberts
Lucie Robitaille
efaig Rogers
Robert Reed Rogers
jnet Rohn
Jon Romans
Patti Root
Shane W. Roper
Claire Rosenberg
Gayle Rosenberg
Vvan Rosenberg
Nathan Rosenberg
Rbn Rosenberg
Mr. Albert Rosenhaus
Sharon Rosenhaus
rian J. Rotchford
chard Royce

Peter Ruddock
Jean Rudoni
Ava Russell
David Ryden
Julian Ryder
Zachary H. Sacks
Laurel Sagen
Laurel Sager
Billy Sahm
Jerry Samet
Kathy Sandoval
Phyllis Sarvak
Ed Schenet
Carrie Schmaggin
Douglas Schmit
Neil Schneider
Vita Schneider



Name

Eric Schooler
Kai Schorr
Patricia D. 8Qu44t.
Diane Seaber •
Barbara Seoane
Judith Service
Tom Sewell
Elizabeth Shankor
Naresh K. Shar", M.D.
Brian Shaw
Keith Shillington
Teena Shoobs
Herbert B. Shor
David W. Shores
Mike Shortridge
Michael Shugrue
Jeffrey Simons
rike Skillman
Atta Slebioda
N ise Slifkin-McClure
oy Sloan

Reter Sloan
Tom Sloss
Draig Smith
Douglas Smith
@G-enn Smith
John Smith
Kirsten Smith
Melinda Smith
Ckomas J. Solomon
Maile Souza
Vasey Spencer
Jack Spicer
Charlene Spillum
Margo Spiritus
Paul spittler
veri Stafford
Craig Stevens
Harvey Stone
Michael Stone
Jay Stout
Diane Stovall
Channing Stowell
Don Stratton
Arthur M. Strauss, D.D.S.
Beth Stubbs
Holly Sullivan
Kirk Summers
Robert Sundance
William Swarts
Ann Sween
Terence M. Sweeney
Linda Swisher
Andrea Tabler
Paul Tatum

-w
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Name

Donald Taub
Mrs. Isabel Talor
Linda Taylor
Ronald Taylor
David Templeton
Page Winslow Thibopfau
Scott Thompson
Shane Tiernan
Leslie J. Toth
Walter Trant
Adam Traub
Joe Trgo
Sharon Trujillo
James Tsutsui, Jr.
James Tsutsui, Sr.
Richard Tucker
Thomas E. Tucker
L b Turbow
e Urwin

Updy Vahid
John G. Valentine
kohn Vanarelli
Mark Vance
Ptter Vasilovich
Tom Velte
Danielle Villicana
Carrie Von Hemert
Joyce Waddell
Joann Wagnon
9byn Waid
Tulla Waldron
Man Wall
Terry Wall
Etic Walls
Michel-Ann Walters
Etelyn Walton
oris Warr
eorge Watson III

Laurel Watson
Kathleen Ann Watts
Susan Watts
Richard Webster
Jean Wegener
Arlene Weiner
Hugo Weinstein
Cathrine Weiss
Patricia Weller
David Welsch
Laura Welsch
Lloyd G. Wentworth
Sharon Wentworth
Alexander Wentzel
Amybeth West
Clarissa I. Whitney
Anthony E. Wieczorek



Name

Cheryl Will a .So .

Guy Williaso ,n
JoanneWil ms
Larry Will ...o ..
Daryl Wilom .
Jed Wiltchik
Lia Wong
Miles Wood
Krista Woods
Bonnie Wright
Marshall Wright
Randy Wright
Barbara Yanchas
Patrick Yoon
Gail York
Gene York
:lix Yorke
vid Yost
y Young
ncy Young
iron Zaffron
no Zambrano

D;. Hector Zayas-Bazan
Marisha Zeffer
_' ck Zeller

Nickie Zepeda
Greg Ziencina
Bob Zierten
)0.00



STATEMENT

BILLING MEMOURANDIM P4UMSER t54IA oil1

CLIENT:" 6A W~6w'~ 4.r~

The following charges reprot time,
to the client and project o4t -above.

Item

4WC.

r r#.j tsi

material, and services rendered relative

Rate or Amount

4f /, 7 e '7. tv
ON 40

10 Ole ec4.Tfl 7 1. ,,4 . o

2ea.

3, (p,to

40

O0

6 t ,sp

3,pa, Do

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWIN TOTAL O7 o0
ON OR BEFORE 4Tte2&J9y
MAKE CHECK(S) AYBLE TO: OAV/d koo*^.

THAJA.y C. OSEVICE!
/ J/W 5 '4'c., 6g,V0.

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

CP 076r.

7)

C)&4-004 7.0~%ft.

PROJECT.-,.oo &04 P7 &0460,
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STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM oJMBER O321oM

CUENT: Rosenberg For C4saress

PROJECT: political consuU1*%g: direct soil voter mnrketing

The following charges reprent time, maea and wVs rendoe reativ
to the client and project cited above.

Item Rate or Amount

direct mail 0321NOR88 "Puff" $23,363.29

82K

p rnting 9,058.29

mail processing 1,435.00

Postage 8,282.00

creative 3,690.00

research V 300.00

management 300.00

coordination/expedite 300.00

$11,522.65 Due 15 May 1988Z<"'

Balance ", $11,840.6 Due 20 May 1988

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $23,363.29

ON OR BEFORE 2 0 May 1988 David Vaporean

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Wayne Communiations
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!
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STATEMENT

SIWNG MEMORANDUM NUMBER

NATHAN RQpEER0FOR CONQRM9RCOIIITTEE
CAMPAIGN W A0KETiNG: DIRECT MAIL

PROJECT:

The following charges represent time, material, and services
to the client and project cited above.

rendered relative

Rate or Amount

CAMPAIGN MAIL PIECE #001
41K PCS.
"REAGAN-ROSENBERG HOLD THE LINE

1. RESEARCH
2. CREATIVE SERVICE FEE

3. COORDINATION/MANAGEMETN FEE

4. GRAPHIC ARTS/LAYOUT
5. TYPESET
b. PRINTING: lIX17 2CULOR/2
7. BINDRY
9. MAIL PROCESS
9. POSTAGE
10. DELIVERY
11. TARGET DATA: HPV

3SETS41KEA@$553. 50/SET
12. PREMIUMS

ON TAXES...$

$200.00
$1845.00
$250.00
$250.00
$NC.

$4558.00
$NC

$707.25
$3485.00

$50.00
$553.50

PLEASE REMIT THE FOL''OWINGJ.TTAL OF /Z /- 7

ON OR BEFORE4c',ei,"
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO:

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE'OF SERVICE!

Item

C)

0

77'7

/ /a v
AA.
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STAT WENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER

CLIENT: Nathan Rosenberg ForCongres CoCftl

PROJECT: political consulting: direct m44 aekieta

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

material, and srovoe rendered relative

Rate or Amount

direct mail marketing

ptinting
mail processing
postage
creative
research
management
coordination
list-data base

$10,325.00

1,250.00
794.00

4,646.00
2,070.00

300.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OFI
ON OR BEFORE 29 April 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vapoeean
David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

03I350110
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STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER

CLIENT:

PROJECT:

NaT I*SlIflBs FOR c0 8S

CAPAIGN MARKETING: TARGET DATA

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

HPV DATA FILE 2 SETS

mateal, and ervlces rendered relative

Rate or Amount

$553.50 per set

0 41,000 HPV 100% FILE
2 SETS

CC) CAR RT SRT
BY HOUSEHODD OR
CURRENT REGISTERED VOTER

totl.
6Z tax advanced

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL
ON OR BEFORE 23 Masch 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporo
David Wayne

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

,U

0323W0o8o

$1107.00
66.42

0 \
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STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER 0302N1R88

CLIENT: Rosenberft Caiogign Committee

PROJECT: issue specific survey preparati
research

The following charges represent time, material, and
to the client and project cited above. -

item
base fee
advance database s .00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWtNG TOTAL OF
ON OR BEFORE arch 19
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David '"ayne Comm
13141 Trvine ly!d
lustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

kjL



STATEMENT

BILLING:MEMORANDUM NUMSR0 203AN '

CLIENT: Rosenberg For% Congress Commlittee

PROJECT political affairs consulting

The following charges reproent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

base service fee'0 retainer

mateial, and sermi rendered relative

Rate or Amount

$3,200.00

cO advances:

telephone

mileage

travel or entertainment

30.00

65.00

35.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $ 3.3 330.00
ON OR BEFOREFebruary 1, 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO:
David Vaporean
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!
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STATEMENT

BILLING -MEMORANDUMN UMR 0104NOR80

CLIENT: Rosenberg For Congress Committee

PROJECT: political affairs consulting contract

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

matolal, and services rendered relatlve

Item
base service retainer

expenses advanced:
none at this billing

for January
Rate or Amount
$3,200.00

Project A' T 1 , L -.S

Date Paid __ ____

Check 1172 Auth.'

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $3,230.00
ONORBEFORE January 4, 1983
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!
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capi--Hill
415 NWw J ,%y Ave. N W

Washngton. OC 20001
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STA tEu NT

BILLING MEMORANDUM. NUMBER 0229000

CLIENT:-...CLIE Nathan Rosober For Congress C ttle

PROJECT: political affairs consulting

The following charges represent time, material, and services rendered relative
to the client and project ted above.

Item Rate or Amount

base service fee March Retainer $3200.00

Washington, DC Lobbying

airfare rountrip from Orange County
hotel x 2 days
taxi and ground trans
meals
miscl.
Feb. Phone

379.00
204.50
31.50

105.00
45.00

150.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $41:15 0 0

ON OR BEFORE 1 March 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!



Powl affiore public tetAftg
campaign consulting, *.40ndr41001

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANQUM NUMUER @4000S

CLIENT: osenberg For Co,"rlss
political c€Onulting

PROJECT: direct mail voter sarketing

The following charges represent time, material, and services rendered relative
to the client and project cited above.

Rats or Amount

direct mail 0406NOR88

printing
mail processing
Postage
creative

) research
management

C) coordination/expediting

$21,595.34

7,288.34
1,435.00
8,282.00
3,690.00

900.00
300.00
300.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $21,595.34
ON OR BEFORE 15 May 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

Item



cp ab af Ite s 0 lia r

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER 0/ A/41*

CLIENT: ~Ae

PROJECT:/4rl- fd0d r.4 r Pb~V,

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

material, and srvices rendered relative

Rate or Amount

co

)* 4./C 4, oew
Ck4 too x C~

Vr

DO

6.1 ~

f9A .. 0

H&44 d f Sf^09

dvs e
/ "

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWI N~TTL~~Z
ON OR BEFORE E/ .
MAKE CHECK(S)lAYBLE TO: h'

T... 0V FOR THE COO 49.NI TO BE "0R E

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

JfK

,; V,6 04D sam., e--,

iew ao-v, &I ow



STATEMENT

BILLING,0 MWMORANDUM NUMER,

CLIENT: Plotnberg For ConeSs

PROJECT: political consulting

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

1 base service fee June

Q60110181

material, and services rendered relative

Rats or Amount

$3,200.00

phone

0 travel

mileage

entertainment

100.00

40.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $3,340.00

ON OR BEFORE 20 ,ay 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communciations
18141 Irviae Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!



6Y'WSW ~ *6Y~

public affairs * Public *x...
campaign consulting * fundr v

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER Q'( In (,QQ - ? '4reo

CLIENT: &.s~k6% . 4 Co it&
PROJECT: rK41C~w~~bt+F~4 UO*%Vb

Item

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

,-40 0 0U

Pr Ir\ ivx

Crv-c&t .

Nx ,T ""4-

material, and mvices rendered relative

Rats or Amount

#Ii 1,351.

1'q OD
3oo Z

"co 00

30 0c

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLO 4,J/LG TOTAL OFG6//II3l ,,"

ON OR BEFOREf4--' > " 0
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBL TO: HE O R I-\O- BE O EV

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

Vr akmarf



SWAYNE'
public offairs *Opubli uwth*w

campmlun consultino * fundalliihg

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER <Z5 4' ie
CLIENT: ,6se-. Ihe Q' (s
PROJECT: Lt i /ro, o." Covi 0 rA n " r..r0 L' Wfr Mke*u~

The following charges represent time, material, and mrvices rendered relative
to the client and project cited above.

Item

M'3%r ~

cO r%-kA

C) ACA cr%

) Cr-, Wc YcicAe4-

Rate or Amount

S1q lc4-T3' (Ph

t 1 (6, to

3/ 6co - 00

3~o'O1C0

00, CX)

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF .eS7,

ON OR BEFORE.1,- L 4V .
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: Q t-Or'eLv

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

"04(pe'c-t-
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FROM:
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tDAVID WAYNE

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBERO

CLIENT: Rosenberg For Cossress

PROJECT: political eoulvitins: i

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project c above.

Item

o direct mail 0501NOR85 "Fed Rpt"

p dnting

mail processing

Postage

creative

research

r- management

coordination/expediting

50% Due
Balance Due

lirect mal voter marketin8

matedal, and servicm rendered relative

Rat or Amount

$24,804.40

10,497.40
1,435.00
WSM2

8,282..00

3,690.00

300.00

300.00

300.00
I /

15 May $12,02-020 May 12,402.2" .. _. N -

t7 z7

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $24,804.40
20 May 1988

ON OR BEFORE
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!



- ..* .WAY Ml C

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDVM NUMBE 050129U0

CLIENT: ~c±.
Rosenberg FoCongreas

PROJECT: political affairs consulting

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

mateial, and services rendered relative

Rate or Amount

base service fee $3200.00

travel

MO entertainment $100.00

$50.00'D mileage

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $33Mn-0n
ON OR BEFORE 20 April 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

CD



)WAY

STATEMENT

BILLING ~MORANDUM MER 04304 s

CLIENT: o ,i1i iOSviNao FOg CON(GU3SS, coiO

PROJECT: political consulting: direct mail marketln8g

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

direct mail marketing "Book"

printing
mail processing
postage ($.48/lb.)
creative
research
management
coordination
list

$15,405.00 50% due 6 May 1988 /

$15,405.00 50% due 9 May 1988

material, and services rendered relative

Rate or Amount

$31,930.00

7,100.oo00
9,020.00
10,100.00
3,690.00

300.00
300.00
300.00

(1,200'00)

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $30,810.00
ON OR BEFORE 9 May 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communication
230 E. 17th Street
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92627

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

a

o(unt - .. ........

Dat P .-. _ --



PLUJ W^riz~ A~lY~~Jp14
pubkic Ownir * public tekdtons

campaign consulting W. fund roslng

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUM0ER 0424NO986

CLIENT: aoMenbers For Cmsfts.

PROJECT: political consulting: direct mail voter markettng

The following charges represent time, material, and services rendered relative
to the client and project cited above.

Item

direct mail 0424NOR86 "Seniors"

11K

printing

mail processing

Postage

creative .~

research

management

coordination/expedi t . /

Rate or Amount

$3,719.96

1,021.46

192.50

1,111.00

495.00

300v00

300.00

300.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF ,79,96
ON OR BEFORE 20 may 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!



P"c Owl$'* Ow
cuapg Voluukfng

STATEMENT

131110LING MEMORANDUM NUMBER 04161M2

CuaN: Rosenberg For Coupe.

PROJECT: political cosulting: direct mail voter amrketing

The following charges repreeent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

material, and servies rendered relative

Rate or Amount

(Nt direct mail 0416N0R82 "Who?"

printing

mail processing

$11,639.13

3,835.63

917.50

Postage

Creative

research

0

) management

coordination/expediting

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING
ON OR BEFOR lay 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO:

TOTAL OF $11,639.13

David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 82680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

4,141.00

1,845.00

300.00

300.00

300.00



)WAYN''
PWIic s4~r pttblc t.Iado"

compslien comuinga * futmdraiing

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMBER 04161011

CLIENT: 3o..berg For Cooirosa

PROJECT: political consulting: direct mail VOtW mrkoting

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

nD direct mail 0416NOR81 "Has To..."

printing

material, and sWvoe rendered relative

Rate or Amount

$11,501.03

3,697.53

mail processing

Postage

creative

qr research

C) management

coordiaation/expedit ing

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $11,501.03
ON OR BEFORE 15 May 1988

MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tustin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

917.50

4,141.00

1,845.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

400



AYMfl WAYNE COMMW-WC.v
publc .fhts pub

c0mpaign mukint *

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NUMtR 0403MN0

CLIENT: Rosenberg for CousreS

PROJECT: political consutting: direct mail voter arketing

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item

material, and services rendered relative

Rate or Amount

qT" direct mail $10,979.43

3,175.93
SaMprinting

mail processing

Postage

Creative

qW research

management

coordination/expediting

300.00

300.00

300.00

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING TOTAL OF $10,979.43
ON OR BEFORE 15 May 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communications
18141 Irvine Blvd.
Tuatin, Ca. 92680

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!

0

917.50

4,141.00

1,845.00



Cb WAY]
pclmic *frqu *pubI 1

camplign comsultirg 046m

STATEMENT

BILLING MEMORANDUM NumBO40MZEM.

CLIENT: tom RwI=GUGM CO08,GIZS COIUZI33

PROJECT: oAH= POLITICAL. MAIOSC0O

The following charges represent time,
to the client and project cited above.

Item
BASE SIVICE FEE

entertainment

phone

material, and evices rendered relative

Rate or Amount
$3200.00

$21.00

mileage

-0 LESS ADVANCE CARRYOVER $1000.00

7)

PLEASE REMIT THE FOLLOWING
ON OR BEFORE 25 March 1988
MAKE CHECK(S) PAYBLE TO: David Vaporean

David Wayne Communications

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE!
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* " DON T

CHRISTOPHER COX HAS
VOTERS READ THIS A)

UP UNTIL NOW CHRIS COX HAS TOLD YOU THAT 1S
WAS A NCLOSE" ADVISOR TO THE PRESIDENT.

Official transcripts from court records (shown here) prove thet
Chris Cox's duties were limited to housekeeping chores and
clerk service, not at the White House, but at the office building
n kt to the White House.

IN

I"n Orange County Meeting this-year, President Reagan said,
"I don't believe I know a Chris Cox..he claims to work for me?"

OOX EVEN SAID HE HAS "WORKED" TO BUILD THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY. HE HAS ALSO TOLD YOU HE 18 A
"*ONSERVATIVE" LEADER.

Official records dating back to 1984, which were provided by
the Orange County Registrar of Voters and the State of
Vtirginia-both places where Cox has lived in the past 4

years-prove without a shadow of a doubt that Chris Cox did
n&t vote for President Reagan in 1984. Further, Cox did not vote
to oppose Rose Bird in 1986, he did not vote to stop the $.01
sales tax increase in Orange County, and he has not voted on
one local issue in this county since 1984.

W A CHRIS

OVER 150, OF
TO KNOW THE REj

*.. . 5 a 101so" i

-town

a I VOT

.... _
64r2TO ]

C0,

Cox: CandIatM HaoJL Vol
fL~m,. a&L.I, ML ZU* U

-i/. -il I L iLISUU

,,' ..........A O

Co DaL Criicis
S Snce 55une,. 794,

O-' te &L No- VSA

I off i;
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8lb H 'TO WOKYR ME?"
-P ent Ronald Reagan, Orange County, 1988

EAST COAST MONEY TO TRICK ORANGE COUNTY
AL CHRIS COX,A CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS?!!

Z..__ "" MAYBE CHRIS COX CAN'T TELL THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN THE TRUTH AND A LIE ANYMORE. BECAUSE...

On top of all of this Chris Cox has, for profit, distributed Soviet

-, -CoAmin propaganda to thousands ofAmerican school kids.
.1 Si Ameicankids who have had their minds impacted by the

-" .cleverly crafted lies and distortions of the Soviet propaganda
- machine.

-- -- --.' ....• -_ THIS IS THE REAL CHRISTOPHER COX. HE IS NOT THE, .. PERSON HE HAS SPENT OVER $500,000 TO CONVINCE

YOU HE IS. HIS WHOLE LIFE IS A LIE.
___ "____ THERE ARE 11 GOOD, DECENT CANDIDATES ON YOUR

- jDBALLOT. EACH COULD DO A GOOD JOB AS YOUR

__ _ CONGRESSMAN.

_"__"_- THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS HOPING YOU WILL VOTE FOR
--E OIi - CHRIS COX.

.ism for Failing tovote
Caifornia Primary

C.r -'" ., ....- . ., -- - - "

:.... , . - -: . ... -...

Voed Since June. 1984,

C.I COut& ro 1

.0,49 -- ON JUNE 7 CAREFULLY CONSIDER YOUR
R,..EPBLCA ,E .. ,=,:.=--.- -:-.".-=. <',.-.. ... REPUBLICAN VOTE!I



After an exhaustive Investigation, careful review, and personal Interviews with"
each candidate, one Republican stood out among the field:
When the largest daily newspaper in California endorses a candidate for
Congress, you know they have checked out all the facts. The Los Angeles
Times Is one of the most respected newspapers in the world.
They have endorsed Nathan Rosenberg to be our next U.S., onhpls

Congress.

Nathan Rosenberg is endorsed for U.S. Representative by
over 5,000 Republicans. Not party bosses. Not ial,
interests. Just people like you and me.

We ask for your support and vote on June 7 for.

Nathan Rosenberg
U.S. Representative

Paid for by Nathan Rosnberg For Congress, 230 E. 17th Street Costa Mom CA 92627 I.D. 4C 0204526
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Me. Clia L. Jacoby Soto-
The eftrIElection Cossleelon

Wahington, D. O 20463'

Dear e. Jacoby,.

Enclosed are the answers to the qUeot on& submitted by the 130 on
October 25, 198, to the American 0ouncil : for a CoMervat$ve*
Consensus. I also included some additional commentson lthe
Factual and Legal Analysis.

I just received the questions last week and am responding
0) promptly. I do not know what the delay was in the mail.

fV) Please feel free to call me if any additional clarification is

needed or further documentation is desired. I hope that the
enclosed statements along with the initial response are adequate
to close the complaint. I have acknowledged some very small
errors in both statements regarding partial and Inadequate

o) disclosure on the brochures. I apologize and have taken steps to
see that my errors do not happen again.

I look forward to a prompt resolution of this matter. I welcome
0) any further questions that will assist the FEC.

Sinceey

Arthur Jac on
Executive Director

enclosures

(_J



December 6, 1946

TO: TEE FEWAEAL EMOTON OUISSIOM..

FROM: Avolt JACKSONCA 1* 3EMUROI OIXZlo.ft A
CONSERVAT1VE C0NSNSU

FrC ID 000228114

RE: MUR 2 616 ANSWERS 1VO QUESIONWS AID ADDITIONAL COIEm

The ACCC received your letter datod October 2v 1988 on NoveMbder
28, 1988. There is no explanation for the delay. e are
responding promptly.

Below are answers to questions submitted in your letter. Also
attached are comments regarding the Factual and Legal Analysis.

QUESTION 1 Arthur Jackson is the Executive Director of the
ACCC and Sharlee Dodd, who assist Mr. Jackson in business, is the
Treasurer. There are no other staff members, consultants, or
agents.

1A. Arthur Jackson is the only individual who participated in
any way, directly or indirectly, in any expenditure regarding the

o Republican nomination for the 40th California Congressional
District seat in 1988.

lB. Arthur Jackson is the only individual who participated In
o the conception, drafting, writing, editing, approval, and review

of materials authorized by ACCC regarding the 40th California
Congressional District seat in 1988. Diversified Mailing, Inc.
was contracted to provide the printing, publication, and
dissemination of the materials.

QUESTION 2 There are no written documents concerning the
decision by ACCC to expend funds in the 40th California
Congressional District seat in 1988. The decision was made by
Arthur Jackson, the Executive Director.

QUESTION 3 Attached are the brochures requested. They appear
as photocopies in the original complaint.

3A. Arthur Jackson produced the brochures. Diversified Mailing,
Inc. was contracted to print and distribute the mailings.
Diversified Mailing, Inc. subcontracted Penn Lithographics for
the printing. Another printer was originally contracted but was

unable to do the job. ACCC was not aware of the printer used
until after the election.



* f.Arthur Jackson 'personally selected Diversifiled MailIwng. Inc*:
Wcu.of their exellent reputation and he has known about the
c IuMa" for year*. They are widely knwn throughout Califtym~j&

and, were used by several of the other candidates in the ram.i
including the cand.date associated with the filing of thel,
COmWlant.

3 SC% Arthur Jackson Is the only individual associated witb.' AOb
who supervised or coordinated the publication, printing, "+:
distribution or dissemination of the brochures. Related tr wl
documents and c celled checks wore, included in the initial

!response.

QUISTION 4 There are no documents or materials concerning
meetings, discussions or other communications between ACCC or any
of its agents, officials, or employees and any of the entities or
their associates listed. ACCC's only documents are with
Diversified Mailing, Inc., which are the invoice and cancelled
check, which have been previously submitted.

QUESTION 5 Arthur Jackson and anyone associated with ACCC have
had no association by way of employment, volunteer services,
position, membership with any of the listed organizations.
Arthur Jackson has personally donated money to Rosenberg for

0 Congress, as stated in the report and previously acknowledged.

an

0

qW

a

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE



CIMSRIGARVIRO, TE, 'FACTUAL AND tIoAANZYI

Section A.

I would lIke to restot* that there was no "oe lption,* "Prior
consent of " eto fOr an of ACCC s epO as ! ewa wr no
'knowledge about the candidate' plans pWo~ t o *s0. +bet.
was no coordinatUon between ACCC and the Iosemberg Ou +itt
The common vendors h* absolutely no control over many 0"Apig
activity of ACC¢,

Section B.

The postal fees referred to in the complaint were not paid
directly by ACCc incorrectly asserted, but were paid by
Diversified Nailing* Inc. as listed and charged to ACCC. This Is
documented on the Invoice from Diversified' Nallng. Inc.
presented as Ixhibit 1 on the Initial response.

The expenditures for travel (May 22 and 27) were paid for by
Arthur Jackson and reimbursed by ACCC on May 30th. A variety of

work was included in the travel and I therefore did not realize
it should be allocated as Independent expenditures relating to a

00 specific campaign. Since I did not consider them independent
expenditures for a particular race, no Schedule 2 was filed.

The expenditure to Diversified Mailing, Inc. for $19,996 was
CO reported late with Schedule E. There were clerical and human

errors involved and I take full responsibility for this
oversight.

0
All of these expenditures were independent expenditures by ACCC.

Section C.

I have accepted full responsibility for the inadequate disclosure
on the mailings in a letter to the FEC on June 9, 1988, and
presented as Exhibit 7 in the initial response to the complaint.
I respectfully apologize for the error and have taken steps to
see that this does not happen again.

ARTHUR JACKSON Date
Executive Director and
Assistant Treasurer



MUR2618 -

Response to Questiops, to Wathtain i-ene for congress/

1. Please identify all of ftcrs, dGirCtors, employe
members, voluntoorsooieul*4nts x other agents of Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress (thO *Coui3ttee)

Major General william Lyo Chairtmn
Kathryn Tho*pson, Finance cairman,
David R. White-, It, Treas r
U.S. Senator John XcCain, Special Advisor
U.S. Representative Jim Kolbe
Steering CU2ittee
Colonel Buzz Aldrin
Zee Allred
George "Ted" Botens
Wade H. Cable
Leo W. Cook
William E. Cooper
Vern Curtis
Sam Goldstein
Rich Goodman
John Hales
Richard Jaffe
Mel Jaffee
Janice M. Johnson
Roger Johnson

,71 John Killefer
Robert H. Lintz

C) John D. Lusk
Joe Martin
James McNamara
Ronald L. Meer
Dennis Menke
Rich Muth
Pam O'Neill

C) James M. Peters
Bill Rauth

-' Earl Rippee
Thomas J. Solomon
Beverly Thompson
Elizabeth Tierney
Thomas T. Tierney
Bernard Turbow, M.D.
Marvin Weiss
Lloyd Wentworth
Staff
Theodore Long
Claire Herrera
Kevin Kolbe
Maggie Peters
Peter Schwartz
Joe Trgo
Curtis Harkness



Mark Knight
Donn Peters
Seldon Reese

Volunteer List attached

David Wayne Communications, Consultant
Martin Communications, consultant
Rob Austin, Consultant
Tarrance and Associates, Consultant

2. Please identify all individuals who participated in any way,
directly or indirectly, in the conception, drafting,
writing, editing, approval, review, production, preparation,
printing, publication, supervision, distribution, and
dissemination of documents and materials produced or
authorized by the Committee which related to or in any way
would aid the defeat of a candidate for nomination in the
40th California Congress District in 1988, particularly
Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

David Vaporean, Theodore Long, Nathan Rosenberg and numerous
U1 volunteers whose names cannot be recalled.

1103. Please provide a copy of each brochure, pamphlet or other
document concerning the defeat of a candidate for nomination
to the 40th California congressional District in 1988,
particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox, which the
Committee had produced or distributed.

Enclosed is a copy of the sole brochure, pamphlet or other
document.

C)
a. Please identify each vendor or other entity whose
services were utilized to produce, print, distribute or
disseminate such brochures.

David Wayne Communications was the sole vendor utilized to
produce, print, distribute or diseminate said brochure. The
Commitcee had no relationship with any subcontractors.

b. Please describe how each vendor was selected and identify
any person or entity which recommended or referred the
Committee to such vendor.

David Wayne Communications was selected by Nathan Rosenberg
in August, 1987 and was recommended by Gus Owen.

c. Please identify each individual associated with the
Committee who supervised or coordinated the publication,
printing, distribution or dissemination of such brochure
with each such vendor.

Nathan Rosenberg and David Vaporean 6upervised or
coordinated the publication, printing, distribution or



d .issemination Wof said brochure with each such vendor.

4. Please provide all documents and materials relating to
contractual or professional relationship or other
association between the Commitee and the following
entities., their officers,, employees and agents undertaken in
connection with any effort on the part of the Committee
which would in any way relate to the furtherance of the
election, or would aid in the defeat, of any candidate for
nomination to the 40th California Congressional District in
1988, particularly Republican candidate Christopher Cox.

Arthur Jackson
Penn Lithograph ics
Diversified Mailing, Inc.
David Vaporean
David Wayne Communications
American Council for a Conservative Consensus

There are no documents and materials relating to contractual
or professional relationship or other association between
the Committee and the American Council for a Conservative
Consensus, Penn Lithographics, Diversified Mailings, Inc.,
and Arthur Jackson because there was no such relationship or

association. All documents and material in the Committee's
possession relating to such relationship between the
Committee and David Vaporean and David Wayne Communications
are enclosed.

Co 5. Did the Committee hold any- meeting or discussions during
which information relating to any communications concerning
Christopher Cox was considered? If yes, please

0 a. Identify all persons who attended such meetings or
participated in such discussions.

C) b. State when and where such meeting or discussions were
held.

c. Summarize what was said or discussed at such meetings or
discussions.

To our knowledge,, no one from the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus ever attended any Nathan Rosenberg
for Congress meetings or discussions. To our knowledge, no
one from Nathan Rosenberg for Congress ever attended any
meetings or discussions of the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus.

Yes, individuals within the Committee did hold meetings or

discussions during which information relating to any
communications concerning Christopher Cox was considered, as
listed below:

I. a. Nathan Rosenberg, Ted Long and David Vaporean
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b. Early May, 1988 at Ma's Restaurant, Costa Mesa,
California

c. Christopher Cox's campaign literature, a NalI SKasr
Journal article Mr. Cox had written, a transcript of the
court hearing in which Mr. Cox was stopped from using a
false title on the ballot, and Registrar of Voters
affadavits with Mr. Cox's votingr ecord were reviewed.
To insure accuracy and credibility in responses to
possible inquiries from voters and the press, it was
decided to reproduce and quote directly from those
sources in a brochure declaring that Mr. Cox was
misleading the voters, failed to vote in elections, was
a dupe of Soviet propaganda by publishing and
distributing Pr in English and was a carpetbagger
with no ties to the community.

II. a. Nathan Rosenberg and David Vaporean

b. Early May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

Nc. Mr. Vaporean presented sketches and copy relating to
the brochure discussed in meeting #1. Mr. Rosenberg

%approved the concept.

III.a. Ted Long, David Vaporean, Nathan Rosenberg and Kevin
Kolbe

C) b. Mid-May, 1988 at Ma's Restaurant, Costa Mesa,
Cal ifornia

c. The possibility of creating a brochure exposing Mr.
o Cox's rumored homosexuality was discussed. Several of

Mr. Cox's supporters had called the Rosenberg campaign
or those associated with the Committee to ask that such

7an attack not be made. Individuals had contacted the
Rosenberg campaign to fuel the rumors of Mr. Cox's

_alleged homosexuality. It was decided that Mr. Cox's
sexual preference was not an appropriate subject for
campaign literature and that Mr. Rosenberg call Cox
supporter, John Stahr, to assure him there would be no
such communication.

IV. a. David Vaporean and Nathan Rosenberg

b. Mid-May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street Costa Mesa

c. Mr. Vaporean presented "blue lines" for the brochure
discussed in meeting #1 which Mr. Rosenberg approved.
It was agreed that the brochure would be mailed at the
end of May or first of June to frequent Republican
voters.

V. a. Nathan Rosenberg, Ted Long, Kevin Kolbe, David



Vaporean, ^adrey Markin and Daniel 1&acampagni.

b. Late May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

c. Ms. Merkin and Mr. Dellacampagni stated that the
CYRPAC wanted to produce and mail a brochure which
notified Republican voters that Mr. Cox had not voted
for Ronald Reagan in 1984 and had missed other
elections, was distributing Soviet propaganda and owned
no real property in Orange County. Ar, Kolbe said that

he had helped with the idea. Messrs. Long, Rosenberg
and Vaporean informed them that such a mailing would
violate Federal campaign law, and the idea was dropped.

VI. a. David Vaporean and Nathan Rosenberg

b. Late May, 1988 at 230 East 17th Street, Costa Mesa

c. The possibility of a brochure discussing Mr. Cox's
failure to vote in several elections was discussed. It
was decided that sufficient funds were not available to
pay for such a brochure's distribution.

I hereby declare the foregoing is true and accurate to the best
of my personal knowledge, information and belief.

ZA '~A fb~&J~a~A~
Nk Owe nbe '-r4
For: Nathan Rosenberg for Congas

CAT. NO. NIW0027
TO 1944 CA, (9-841

(Individuai.,

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTrY OF Orange

I ( On 2Decenter 12, 1988
said Stawe, personally appeared

12 December 1988

W TICOR TITLE INSURANE

SS.

before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for

Nathan Owen Rosenberg

, personally known to me or
proved -: me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be

the persoon__ whose name is subscribed to the

within ;nnstrument and acknowledged that 1 exe-
cuted the - same.

WITNESSSmy h d '*Is

Signaturr 9.=/. -01

F i_.-,

My Commission Expires October 20. 1989

(This area for official notarial seal)

....... i Ill II i i i II
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?IPPA*GANfDA a : - distribution of ideas, doctrines or practices used to deceive or distort
--... tl.m- to frther a came

Lenin, the father of the Soviet Communist state, often said that the way of the Communist Revolution would
be paved by "useful idiots" in America.

Both Lnin and Stalin said such people would do more damage than any bullet, bomb, or army could possibly
do. How? By destroying the truth.

Is Christopher Cox worthy of being a trusted member of Congress?

Pe=hp Chis Cox has become so accustomed to distributing propaganda that he has a hard time telling the
trh these days. Som recent examples:

On May 8, Chris Cox has two newspaper article% appear wherein he pledges to run a positive campaign based
on the issues.

On May 13, Chris Cox mails a negative "hit piece" against an opponent. In Register and L.A. Times articles
that same day, it is reported that Chris Cox and his staff plan a series of negative "hit pieces" against his two

On April 7, Chris ( ox suct , of site to get his ballot designation changed to say he held tlic
office of advisor to thc.- ia csidc ik.

Yot. m.Arl oow that under oath, Chris Cox admits to the Judge that he in fact
wa not an adviser to the PresideW but was only responsible for monitoring the use of the Presidential Seal.

On April 11, Chris ('ox addresses a group of soters and
calls for a strong American stand against ('omin,,isu,,.

On April 13, Chris Cox admits before 100 voters that he
in fact is responsible for distributing

Vj dmpounist propaganda to American school
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With this kind of record, is (ihris ( o
someone who can tell the difference

hetIcene a lie or tei truth?( Someone

lho % ould he asked io mtake decisi ns
about our natioial sceurit, about

trade, about our coulllrN , iI\los

import alt secrets?

Candidate Cox can say or print
anything he wants in America, even
Communist propaganda like he's been

doing since 1984. But can we trust someone
like this to help run our government?

A diii icult queslion. \lid olle t hat 0mui Nou cal allls%c 4,ii
c.ic" I oll day.

mm~ber h t dictator and murderer of millons, once said:

",..We h"e people, useful to our cuuse for world C"ommunism, in the U nitd StateS, who will

take our propaganda and feed it to .,m,'rican school children, gore'rnnent leadcrv, and

politicians...it is through these in,an_ wec will bring down the .4merican InlpeCrialii.il...

Before yu cast your vote for Congress think about what has been said here.

~t~te toi & hit-a ;, .i, (d . aill aid I.ellill

or

Vote lt truta Ak ; l I IZ . -r A .;k,, f l -,it 41u1id tiIe world who have sacrificed their lies it) ,p ol,,,p ' lit-

Vote June 7.

z 09 0O O 0rr 6

I

1 1 rj
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Ch h Cox, on April 13, admitted to a crowd of over 100 Orange
County voters that he Is responsible for translating, publishing, and
distributing Communist propaganda In the United States and 26 free
countries.

Chm nistpher Coxagnd__
lHe told 11s fellow C

that pepewho
helped to spread
Communist propaganda
were more valuable than
any bullet, bomb, or army.



he F Amendment to the Constitution gives
... y Jo what they want.

Christopher Cox's company, Context, translates and distributes
Pravda," the main Soviet propaganda daily publication. American

school children, thanks to Christopher Cox, are exposed to the lies,
distortions, and mind bending view of the world that Communist
propaganda so cleverly manufactures.

( I

.ov.i Jiropagandis" " '. Cox in the
SUnited States?

You knOw the answer. Nol

_ ., tt, vords of Stalin by voiing ir Cox for

Or youi cn vote for truth, for America, and for the millions of
fredom-seeking people who have died at the hands of Communist
dictators like Stalin.

It's all up to you. June 7.

Ch" 2

e~4 .
LXd
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How do you explain allegations of a sexual

affair with another married woman and

cheating on your wife to your family, friends,

and the voters who you are asking to trust you?
I

Ask Dave Baker, Candidate for Congress.



The fact is, Dave Baker wom't mn th

It was reMed that Dave Baker, a M ws lin veter he Is a
"good husan loan gy wh blevsh __ ale.

Dave Baker, did you cheat on yowife? Ye or W? WNR y eat the people of this
district? Why wom't you just tell the tuth?

On April 15, 198, Dave Baker claim tht famlly valess tme eoens tofe his
campaign for Oe. April 30, i a L. Ties aice headled "Aegtlos of
Adultery Confront Baker," Dave Baker refuses to answer qumsions srm dln the

issue. His only answer was "no response."

Did he or didn't be? Only Dave Baker knows that answer, and he isn't talking.

Everyone has their opinion about this kind of moral issue or qnestiom ble judgement on
the part of a public figure.

But this isn't the only time that Dave Baker has been confronted with llegtions of
questioNble judgement. On April 19, 1988, in a speech to a neighborhood voter group,
Dave Baker pledges to protect their quality of life if elected to congress. In 1987, Dave
Baker voted to build the Yale Street overpass, thus endangering Irvine families in near-
by neighborhoods with high speed auto traffic.

And of course, Dave Baker says he's never supported a tax increase. But official
records show that in 1984, Dave Baker led the campaign to increase Orange County's
sales tax.

With Dave Baker, the issue isn't one of lifestyle or morality. What is at issue is the
trust and confidence we must have in our elected officials to faithfully carry out their
duties.

The real question is: If a wife can't trust her husband to be faithful, can we trust him to
be faithful to the sacred duties of being a congressman?

Trust and judgement are important. Are you willing to take a chance on Dave Baker?

Think about it. Please consider who deserves our trust when you vote.

Please vote June 7.

I U
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1309 3. Nortern, 0820
Phoenix. AwIMOM o So2

July 10, 189I

General Counsel
Federal Elections Commission
999 Z. Street, M.N.
Washington, D.C. 20463
RE: Termination of Committee

Dear Sir,

I would like to terminate the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus (C00228114). There has been, for over a year, a matter

under review, NUR 2618, still open.

I request that this matter be resolved. I have fully complied
with all request. The Committee's activities have been suspended
for over a year with no existing plans for political involvement.

It is my understanding that I cannot terminate the committee with

an open matter. Please let me know what I need to do in order to

terminate the committee and resolve NUR 2618. Your prompt
consideration is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Arthur Jack n
Executive Director



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTOt4' O.C MW

July 24 1989

Arthur Jackson
Executive Director
American Council fot

a Conservative Consensus
1309 E. Northern, #520
Phoenix, Arizona 6S020

RE: MU! 2618
American Council for

0 a Conservative Consensus

00

Dear Mr. Jackson:

We are in receipt of your letter dated July 10, 1989. The
Commission has not yet made a final determination as to the
above-captioned enforcement matter. This Office is-currently
preparing a brief which sets forth the position of the General
Counsel on the legal and factual issues in this matter.

0 we are proceeding in this matter as expeditiously as
possible. As you correctly indicated in your letter, the
American Council for a Conservative Consensus (the "Committee")
may not terminate while it is involved in an ongoing enforcement
matter. Therefore, you are reminded that the Committee must
continue to file all the required reports with the Commission
until such time as the enforcement matter has been closed as to
the Committee.

If you have any questions, please contact Kenneth
E. Kellner, the attorney assigned to this matter, at
(202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel



Conservative Consensus and Ibh.ia..Dodd, as treasu'rer, and,"Watbaa,.

,F) the assesmmnt of the intoration presently available.

cloo
CVa

Date rnce *4

Staff: Kenneth Kellner



Attached for tbe. cc~atW-'s eiwaeW f ttngthe
position of th Gea i~ oa th*, UpI~ an4 foctual. issues
of the above-oap*fted aoof .... ap.rop•iate brief
and a letter non t40nt* of the enerl Coons'
intent to recompeOI to the a findisg of noprobable
cause to believe as to Rathe Roaoenb or ress, and
probable cause to believe as to the America Conil for a
Conservative Consensus wera sailed on October 5 , 1989.
Following receipt of the respondents' replies to these notices,
this Office will sake a further report to the Commission.

Attachments
1. Briefs (2)
2. Letters to respondents(2)

Staff: Kenneth Kellner



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHIN ToN. 02C M3

October 5, 1989

Sharlee Dodd, Treasurer
American Council for
a Conservative Consensus
1309 East Northern Avenue
Suite 520
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

RE: MUR 2618
American Council for

r e) a Conservative Consensus
and Sharlee Dodd, as

if treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:

C) Based on a complaint filed with the Federal Election
Commission on June 8, 1988, and information supplied by you, the
Commission, on October 18, 1988, found that there was reason to
believe the American Council for a Conservative Consensus (the

O "Committee") and you, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.
S 441a(a) (1) (A), 434 and 441d(a), and instituted an
investigation of this matter.

After considering all the evidence available to the
Commission, the Office of the General Counsel is prepared to
recommend that the Commission find probable cause to believe that
certain violations have occurred and no probable cause to believe
that other violations have occurred.

The Commission may or may not approve the General Counsel's
recommendation. Submitted for your review is a brief stating the
position of the General Counsel on the legal and factual issues
of the case. Within 15 days of your receipt of this notice, you
may file with the Secretary of the Commission a brief (ten copies
if possible) stating your position on the issues and replying to
the brief of the General Counsel. Three copies of such brief
should also be forwarded to the Office of the General Counsel, if
possible. The General Counsel's brief and any brief which you
may submit will be considered by the Commission before proceeding
to a vote on whether there is probable cause to believe a
violation has occurred.
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Sharlee Dodd, Treasurer
Page 2

if you are unable to tile a responsive brief within 15 days,
you may submit a written request for an extension of time. All
requests for extensions of timt must be submitted in writing five
days prior to the due date, and good, cause must be demonstrated.
In addition, the Office of the General Counsel ordinarily will
not give extensions beyond 20 days.

A finding of probable cause to believe requires that the
Office of the General Counsel attempt for a period of not less
than 30, but not more than 90, days to settle this matter through
a conciliation agreement.

Should you have any questions, please contact Kenneth E.
Kellner, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

CD Enclosure
Brief

,-mew



BEFRE N EDEALELECIOI COISSION

In the Matter of )
MUR 2618

American Council for a )
Conservative Consensus and )
Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer )

ge. COUNSEL S BRIEF

I. STANWE OF UN CASE

David W. Syme and Gary C. Huckaby filed a complaint with the

Federal Election Commission (the "Commission") on June 8, 1988.

The complaint alleged that Arthur M. Jackson and the American

Council for a Conservative Consensus (OACCCO) had mailed two

derogatory brochures to residents of Orange County, California.

Copies of these brochures were included with the complaint. The

gentlemen alleged that the preparation and distribution of these

: brochures were coordinated with Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

1-- (the "Rosenberg Committee") possibly through its agent, David W.

C: Vaporean. Nathan Rosenberg was one of three candidates seeking

the Republican nomination to the vacated California 40th district

congressional seat. The substantive violations asserted were

excessive contributions by Mr. Jackson and ACCC, failure to meet

statutory reporting and filing requirements by ACCC, and improper

disclaimers on the brochures.

After considering the evidence presented by ACCC and the

Rosenberg Committee, on October 18, 1988, the Commission found

reason to believe that the ACCC violated certain provisions of

the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the

"Act"). Interrogatories were sent to ACCC to acquire additional

information. The focus of the inquiry was on an issue unresolved
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by the response to the complaint. An extension of time to reply

was granted, and on December 13# 1988, answers to these

interrogatories were received.

Ux. ANALY ISz

a. The complaint alleged that the expenditures for
brochures issued by AC C vore not independent, and

therefore, those expenditures constituted contributions

in excess of the statutory liuitations.

Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A), no person may

contribute more than $1000 in the aggregate per election to a

Nfederal candidate or his authorized political committee. In

1p) addition, no political committee may knowingly accept any

contribution which violates Section 441a. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

The costs to publish and distribute brochures which advocate

the election or defeat of clearly identified federal candidates

are expenditures made for the purpose of influencing an election

to federal office. 2 U.S.C. S 431(9)(A)(i). Such expenditures,

if not independent, are deemed in-kind contributions subject to

the limitation on contributions. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (7) (B) (i) and

11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c).

To be considered independent the expenditure must be made

without cooperation or consultation with a candidate, authorized

committee or agent of such candidate. These criteria are

enumerated in 2 U.S.C. S 431(17). Section 109.1 of the

Commission's regulations clarifies the meaning of independent

expenditures. Under that regulation, an expenditure will be

presumed to have been made in consultation and cooperation with

an authorized committee when it is:
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(A) Based on information about the
candidate's plans, projects or needs provided
to the expending person by the candidate, oV
by the candidate's agents, with a view toward
having the expenditure madel

(B) Made by or through any person who is, or
has been, authorized to raise or expend
funds, who is, or has been, an officer of an
authorized committee, or who is, or has been,
receiving any form of compensation or
reimbursement from the candidate, the
candidate's committee or agent;
11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b) (4) (i).

In responding to the allegations that the challenged

,f) expenditures had been coordinated, ACCC provided documentary

evidence that the printing and distribution of its brochures was

contracted and paid for solely by ACCC. However, because there

was no refutation that no one associated with ACCC had attended

meetings, had discussions or received information concerning "the

candidate's plans, projects or needs" in connection with the

-D brochure effort, the Commission found reason to believe that ACCC

violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A) by the making of excessive

contributions.

ACCC in its response to the Commission's interrogatories

declared that no one involved with ACCC had any relationship,

whether employment, volunteer services or other capacity, with

the Rosenberg Committee. Further, there was no coordination,

cooperation or prior consent regarding the ACCC brochures between

the Rosenberg Committee and ACCC. Mr. Jackson apparently made

all editorial decisions and other ministerial determinations on
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behalf of ACCC, without any knowledge of the Rosenberg Committee

or its plans.

In summary, the evidence and declarations confirm that the

expenditures in question derived solely from ACCC's resources,

that the use of a common mailing house was coincidental and that

ACCC had no knowledge of the candidate's plans, projects or

needs. Accordingly, the presumption that the expenditure was not

independent is apparently rebutted in full, and there is no

probable cause to believe that ACCC violated Section

441a(a) (1) (A).

B. The complaint alleged that ACCC failed to report the
the expenditures associated with its brochures.

The complaint also alleged that ACCC is a political

C)
committee, subject to various reporting obligations which were

C) not fulfilled. An organization is a political committee 
subject

to the reporting provisions under the Act when it receives

contributions or makes expenditures of $1000 in a calendar year.

2 U.S.C. S 431(4) (A).

ON, On May 24, 1988, the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus filed a Statement of Organization with the Commission.

Such statement pursuant to Section 433(a) must be filed within

ten days after an organization becomes a political committee.

The Commission determined that as ACCC had filed its Statement of

Organization in a timely manner, there was no reason to believe a
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violation had occurred on this ground. Based on the then

available information, however, the Commission determined that

other reporting violations may have occurred.

A political committee must file reports on its financial

activity, including any independent expenditures and in-kind

contributions. All contributions received and disbursements made

in aggregate amounts in excess of $200 must be reported.

2 U.S.C. 5 434. Further, any independent expenditure made after

the 20th day, but more than 24 hours, before an election must be

reported within 24 hours after such independent expenditure is
!_0

made. 2 U.S.C. S 434(c), 11 C.F.R. S 104.5(g).

ACCC reported its expenditures as being independent by

C) filing a Schedule E which was received on June 7. This schedule

listed the sum of $19,996 paid to Diversified Mailing, Inc. on

(D May 27, and allocated that sum to opposition to the candidacy of

the two persons named in the ACCC brochures. That payment

occurred within twenty days prior to the election held on June 7,

1988. Accordingly, this expenditure, if independent, had to be

reported within 24 hours. Yet, the expenditure of $19,996 was

reported on June 7, ten days after the expenditure was made.

On the information then available, however, these

expenditures were deemed to have constituted an in-kind

contribution to the Rosenberg Committee. Under

Section 434(b) (6)(B) (1), a political committee must report the

name of each other political committee to which it has made a

contribution. Similarly the recipient committee must disclose
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such contribution. Therefore, to the extent that these

expenditures were in-kind contributions, not independent

expenditures, ACCC was obligated to report the disbursement of

those sums. Since the filed reports did not make the requisite

disclosures, the Commission found reason to believe that ACCC

violated Section 434.

The information obtained, however, demonstrates that the

expenditure was independent. ACCC has acknowledged that it

failed to report its independent expenditure within the 24-hour

0 period prescribed by Section 434(c) and 11 C.F.R. S 104.5(g).

Therefore, there is probable cause to believe that ACCC violated

2 U.S.C. S 434(c).

C) C. The complaint further asserted that the disclosure
notice on the &CCC brochures was improper.

The brochures distributed by ACCC contained the following

disclosure statement: "Paid for by the American Council for a

7Conservative Consensus." The complainants alleged that pursuant

to each subsection of 2 U.S.C. S 441d(a) that disclosure

statement was inadequate. Pursuant to Section 441d(a), whenever

a person finances a communication to advocate the election or

defeat of a clearly identified candidate, a statement disclosing

the source of the funds expended and authorization (or lack) by a

federal candidate or committee must be made. The brochures

created by ACCC identified two candidates by name and advocated

their defeat. Accordingly, a proper disclosure statement would

be required on each brochure distributed by ACCC.
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The disclosure statement, however, indicated only the source

of the funds utilized to publish the brochures. ACCC has

acknowledged that the disclaimer was incomplete. In a letter

filed with the Commission on June 14, ACCC claimed that part of

the disclaimer, "and not authorized by any candidate or

candidate's committee," was inadvertently omitted from the

printed brochures. According to the evidence presented and sworn

statements, these brochures were not authorized by any political

committee and represented an independent expenditure.

Accordingly under Section 441d(a)(3), it must be disclosed that

the communication was not authorized by any candidate or

candidate's committee. Since no disclaimer concerning non-

authorization appeared on the brochure, the Commission found

reason to believe that Section 441d(a) was violated.

C) ACCC has again acknowledged that by omitting the required

disclosure statement, it violated this provision. Accordingly,

there is probable cause to believe that a violation of Section

441d(a) occurred.

III. GENERAL COUNSEL'S RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Find no probable cause to believe the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A).

2. Find probable cause to believe the American Council for a
Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. SS 434(c) and 441d(a).

Date , Lawrence M. Noble
,4eneral Counsel



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, OC. 2063

October 5, 1989

Richard Mayberry, Esquire
Richard Mayberry & Associates
Suite 500
888 16th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

RE: MUR 2618
Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress and
David R. White,

11O as treasurer

Dear Mr. Mayberry:

Based on a complaint filed with the Federal Election
C:) Commission on June 8, 1988, and information supplied by you, the

Commission, on October 18, 1988, found that there was reason to
-0 believe your client, Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David R.

White, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(f) and 434, and
0 instituted an investigation of this matter.

WAfter considering all the evidence available to the
- Commission, the Office of the General Counsel is prepared to

recommend that the Commission find no probable cause to believe
that these violations have occurred.

The Commission may or may not approve the General Counsel's
recommendation. Submitted for your review is a brief stating the
position of the General Counsel on the legal and factual issues
of the case. Within 15 days of your receipt of this notice, you
may file with the Secretary of the Commission a brief (ten copies
if possible) stating your position on the issues and replying to
the brief of the General Counsel. Three copies of such brief
should also be forwarded to the Office of the General
Counsel, if possible. The General Counsel's brief and any brief
which you may submit will be considered by the Commission before
proceeding to a vote on whether there is probable cause to
believe a violation has occurred.



Richard Mayberry, Esquire
Page 2

If you are unable to file a responsive btief within 15 days,

you may submit a written rest Eor an extension of time. All
requests for extensions of t im aust be submitted in writing five
days prior to the due date, and good cause must be demonstrated.
In addition, the Office of the General Counsel ordinarily will
not give extensions beyond 20 days.

A finding of probable cause to believe requires that the
Office of the General Counsel attempt for a period of not less
than 30, but not more than 90, days to settle this matter through
a conciliation agreement.

Should you have any questions, please contact Kenneth E.

Kellner, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

)Sincer ly,

-, .Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

Enclosure
Brief



3303 TE I ER A ELECTION COMISSION

In the Matter of )
) MUR 2618

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and )
David R. White, as treasurer )

GENERAL COUNSEL'S BRIEF

I. STATDEMT 07 TE CASE

David W. Syme and Gary C. Huckaby filed a complaint with the

Federal Election Commission (the "Commission') on June 8, 1988.

The complaint alleged that Arthur M. Jackson and the American

Council for a Conservative Consensus ("ACCC") had mailed two

derogatory brochures to residents of Orange County, California.

Copies of these brochures were included with the complaint. The
\10

gentlemen alleged that the preparation and distribution of these

brochures were coordinated with Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

o (the "Rosenberg Committee") possibly through its agent, David W.

Vaporean. Nathan Rosenberg was one of three candidates seeking

o the Republican nomination to the vacated California 40th district

congressional seat. The substantive violations asserted were

excessive contributions by Mr. Jackson and ACCC, failure to meet

statutory reporting and filing requirements by ACCC, and improper

disclaimers on the brochures.

After considering the allegations and the evidence presented

by ACCC and the Rosenberg Committee, on October 18, 1988, the

Commission found reason to believe that the Rosenberg Committee

violated certain provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act

of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). Interrogatories were sent to

the Rosenberg Committee to acquire additional information. The

focus of the inquiry was on an issue unresolved by the responses
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to the complaint. An extension of time to reply was granted, and

on December 13, 1988, answers to these interrogatories were

received.

11. ANALYSIS

A. The complaint alleged that the expenditures for
brocbures issued by AC= were not independent, and
therefore, those expenditures constituted contributions
in excess of the statutory limitations.

Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (1) (A), no person may

contribute more than $1000 in the aggregate per election to a

federal candidate or his authorized political committee. In

addition, no political committee may knowingly accept any

contribution which violates Section 441a. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

The costs to publish and distribute brochures which advocate

the election or defeat of clearly identified federal candidates

are expenditures made for the purpose of influencing an election

to federal office. 2 U.S.C. S 431(9)(A)(i). Such expenditures,

if not independent, are deemed in-kind contributions subject to

the limitation on contributions. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a) (7) (B)(i) and

11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c).

To be considered independent the expenditure must be made

without cooperation or consultation with a candidate, authorized

committee or agent of such candidate. These criteria are

enumerated in 2 U.S.C. S 431(17). Section 109.1 of the

Commission's regulations clarifies the meaning of independent

expenditures. Under that regulation, an expenditure will be

presumed to have been made in consultation and cooperation with

an authorized committee when it is:
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(A) Based on information abot the
candidate's plans, projeOts O r d ds provided
to the expending person by th* catdida l t or

by the candidate's agents, with:& 'view toward
having the expenditure made

(B) Made by or through any. peson wbo is, or
has been, authorized to raise ot expend
funds, who is, or has been, an oftioer of an
authorized committee, or who is. or has been,
receiving any form of compenetion or
reimbursement from the candidate, the
candidate's committee or agentl
11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b) (4)(i).

In responding to the allegations that the challenged

expenditures had been coordinated, the Rosenberg Committee

disclaimed any knowledge of and any involvement in the ACCC

brochures, monetarily or in their preparation or distribution.

However, because there was no refutation that no one associated

with ACCC had attended meetings, had discussions or received

information concerning "the candidate's plans, projects or needs"

in connection with the brochure effort, the Commission found

reason to believe that the Rosenberg Committee violated 2 U.S.C.

5 441a(f) by its apparent receipt of excessive contributions.

The Rosenberg Committee in sworn responses to the

Commission's interrogatories affirmed that no one from ACCC

attended any meetings or was involved in any aspect of the

Rosenberg Committee's preparation and distribution of campaign

literature. The Rosenberg Committee also declared that the

candidate and persons associated with the campaign did not advise

or consult with ACCC regarding its production and distribution of

the challenged brochures. The Rosenberg Committee further
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affirmed that no one connected with ACCC attended any meetings,

participated in any discussions or received any information

concerning the plans, projects and needs of the candidate and the

Rosenberg Committee.

In summary, the evidence and declarations confirm that the

expenditures in question derived solely from ACCC's resources,

that the use of a comnon mailing house was coincidental and that

ACCC had no knowledge of the candidate's plans, projects or

needs. Accordingly, the presumption that the expenditure was not

the independent is apparently rebutted in full, and there is no

probable cause to believe that the Rosenberg Committee violated

Section 441a(f).

B. The complaint alleged that the Rosenberg Committee
failed to report the receipt of an in-kind
contribution, i.e., the expenditures associated with
the ACCC brochures.

The complaint also alleged that various reporting

obligations were not fulfilled. A political committee must file

reports on its financial activity, including any independent

expenditures and in-kind contributions. All contributions

received and disbursements made in aggregate amounts in excess of

$200 must be reported. 2 U.S.C. S 434. Further, any independent

expenditure made after the 20th day, but more than 24 hours,

before an election must be reported within 24 hours after such

independent expenditure is made. 2 U.S.C. S 434(c), 11 C.F.R.

S 104.5(g).
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ACCC reported its expenditures as being independent by

filing a Schedule E which was received on June 7. This schedule

listed the sum of $19,996 paid to Diversified Mailing, Inc. on

May 27, and allocated that sum to opposition to the candidacy of

the two persons named in the ACCC brochures. Based on the

information then available, these expenditures were deemed to

have constituted an in-kind contribution to the Rosenberg

Committee. Under Section 434(b)(6)(B)(i), a political committee

must report the name of each other political committee to which

it has made a contribution. Similarly the recipient committee

must disclose such contribution. Therefore, to the extent that

these expenditures were in-kind contributions, not independent

C expenditures, the Rosenberg Committee was obligated to report 
the

disbursement and receipt of those sums. Since the filed reports

C did not make the requisite disclosures, the Commission found

reason to believe the Rosenberg Committee violated Section 434.

The information obtained, however, has demonstrated that the

expenditure by ACCC was independent. Under Section 434(c), such

independent expenditure must be reported by the expending party.

Accordingly, since the Rosenberg Committee did not expend the

funds in question, the Rosenberg Committee had no obligation to

report the receipt and disbursement of such expenditure.

Therefore, there is no probable cause to believe that the

Rosenberg Committee violated 2 U.S.C. S 434.
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iii. aU3At £3sITtW5

1. Find no probable cause to believe that Nathan .Rosenberg for
C l f)~" k" ,David I. White, as treasuret, violated 2 U.s.c.

S 4or 434.

LawGene C. Noble
GenralCounsel

o~.
Date
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OCTOBER 27, 1969

TO: KENNETH R. KELLR
FEDERAL ELECTION CO!'3ISSION

FROM: ARTHUR JACKSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

RE: MUR 2618
RESPONSE TO GENERAL COUNSEL'S BRIEF

09

I received the Brief a week ago and apologize for the delay in

responding to your letter dated October 5, 1989. It is my desire

to have this matter settled as soon as possible.

RESPONSE:

A. Obviously, I accept the conclusion for no probable cause.

B. I do not disagree with the finding although there are
mitigating circumstances. The Schedule E was filed late due to

clerical error and a long holiday weekend. Since the form must

be notarized, my secretary waited until she could go to the bank
(who I used for a notary). The transaction took place late
Friday, May 27th, and Monday, May 30th, was Memorial Day and the

bank and post office were closed. She did not understand the

importance of immediate mailing and sent it a day later. Please

note the Schedule E was received on June 7th, but postmarked a

few days earlier. I understand it was sent Certified Mail but I

cannot find my receipt for the postmark.

Although I have not provided the proof, the Schedule E which was

sent to the Secretary of State of California was mail regular

postage on May 27th. There was absolutely no malicious or
deceptive intent, just simple errors and misunderstanding.

0
R
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C. I do not di ree with the. finding.- As I have stated. I
sincerely regret therror. When. I reviewed photocopys of the
proof before printing. the correct and accurate laiser
statement was on ther. ailing. There is no evidence to bac my
claim, but I belile that somne: at the printer (which was also
used by other candidates In the ,Tface) removed the text with tho:
intention to stop the sailing.. did not see the actual final
piece until after it was mailed.

Ultimately, the responsibility for these errors is ours and we
accept that. The issue has never been in dispute and has been
consistently and fully acknowledged. The Committee has only
about $200, has ceased operation, and is not fundraising for any
activities. I request leniency in any proposed penalties due to

my total cooperation, lack of funds, and desire to dissolve the
committee.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions at (602) 870-
3825.

Arthur Jack~on
Executive Director
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BEFOREC TIEE FUEME UWTO (CPD!ISI

In the Matter of )

Nathan Rosenberg for Conretss and MR e
David R. White, as trea *Vj* end, t*R )
American Council for a C(OnftbVativO )
Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, a. )
treasurer )

GENERAL €CONS1E US RPORT

I. BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

This matter arose from a complaint filed with the Commission

on June 8, 1988 by David W. Syme and Gary C. Huckaby. The

complaint alleged that the American Council for a Conservative

Consensus had mailed two derogatory brochures to residents of

Orange County, California, for which the preparation and

distribution were coordinated with Nathan Rosenberg for Congress,

possibly through its agent, David W. Vaporean. The complaint

asserted the American Council for a Conservative Consensus, by

its action, had made excessive contributions, failed to meet

statutory reporting and filing requirements, and failed to

include a proper disclaimer on the brochures.

After considering the evidence supplied with the complaint

and provided by the respondents, the Commission, on October 18,

1988, found reason to believe the Nathan Rosenberg for Congress

and David R. White, as treasurer, (the "Rosenberg Committee")

violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(f) and 434. On that same date, the

Commission further found reason to believe the American Council

for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, (the

"ACCC") violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(a)(1)(A), 434, and 441d(a).
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A. MosenbetS Cossittlee

A General Counsel's Brief was mailed to the Rosenberg

Committee on october S, 1989. The Rosenberg Committee has not

submitted a response to the General Counsel's Brief. AS detailed

in the brief, the evidence and declarations confirm that the

expenditures in question derived solely from the ACCC's resources

and that the use of a common mailing house was coincidental. The

evidence further confirms that the ACCC had no knowledge of the

candidate's plans, projects or needs. Accordingly, since the

presumption that the expenditure for the brochure was not

independent is apparently rebutted in full, this Office

a: recommends that the Commission find no probable cause to believe

that Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David R. White, as

treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

In addition, since the Rosenberg Committee did not expend
0

the funds in question, the Rosenberg Committee had no obligation

under Section 434(c) to report the receipt and disbursement of

this expenditure. Therefore, this Office further recommends that

the Commission find no probable cause to believe that Nathan

Rosenberg for Congress and David R. White, as treasurer, violated

2 U.S.C. s 434.

B. ACCC

A General Counsel's Brief was mailed to the ACCC on

October 5, 1989. As set forth above and detailed in the brief,

the evidence and declarations confirm that the expenditures in

question derived solely from the ACCC's resources and that the

use of a common mailing house was coincidental. The evidence



further confirms that the ACCC had no knowledge of the

candidate's plans, projects or needs. Accordingly, since the

presumption that the expenditure for the brochure was not

independent is apparently rebutted in full, this Office

recommends that the Commission find no probable cause to believe

that the American Council for a Conservative Consensus and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(l)(A).

The ACCC has acknowledged, however, that it failed to report

its independent expenditure within the 24 hour period prescribed

by Section 434(c) and 11 C.F.R. 5 104.5(g). Therefore, this

Office recommends the Commission find probable cause to believe

the American Council for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee

Dodd, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(c).

Also as detailed in the General Counsel's Brief, the

disclosure statement contained on the brochures indicated the

source of the funds utilized to publish the brochures, but

omitted disclosure that the communication was not authorized by

any candidate or candidate's committee. 2 U.S.C. S 441d(a)(3).

The ACCC has repeatedly acknowledged that the disclaimer was

incomplete. Accordingly, this Office recommends that the

Commission find probable cause to believe the American Council

for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,

violated 2 U.S.C. 5 441d(a).

The ACCC submitted a response to the General Counsel's Brief

on October 30, 1989. The response is included as an attachment

to this report. In its response, the ACCC does not disagree with

any of this Office's recommendations contained in the brief. It
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did, however, provide explanations for its actions and a request

for "leniency in any proposed penalties(.]" For exasple, in its

response, the ACCC states that the late reporting of its

independent expenditures was "due to clerical error and a long

holiday weekend", and that there was "no malicious or deceptive

intent." According to the ACCC, "[tihe transaction took place

late Friday, May 27th, and Monday, Nay 30th, was Memorial Day and

the bank and post office were closed." As a result, states the

ACCC, it could not get the required form notarized in time for a

timely mailing.

The ACCC further apologized for the incomplete disclaimer on

the brochures. While taking responsibility for the error, the

ACCC apparently believes that its brochures were sabotaged by

other participants in the Congressional race. See Attachment 1

at p.2 . Nonetheless, the ACCC concedes no evidence exists that

0D the full disclaimer was on an earlier proof of the brochure.

11. Discussion of Conciliation Provisions and Civil Penalty



111. R3CONMRDATZOUS

1. rind no probable cause to believe Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress and David R. White, as treasurer, violated
2 U.S.C. 55 441a(f) and 434, and close the file as to
these respondents.

2. rind no probable cause to believe the American Council
for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a)(1)(A).

3. Find probable cause to believe the American Council for
a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer

violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(c) and 441d(a).

CCO 4. Approve the attachid proposed conciliation agreement
and letters.

Date Lawrence M.r• General Counsel

Attachments
1. Response to General Counsel's Brief submitted by the ACCC
2. Response to Interrogatories submitted by the ACCC

0-1 3. Response to Interrogatories submitted by the Rosenberg
Committee

4. Letter to the Rosenberg Committee
5. Letter and Conciliation Agreement to the ACCC

Staff assigned: Kenneth Kellner
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5DWOI3 TRZ FEDERAL IZCON COISISS ION

In the atter of

Nathan ROnbtrg for Congress and ) UR 2618

Davd *. WbtO, as treasurer and the
Aa tc#n Comell for a Conservative
corrensuu and Sharlee Dodd, as )treasurer)

CEIRTI9!

1, arjorie W. Emmons, recording secretry for the

N. Federal zlection Commission executive session of April 3,

%1990, do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a

COvote of 6-0 to take the following actions in NUR 2618:

O 1. Find no probable cause to believe Nathan
Rosenberg for Congress and David R. White,
as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. 55 441a(f)

O: and 434, and close the file as to these

respondents.

2. Find no probable cause to believe the

American Council for a Conservative
Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,

violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a)(1)(A).

3. Find probable cause to believe the

American Council for a Conservative
Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(c) and 441d(a).

(continued)



Wage 2Federal Election Commission
Certification for lUR 2616
April 4, 1990

4. Approve the proposed conciliation agreeent
and letters attached to the General Counsel's
report dated March 12, 1990.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak, McDonald,

McGarry, and Thomas voted affirmatively for the decision.

Attest:

Date . e[MarJorle W. mmions
Secetary of the commission



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20463

April 6, 1990

Richard Mayberry, toq.
Richard Mayberry & Associates
Suite 500
888 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

RE: MUR 2618
Nathan Rosenberg for
Congress and David R.
White, as treasurer

r Dear Mr. Mayberry:

This is to advise you that on April 3, 1990, the

Federal Election Commission found that there is no probable cause
to believe your clients, Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and David

R. White, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(f) and 434.

Accordingly, the file in this matter has been closed as to your

clients.

o The Commission reminds you that the confidentiality
provisions of 2 U.S.C. SS 437g(a)(4)(B) and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain
in effect until the entire matter has been closed. The
Commission will notify you when the entire file has been
closed. Should you wish to submit any factual or legal materials

- to appear on the public record, please do so within ten days.
Such materials should be sent to the Office of the General

r1K Counsel.

If you have any questions, please contact Kenneth E.
Kellner, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sin c*ely,

Lawrence .. Nob
General Counsel



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20W3

April 6, 1990

Sharlee Dodd, Treasurer
American Council for a

Conservative Consensus
1309 East Northern Avenue
Suite 520
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

RE: NUR 2618
American Council for a

conservative Consensus and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:

On April 3 , 1990, the Federal Election Commission found

that there is probable cause to believe the American 
Council for

CD a Conservative Consensus and you, as 
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.

55 434(c) and 441d(a), provisions of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, in connection 
with brochures

published and distributed by the American 
Council for a

C) Conservative Consensus. On that same date, the Commission found

that there is no probable cause to believe the American 
Council

for a Conservative Consensus and you, as treasurer, 
violated

2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(1)(A).

The Commission has a duty to attempt to 
correct such

violations for a period of 30 to 90 days by informal methods of

conference, conciliation, and persuasion, 
and by entering into a

conciliation agreement with a respondent. 
If we are unable to

reach an agreement during that period, 
the Commission may

institute a civil suit in United States 
District Court and seek

payment of a civil penalty.

Enclosed is a conciliation agreement that the Commission 
has

approved in settlement of this matter. If you agree with the

provisions of the enclosed agreement, 
please sign and return it,

along with the civil penalty, to the Commission within ten days.

I will then recommend that the Commission 
accept the agreement.

Please make your check for the civil penalty payable to the

Federal Election Commission.



Sharlee Dodd,Treasurer
Page 2 .

if you have any questions or suggestions tor changes in the
enclosed conciliation agreement. or if you wish to arrange a

meeting in 'connection wilth a mutually satisfa ory conciliation
agreement, pliase contact Kenneth 3. Iellner. he attorney
assigned to this matter, at (202)'376-8200.

Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement

0O

0

0



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 204(3

I Y 2* 1990

CERTIFIED RAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Sharlee Dodd, Treasurer
American Council for a

Conservative Consensus
1309 East Northern Avenue
Suite 520
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

RE: HUR 2618
American Council for a
Conservative Consensus and
Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:

On April 6, 1990, you were notified that the Federal

Election Commission found probable cause to believe that the
0 American Council for a Conservative Consensus ("Committee") and

you, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. SS 434(c) and 441d(a). On
that same date, you were sent a conciliation agreement offered by
the Commission in settlement of this matter.

Please note that pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 437g(a)(4)(A)(i),
the conciliation period in this matter may not extend for more
than 90 days, but may cease after 30 days. Insofar as more than
30 days have elapsed without a response from you, a
recommendation concerning the filing of a civil suit will be made

to the Commission by the Office of the General Counsel unless we
receive a response from you within 10 days of receipt of this
letter.

Should you have any questions, please contact Kenneth E.

Kellner, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
c.ne ral/ounsel

BY: nathan A. Bernstein
Assistant General Counsel



Hsro TU ED RAW EL3CTION C=l0S!s5o5

In the Matter of ) S I V

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and ) HUR 2618

David R. White. as treasurer; American

Council for a Conservative Consensus )

and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer )

GENER1L COUNSEL w5 RErORT

I. BACKGROUND

On April 3, 1990. the Commission found probable 
cause to

believe the American Council for a Conservative Consensus 
and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer ("the Committee"), violated 
2 U.S.C.

SS 434(c) and 441d(a) by filing a 24 hour independent

expenditure report too late and including an incomplete

disclaimer on the brochures that are the subject of 
this matter.

This Office recommends the Commission

accept this agreement in settlement of this matter. Moreover,

because this agreement disposes of the remaining respondents 
in

the matter, we further recommend the Commission close the 
file.

II. DISCUSSION OF CONCILIATION PROVISIONS

_ I



w

Further, the Committee desires to terminate, 
had only

$251 in its account (Attachment 1, page 2), and the Committee's

Executive Director, himself with substantial 
personal debts,

agreed to make up the difference from 
his personal funds in

order to settle the matter (Attachment 3, 
page 1).

III. RBCORENDATIONS

1. Accept the attached conciliation agreement 
with the

American council for a Conservative Consensus 
and

Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer.

2. Close the file.

3. Approve the appropriate letters.

Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

Date BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Attachments
1. Response dated May 15, 1990

2. Response dated June 13, 1990

3. Response dated July 13, 1990

Staff assigned: Kenneth Kellner
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BEFORE THE rEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSZON

In the Matter of

Nathan Rosenberg for Congress and
David R. White, as treasurer; American
Council for Conservative Consensus
and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer.

NUR 2618

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, Secretary of the federal

Election Commission, do hereby certify that on August 10,

1990, the Commission decided by a vote of 6-0 to take the

following actions in MUR 2618:

1. Accept the conciliation agreement with
the American Council for a Conservative
Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer,
as recommended in the General Counsel's
Report dated August 7, 1990.

2. Close the file.

3. Approve the letter, as recommended in
the General Counsel's Report dated
August 7, 1990.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak, McDonald,

McGarry, and Thomas voted affirmatively for the decision.

Attest:

Date trofihe oW mmsons
Secr tary of the Commission

Received in the Secretariat: Tues., August 7, 1990 4:22 p.m.
Circulated to the Commission: Wed., August 8, 1990 11:00 a.m.
Deadline for vote: Fri., August 10, 1990 11:00 a.m.



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C 2463

August 21, 1990

Sharlee Dodd, Treasurer
American Council for a

Conservative Consensus
1309 East Northern Avenue
Suite 520
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

RE: MUR 2618
American Council for a
Conservative Consensus and
Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer

Dear Ms. Dodd:
co

on August 10, 1990, the Federal Election Commission accepted

the signed conciliation agreement and civil penalty submitted on

0 your behalf in settlement of violations of 
2 U.S.C. SS 434(c) and

441d(a), provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971,

as amended. Accordingly, the file has been closed in this

matter. This matter will become a part of the public 
record

0 within 30 days. If you wish to submit any further factual or

legal materials to appear on the public record, please do 
so

within ten days. Such materials should be sent to the Office of

the General Counsel.

Please be advised that information derived in connection

with any conciliation attempt will not become public without 
the

written consent of the respondent and the Commission. See

2 U.S.C. 5 437g(a)(4)(B). The enclosed conciliation agreement,

however, will become a part of the public record.



Sharlee Dodd, TreaSurer
Page 2

Enclosed you Will find a copy of the fully executed
conciliation agreesentfor your files. If you havo&any
questions, pleIs econtact Kenneth E. Kellner, the attOrney
assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois GIer
Associate General Counsel

N Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement



53FORE IUE FEDERAL ELECTION COMIfSSION

In.the Matter of ))
American Council for a ) MUR 2618

Conservative Consensus and )
Sharlee Dodd, as treasurer )

CONCILIATION AOGKMET

This matter was initiated by a signed, sworn, and notarized

complaint by David W. Syme and Gary C. Huckaby. An investigation

was conducted, and the Federal Election Commission (the

"Commission") found probable cause to believe that the American

Council for a Conservative Consensus and Sharlee Dodd, as

co treasurer, (the "Respondents") violated 2 U.S.C. 5S 434(c) and

I-) 441d(a).

NOW, THEREFORE, the Commission and the Respondents, having

duly entered into conciliation pursuant to 2 U.S.C.

437g(a)(4)(A)(i), do hereby agree as follows:

I. The Commission has jurisdiction over the Respondents and

the subject matter of this proceeding.

II. Respondents have had a reasonable opportunity to

demonstrate that no action should be taken in his matter.

III. Respondents enter voluntarily into this agreement with

the Commission.

IV. The pertinent facts in this matter are as follows:

1. American Council for a Conservative Consensus is a

political committee within the meaning of 2 U.S.C. 5 431(4).

2. Sharlee Dodd is the treasurer of the American

Council for a Conservative Consensus.



3. The Statement of Organixation for the American

Council for a Conservative Consensus vas filed on Say 24, 198.

4. On may 27, 1988, Respondents expended $19,996 for

the publication and dissemination of brochures to the residents of

Orange County, California. Respondents distributed the brochures

to the residents of Orange County, California. Those brochures

advocated the defeat of two named federal candidates competing in

the 1988 California Primary Election.

5. The 1988 California Primary Election was held on

June 7, 1988.

6. Respondents reported the expenditure in a

Schedule E which was filed with the Commission on June 7, 1988.

7. The brochures distributed by the Respondents

contained the following disclosure statement: "Paid for by the

American Council for a Conservative Consensus." The brochures did

not disclose that the communication was not authorized by any

candidate or candidate's committee.

8. In a letter to the Commission dated June 14, 1988,

Respondents acknowledged the omission of a portion of the required

disclosure notice on these brochures.

9. Pursuant to Section 434(c) of Title 2, United

States Code, any independent expenditure [including ones described

in Section 434(b)(6)(B)(iii)] which was made after the 20th day,

but more than 24 hours, before an election must be reported within

24 hours after such independent expenditure was made. See also

11 C.F.R. S 104.5(g).

10. Pursuant to Section 441d(a) of Title 2, United
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States Code, whenever a person finances a communication to

advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate,

a statement disclosing the source of the funds expended and

authorization (or lack of authorization) by a federal candidate or

committee must be made.

V. Respondents failed to report an independent expenditure

which exceeded $1,000 and which was made within 20 days prior to,

but more than 24 hours before, an election in violation of 2

U.S.C. 5 434(c).

VI. Respondents financed communications to advocate the

defeat of clearly identified federal candidates but failed to

disclose that the communication was not authorized by any

candidate or candidate's committee in violation of 2 U.S.C.

S 441d(a).

VII. Respondents will pay a civil penalty to the Federal

Election Commission in the amount of One Thousand Five Hundred

Dollars ($1,500), pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 5 437g(a)(5)(A).

VIII. The Commission, on request of anyone filing a complaint

under 2 U.S.C. S 437g(a)(1) concerning the matters at issue herein

or on its own motion, may review compliance with this agreement.

If the Commission believes that this agreement or any requirement

thereof has been violated, it may institute a civil action for

relief in the United States District Court for the District of

Columbia.

IX. This agreement shall become effective as of the date

that all parties hereto have executed same and the Commission has

approved the entire agreement.
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X. Respondents shall have no more than thirty (30) days

from the date this agreement becomes effective to comply with and

implement the requirement contained in this agreement and to so

notify the Commission.

XI. This Conciliation Agreement constitutes the entire

agreement between the parties on the matters raised herein, and no

other statement, promise, or agreement, either written or oral,

made by either party or by agents of either party, that is not

contained in this written agreement shall be enforceable.

FOR THE COMMISSION:

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY:
Lo TISG. e ner
Associat General Counsel

FOR THE RESPONDENTS:

Date 4 44

Daye



FE.EIRAL ELECTION COMMISSION
*A$.. t0NfO C- 263

August 21, 1990

Richard Rayberry, Esq.
RichardMayberry & Associates
Suite 5,00
888 l6th Street, 14.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

RE: MUR 2618
Nathan Rosenberg for Congress
Committee and David R. White,
as treasurer

Dear Mr. Mayberry:

This is to advise you that the entire file in this matter
cO has now been closed and will become part of the public record

within 30 days. Should you wish to submit any additional legal
or factual materials to be placed on the public record in

O connection with this matter, please do so within ten days. Such
materials should be sent to the Office of the General Counsel.

Should you have any questions, contact Kenneth E. Kellner,
O the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

D Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel
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